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Abstract 
The complicated turbulence structures in wall-bounded flows require accurate subgrid scale, 
SGS, modelling and realistic inlet boundary conditions for Large Eddy Simulation, LES. 
The present study focused on the investigation and development of transport equation SGS 
models and on the development of inlet conditions generation algorithms specialised for LES 
of wall-bounded flows. 
The investigation of SGS models has been carried out in two stages. In the first stage, 
models based on resolved scales and models based on subgrid scales were tested on a series of 
channel flow cases. Among the second group of models, there was a new SGS model whose 
development was based on the concept of dissipation calculated from the energy spectrum. 
The results indicated the superiority of the models based on subgrid scales, with the new 
model providing the most accurate flow field in general. 
The second stage involved the use of the Smagorinsky model and the Yoshizawa and 
Horiuti k5y5-equation model on a wing body junction case. The results that indicated common 
general flow characteristics but also a number of flow features unique to each solution. In 
accordance to the results obtained by the channel flows, the wing body junction case showed 
the superiority of the k8 8-equation model. 
Finally, the second part of the present study involved the development of an inlet condi- 
tions generation algorithm capable of producing inlet data appropriate to be used for LES of 
wall-bounded flows. A Digital Filter based algorithm was used as a baseline for the develop- 
ment of a multi-filtering technique, which in combination with frequency domain convolution 
and data interpolation, resulted in an efficient algorithm that can provide quasi-turbulent 
inlet data, characterised by pre-specified turbulent scale variations. 
Keywords: turbulence, wall-bounded flow, CFD, LES, inlet-boundary conditions, digital 
filter 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Wall-bounded flows :a physical review 
With the exception of free shear flows, the majority of flows related to engineering applica- 
tions are bounded by solid surfaces. Wall-bounded flows, compressible or incompressible, can 
be encountered in both internal and external flows, ranging from oil pipelines to gas turbine 
engines. Therefore, it is of great importance to study the physical phenomena and the mech- 
anisms related to these flows, in order to understand their behaviour and form expressions 
that will provide us with accurate predictions. 
In the case of wall-bounded flows, the presence of the solid surface and the physical 
implications to the flow lead to a wide range of scales that characterise the turbulence present. 
Close to the wall, within the viscous sublayer, the characteristic length scale is set by the 
friction velocity uT and the kinematic viscosity v, while outside this layer the length is set 
by the distance from the wall. As Reynolds number, Re, increases and the viscous sublayer 
is suppressed, the range of turbulence scales involved becomes even larger. Fluid structures, 
which are formed close to the wall play an important role to the development of the whole 
flow field. Therefore, it is important to either capture these features or model their behaviour 
accurately. As the computational cost increases significantly with Re, the role of modelling 
becomes more significant. 
1.1.1 Flow through a channel 
A wall-bounded flow case of particular interest is the flow through a channel. The simplicity 
of the geometry in combination with the presence of a number of flow phenomena have made 
1 
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channel flow a very popular test case for the experimental and numerical study of turbulence 
and the flow behaviour close to a solid surface. In the present study, channel flows were 
used extensively as test cases and therefore, it was considered appropriate to present a brief 
introduction to the main characteristics of this flow. 
A typical channel geometry comprises of two parallel walls, tangential to the freestream 
flow direction, separated by a distance of 2H. The mean flow is in the axial direction, x, 
and varies mainly in the wall normal direction, V. In an experimental setup, the walls extend 
far enough in the spanwise direction, z, in order to minimise side-wall effects, resulting in a 
statistical independence of z. The velocity components in the x, y and z direction are given 
by it, v and w respectively. A schematic of a typical channel geometry can be seen in Figure 
1.1. 
Li 
L, 
Lr Main flow dirccWn 
IG_. 
x 
Figure 1.1: Channel geometry 
The flow is laminar for Re < 1,350 and fully turbulent for Re > 3,000 11,161. When the 
flow has fully developed, it is statistically stationary and one-dimensional, varying only in the 
y direction. Since 
a= (w) = 0, the mass conservation equation leads to = 0. Due ax UY 
to the solid wall boundary condition that requires (v) =0 at the wall, (v) is also zero. Note 
that () denotes time-averaged values. 
The second important feature of the flow can be deducted from the lateral momentum 
equation, which can show that the mean pressure gradient is uniform across the flow and 
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equal to: 
a (P) dPW 
(1.1) 
tax dx 
where P is the pressure and the subscript w denotes the value at the wall. 
From the axial momentum equation, it can be shown that the total shear stress T, given 
by the sum of viscous and Reynolds stresses as shown in Eq. 1.2: 
d (u) ,, T=Pv dy - PCuv> (1.2) 
is related to P,  with: 
dT 
_ 
dP,,, Tw 
dy dx H (1.3) 
In Eq. 1.2, p is the fluid density, v is the kinematic viscosity and the superscript ' denotes 
the fluctuating velocity component. 
Eq. 1.3 shows that when the flow is fully developed, the driving force of the flow, which 
is a drop in pressure between the channel entrance and exit, is counteracted by the gradient 
of the total shear stress, resulting in no mean streamwise acceleration. Taking into account 
the antisymmetry of the shear stress with respect to the centre plane, it can be shown that 
the wall normal shear stress gradient equals -#, where T,,, is the shear stress at the wall. 
Hence, for a given pressure drop and channel height, the linear variation of 7- is given by: 
L 
independently of the fluid properties or the state of the fluid motion 11,161. 
Considering the solid wall boundary condition and the high shear region close to the wall, 
it should be expected that viscous stresses are larger closer to the wall, comparing to Reynolds 
stresses that should be zero at the wall, and increase in magnitude with the distance from 
the solid surface. This behaviour has been confirmed by DNS results for flows over a wide 
range of speeds. In the near-wall region, v and T,,, are important parameters and therefore, 
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they have been used for the definition of velocity and length scales, which are representative 
of those present in the region. Hence, uT is the friction velocity, given by: 
Tw 
uT =- (1.5) 
P 
and 8 is the viscous length scale, given by: 
ö =v (1. G) UT 
Finally, y+ is the distance from the wall, non-dimensionalised by the viscous length scale, 
given by: 
y+ = 
Jur 
v 
(i. 7) 
From the above, it is evident that a channel flow can be completely specified by a number 
of variables; namely p, v, H and 
d L, 
or uT. Using these variables, a relation can be formed 
for the region close to the wall, of the form: 
d(u)=uT J uT + (1.8) 
dJ _Y, 3, =yf(ýý 
where f () is a universal non-dimensional function. By defining u+as: 
u+ = 
(u) (1.9) 
UT 
Eq. 1.8 can be written as: 
du+ 
. 
ý+ 
f (ý+) (1.10) 
The integration of Eq. 1.1O leads to the law of the wall, given by Eq. 1.11. 
where 
26+_. Fw(J+) (1.11) 
fw =I .f 
(y' dy' 
oy 
Hence, the estimation of f, L in the different regions of the 
flow near the wall can lead to 
the prediction of u+. This will be explored further in the following section. 
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1.1.2 The boundary layer 
5 
An important feature of the flow through a channel as well as of every wall-bounded flow, is 
the presence of a boundary layer, which is formed over the wall. The formation of this layer 
is due to the viscosity of the fluid that results in zero velocity at the wall. The fluid forms a 
layer over the wall, through which it accelerates from zero to freestream velocity. The height 
of this layer is represented by J. The form and the state of a boundary layer can significantly 
vary from case to case. However, some common features can be identified when the boundary 
layer is one-dimensional in the time-average sense, fully developed and attached to the wall. 
In this case, the boundary layer is called canonical 1155]. 
A canonical boundary layer can be divided into two parts: the inner region extending 
from the wall to 0.26 and the outer region. The inner region is dominated by viscous and 
turbulence effects, while the outer by the flow turbulence. Each of these can be subdivided 
into a number of layers, based on the local dynamics. In the inner region three layers can be 
observed. 
The first layer is governed by viscous effects and forms a laminar sublayer. In this flow 
region fw (0) =0 and its derivative fw (0) = 1.0, by considering the solid wall boundary 
condition and the fact that r reduces to rr,, = µd 
u at the wall. Using a Taylor expansion 
for the representation of f,,, and by eliminating all the higher order terms, the following 
equation can be obtained: 
+ (1.12) 
DNS data 178,126] and experimental results 1185] have confirmed the accuracy of this 
approximation for y+ < 5.0. 
The third layer in the inner region of a canonical boundary layer is the Prandtl or loga- 
rithmic inertial layer. This extends in 30.0 > y+, 
4<1.0. Within this region, fluid dynamics 
are governed by the flow turbulence. The dependence of f,,, on y+ vanishes and the result 
is that f,,, obtains a constant value, given by K1 , where n, vK 
is the von Karman constant, 
equal to 0.41 . Hence, Eq. 1.10 becomes: 
du+ 
d kKY+ 
(1.13) 
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Von Karman 11841 integrated Eq. 1.13 and formed the log-law, which is given by: 
1 ('u+ (+)) ". 
K1 
In y+ + 5.2 ± 0.25 (1.14) 
Eq. 1.14 can be also written in the form: 
(u+ (Y, ))! -- 
1 
In Ey+ (1.15) 
KvK 
where E=9.0. 
A number of researchers 123,78,126,185,149] have confirmed the validity of the log-law 
for boundary layers with or without pressure gradient, over a range of 2,800 < Re < 230,000. 
Between the two layers described above, lays the buffer layer. In this flow region, which 
extends in 5.0 < y+ < 30, fluid dynamics are affected by both viscous and turbulence effects 
and the flow undergoes a transition from laminar to turbulent state. The behaviour in terms 
of average streamwise velocity is given by: 
(u+ (y+)» ; ýz 5.01ny+ - 3.05 (1.16) 
The outer region of a canonical boundary layer includes part of the outer Pradtl layer 
and the wake region. In the outer region of the boundary layer, the characteristic length 
is 6 and the characteristic velocity is again the friction velocity. A detailed examination of 
experimental data by Coles 1221 indicated that the time-averaged velocity profiles are given 
by: 
(u+(y+)) ! -- 
A1ny++B (1.17) 
for the logarithmic region and by: 
(ý'\ (1.18) (u+(y+))=A1ny++B+ n IV KuK s 
for the wake region. 
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A, B and 11 are constants and W is the wake function proposed by Coles 1221 as: 
7 
W ffl = 2sin2 
(2Y) 
(1.19) 
All the boundary layer regions described above can be seen in Figure 1.2. 
30 
25 
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1 
10 100 1000 
Y. (wall units) 
Figure 1.2: Canonical boundary layer regions 
1.1.3 Boundary layer dynamic processes and fluid structures 
Within a canonical boundary layer, there is a number of dynamic processes that are re- 
sponsible for the fluid behaviour and the generation and development of turbulence. In the 
near-wall region, the flow is organised in ribbons parallel to the freestream velocity. These 
structures involve pockets of high and low velocity fluid that play an important role in the 
energy transfer between the different fluid layers. 
Slow moving pockets of fluid are moving away from the wall, ejecting low velocity fluid 
in areas where the average fluid velocity is higher. This causes an instability that ultimately 
results in flow burst close to the outer part of the log-law region. Fast moving fluid is then 
moving closer to the wall, sweeping the near-wall region, almost parallel to it. This mechanism 
of fluid transfer from and towards the lower regions of the boundary layer generates strong 
variations in the unsteady Reynolds stresses and is responsible for large part of the turbulent 
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kinetic energy production and dissipation. As a mechanism, it is highly anisotropic with 
characteristic scales of ) 200 - 1000 in the streamwise direction and of Az 100 in the 
transverse direction 164,143]. 
The maximum energy production is observed at y+ zzý 15.0 and causes high backward 
energy cascade, i. e. transfer of energy from small to large scales, and it is associated with 
the sweeping events. On the other hand, forward energy cascade is directly related to ejec- 
tion effects [155]. In the wake region, the energy cascade mechanism is predominant and is 
associated mainly with ejections. 
A series of studies by Jimenez et al. [71,72,73] have shown that turbulence in the 
near-wall region is an autonomous system that is responsible for the generation of significant 
part of the turbulent kinetic energy that is dissipated in the outer regions of the boundary 
layer. This turbulence cycle involves the formation of velocity streaks from the advection of 
the mean velocity profile by the streamwise vortices and the generation of vortices from the 
instabilities of the streaks. The presence of the wall only maintains the mean shear stress. 
Using a priory tests on a plane channel flow, Hartel 164,631 showed that the net effect of 
the interaction of the inner turbulence cycle and the outer flow is a forward energy cascade. 
Furthermore, the mean strain part is associated with forward kinetic energy cascade, while the 
fluctuating strain part causes a backward energy cascade in the buffer layer, with a maximum 
near y+ . ^: 15.0. This backward cascade is correlated with the presence of coherent events 
associated with turbulence production. 
In his study, Robinson 1153] presented a number of such coherent events. The buffer layer 
is dominated by isolated quasi-longitudinal structures that form an average angle of 5° at 
y+ 15.0 with the wall and 15° at y+ .: 30.0. Their diameter increases with the distance 
from the wall. 
In the log-law region, two different types of structures can be found. The fluid dynamics 
are governed by quasi-longitudinal and arch structures. The quasi-longitudinal structures are 
occasionally connected to transverse structures and form an angle with surface between 15° 
and 30°. The span of the arch structures is of the order of the width of the slow moving 
fluid pockets at the bottom of the layer, and increases linearly with y. The relative number 
of quasi-longitudinal structures decreases with y, until it cancels out at the beginning of the 
wake region 1155]. 
Finally, the wake region is populated with arch structures that form an angle of 45° with 
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the wall. Their x and y spacing is of the order of ö 11551. 
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1.1.4 Variation of Reynolds stresses, kinetic energy production and rate 
of dissipation 
All the dynamic processes described in the previous section have a direct effect on the Reynolds 
stresses distribution, as well as on the distribution of turbulent kinetic energy production, Pr, 
and rate of dissipation, E. Knowledge of the distribution and behaviour of these parameters is 
of great importance for the development and testing of turbulence models. Figure 1.3 shows 
the distribution of 
er 
with respect to y+ obtained by a DNS of a channel flow at Re = 13,750 
1781. 
2.0 
1.5 
Pr 
7- 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
-0.5 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
y 
Figure 1.3: Er vs. y+ (source: DNS of channel flow at Re = 13,750 178]) 
Pr is zero at the wall because of the zero production. It must be also noted that e reaches 
the maximum value at the wall due to the fact that the fluctuating strain rates do not vanish 
at the wall. Moving away from the solid surface, e decreases gradually, while there is an 
increase of Pr, proportional to y3, until y+ 15.0. Using Taylor expansion and taking into 
account the no-slip condition for the tangential velocity components and the impermability 
condition for the normal component, it can be shown that the variation of stresses away from 
the wall is: 
(u2) a y2, 
(v2) a y4, (w2) a y2, (uv) a J3 (1.20) 
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indicating that (v2) and (uv) increase slower. It can also be seen that the turbulent kinetic 
energy, k, varies as ka y2. 
In the log-law region, the production and dissipation of k are almost in an equilibrium 
state, while all the stresses remain constant. Finally, moving towards to the centre line region 
of the flow, both the gradient of the mean velocity and the shear stresses reduce to zero, 
resulting in zero turbulence production. Wei and Willmarth 1185], in their study of channel 
flows up to Re = 40,000, observed no variation of the stresses distribution described above, 
for the region y+ < 50, for a fully developed turbulent flow. For the rest of the boundary 
layer however, an increase with increased Re was observed for the normal stresses. Typical 
distributions of normal and shear stresses normalised by the friction velocity can be seen in 
Figure 1.4, obtained by a DNS of a channel flow at Re = 13,750 [78]. On the same graph, 
the turbulent kinetic energy k can also be seen. 
8- 
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Figure 1.4: ýu2) 
, 
ýv2), (W2), (uv) and k vs. y+ 
(source: DNS of channel flow at Re = 13,750 178]) 
1.2 Large Eddy Simulation 
The behaviour of any Newtonian fluid can be described by the Navier-Stokes, NS, equations. 
Since no analytical solution is possible for the majority of the flows of interest, researchers 
turned into iterative, numerical solutions. Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS, i. e. a numeri- 
cal solution of the exact NS equations, without modelling any term, requires a very high grid 
refinement as well as a very small timestep in order to capture all the time and length scales 
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involved. As it was shown in the previous section, particularly for wall-bounded flows, this 
range of scales can be very wide, increasing significantly the required grid density. Further- 
more, the computational requirements of DNS, can be shown to be directly related to the 
flow Re. Pope [1461 suggests that the relation of Re and the time required for a homogeneous 
turbulence DNS, at a computing rate of one gigaflop, is given by: 
ReL s 
TG= 
(800) 
(1.21) 
where TG is the computational time required in days and ReL is the Reynolds number based 
on the characteristic turbulence length scale. 
Rom Eq. 1.21, it can be seen that even with contemporary computer technology, a simu- 
lation of a flow of ReL = 6,000 would take 422 days. From this example it is clear that DNS 
cannot be applied widely to flows of real engineering interest. However, some successes over 
the recent years have been reported 1501. 
Due to their time averaging nature, Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes, RANS, equations 
can reduce significantly the computational time required, but the instantaneous behaviour of 
any turbulence present in the flow is lost. Hence, for unsteady turbulent flows, where the 
information of the unsteady motions is considered important, Large Eddy Simulation, LES, 
can provide the best available option in terms of acceptable computational cost and accuracy 
of the simulation. 
LES is a technique that relies on the spatial filtering of the flow field. The flow field 
structures, which are greater than the filter size, are calculated using the exact NS equations 
while any flow structure smaller than the filter size, i. e. of subgrid scale, is modelled. Com- 
paring to turbulence modelling used in RANS, subgrid scale modelling has potentially two 
advantages. Firstly, while the large eddies are flow dependent, smaller scale eddies tend to be 
more universal, as well as isotropic. Secondly, they can react more rapidly to perturbations, 
recovering quicker the equilibrium state 11421. Both these features can make subgrid scale 
modelling simpler and more accurate than that of large scale motions. 
Based on the characteristics described above, LBS has the potential to provide more 
accurate simulations than RANS, though in a higher computational cost. Still, comparing 
with DNS, the computational time required by LES is only a fraction, since the small scales 
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of motions, whose resolution is the major cause of the DNS high computational requirements, 
are not resolved. 
There are four main conceptual steps in LES: 
1. The filtering operation. This operation decomposes the velocity u (Y, t), where rep- 
resents the position vector and t time, into the sum of the filtered component and the 
residual or subgrid-scale, SGS, component . 
This can be seen in Eq. 1.22. Ti (x", t) repre- 
sents the motions of eddies, which are larger than the filter size while u' (Y, t) represents 
the motions of eddies which are smaller than the filter size. Note that superscript 
denoted spatially filtered quantity. 
u (ý, t) = ii (Y, t) +ü (x, t) (1.22) 
2. The equations of the evolution of is (Y, t) are derived by the NS equations. The LES NS 
equations of momentum contain the residual or SCS stress tensor that arises from the 
SGS motions. These equations are presented in sub-section 1.2.2. 
3. Since the residual stress tensor is unknown, a model is employed to represent its evolu- 
tion. The presentation and analysis of such models can be found in section 1.3 and in 
Chapter 2. 
4. The filtered equations are solved numerically to give ü (: F, t) , which provides an approx- 
imation to the large scale motions 1146,1471. 
Today, there are three main types of LES; the classic LES, the Monotonically Integrated LES, 
MILES, and the Hybrid LES. According to the classic LES, the NS equations are filtered 
explicitly or implicitly and a SGS model is used for the estimation of the residual or SGS 
stress tensor, as described by the four conceptual steps above. 
MILES differs from the classic LES with respect to the SGS modelling. In MILES no SGS 
model is used but instead its effect is being introduced by specially designed discretisation 
schemes. This implicitly adopts the hypothesis that the action of the SGS scales is purely 
dissipative [155]. In the majority of cases, high resolution methods are used that seem to 
achieve many of the properties of the SGS model [42]. As a result, a number of studies 
have shown close agreement between MILES and classic LES solutions [43]. The approach 
has been widely used in cases where the use of an SGS model is difficult either due to the 
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complexity of the flow mechanisms modelled or due to the inability of the SGS model to 
guarantee realisability constraints of the quantities studied 11551. For further reading on 
MILES approach and the schemes used, the reader can refer to [43] and (44] respectively. 
Finally, Hybrid LES is effectively a combination of classic LES and RANS. In an effort to 
decrease the simulation cost, three approaches have emerged to combine the two techniques. 
According to the first, the computational space is divided into two domains. The first domain 
comprises of a layer over rigid surfaces present in the geometry of interest and the second 
domain of the rest of the flow field. During the simulation, BANS equations are being solved 
in the first domain, providing a form of boundary conditions for the LES equations which are 
used for the flow solution in the rest of the field. According to the second approach BANS 
are used everywhere to obtain the low frequency part of the solution and a large eddy type 
simulation to obtain the high frequency part. Finally, the third approach makes use of a 
universal turbulence-SGS model, able to introduce correct physics over a wide range of cutoff 
wave numbers, even outside or at the beginning of the inertial range [1551. 
In the present study, the interest of the author laid in the investigation and development 
of SGS models for wall bounded flows and therefore the classic LES approach was followed 
as it was considered to fit best to the given purpose of this work. 
1.2.1 Filtering in LES 
In order to perform the decomposition of the primitive variables, given by Eq. 1.22, a filter 
must be used. For a space-time variable 0 (X, t), the filtering procedure is defined by: 
+O'> f (ý, t) G (2 - el d3£ (1.23) 
00 
where the convolution kernel G is the characteristic of the filter employed. 
In LES, the most widely used filters are: 
- Box or top-hat filter: 
1 for -0/2 <Y-< 2K/2 (i 
-0 (1.24) 
0 otherwise 
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where is the cutoff length associated with the filter. The box filter is described in the 
physical space and it is the most easy to use with the finite-difference or finite volume 
technique, because the filtered variable takes essentially the cell averaged value, when 2K is 
equal to the cell size. 
- Gaussian filter: 
2 
( ry 
2 
1/2 
exp (1.25) 
\7r0 / D2 
where y is a constant taken to be equal to 6.0. The Gaussian filter can be described in both 
physical and spectral space. 
- Spectral or sharp cutoff filter: 
(Z-ý) 
= 
sin 
(mac (x 
-) 
(1.26) 
Kc \x - 
ýj 
where n, is the cutoff wavenumber given by i= --0'r . The spectral filter is described 
in 
spectral space. 
Filtering in LES can be explicit or implicit. When explicit, all primitive variables are 
convoluted by G, according to Eq. 1.23. In the latter case, the role of the filter is performed 
by the computational grid and the resulted filter has the form of the top-hat filter. 
None of the three filters are commutative under differentiation when applied on non- 
uniform grids. Hence, an error of 0 (02) can be introduced 1571. This behaviour has only 
recently started to be investigated, giving rise to studies on commutative forms of filters [321. 
Furthermore, the net effect of use of different filters on the simulation accuracy is still not 
clear and it is, therefore, an open area of research. 
1.2.2 LES equations 
The spatially filtered NS equations, adopted by LES to give the evolution of v, (Y, t), are 
obtained through the application of the filtering operation to the NS equations. The filtered 
continuity equation, for incompressible flow, then takes the following form: 
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ciuti 
= 
ui 0 (1.27) = axi 5x 
from which it can be obtained: 
aui a (ui - ici) =o (1.28 ax; axi 
Equation 1.27 indicates that both ü (x, t) and u' (x, t) are solenoidal fields. The filtered 
momentum equation, for incompressible flow, has the form: 
ýi Uiuj 
_1 
äP 82ät 
ät + äxß p xi Dx'x, 
(1.29) 
where P is the spatially filtered pressure field. The main difference between Eq. 1.29 and the 
original NS equations is the TITA term. 111 is different from ütiüj , with the difference 
being 
given by the subgrid scale stress tensor -rai: 
TZG = uiuj - u=uj (1.30) 
Eq. 1.30 is attributed to Leonard [961 who expressed a formulation for its evaluation. Note 
that strictly the stress tensor is given by -prig. The residual stress tensor is not a stress, but 
it is rather handled as a stress term. Physically, it expresses the large scale momentum flux 
caused by the action of the small unresolved scales [481. The subgrid scale kinetic energy is 
given by: 
ýsgs = ZTii (1.31) 
and the anisotropic residual stress tensor is defined by: 
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2 
Tirj =Tij - 
2ksgssij 
(1.32) 
where öjj is the Kronecker's delta. The isotropic residual stress is included in the modified 
filtered pressure, which is given by: 
P= P+ 
3 
k993 
Using the above definitions, Eq. 1.29 can be rewritten as: 
(1.33) 
aýi az; i aP azi az (1.34) at + ax; p axj + -axjxj axe 
In order to solve Eq. 1.27 and 1.34, a model is required for i'j. Eq. 1.27 and 1.34 describe 
random, three dimensional, 3D, unsteady fields. Using a set of boundary conditions for the 
primitive variables and a model for the anisotropic residual stress tensor, Eq. 1.27 and 1.34 
can be solved numerically, to give (x, t) and ü (Y, t). 
From the above, it becomes clear that both boundary conditions and SGS modelling can 
affect significantly the calculation procedure in terms of numerical stability and accuracy 
of the computed flow field. Comparing to RANS, the LES technique, due to the inherent 
unsteadiness of the equations, introduces some further requirements related to boundary con- 
ditions and especially to those applied at the inlet of the flow domain. Unsteady boundary 
conditions are always required. The quality of these conditions in terms of realism of turbu- 
lence can vary, as well as the effect that it will have on the downstream flow development. 
There is a number of flows that can be significantly affected by the turbulence introduced at 
the inlet plane of the computational domain. In such cases, the inlet boundary conditions 
should contain as much realistic information about the primitive variables introduced, as 
possible. Typical examples are the flow through a channel with periodic constrictions [174], 
jet flows and spatially developing boundary layers [108]. However, it has been observed that 
for other flows, such as the flow over a cube mounted on a channel surface [88], the flow 
development can be dictated by the presence of geometric features, inside the flow domain, 
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causing the inlet conditions to have little effect on the flow downstream. 
While the effect of boundary conditions depends upon the flow case, the role of SGS 
modelling in LES depends on the computational grid refinement. The coarser the mesh, the 
larger the role of the SGS model, as more and more scales have to be encountered by the 
model. This implies that at the DNS limit, i. e. when the refinement is such that all scales 
are properly resolved, the effect of the SGS model should tend to zero. 
1.3 Subgrid scale modelling 
As mentioned in the previous section, the residual stress tensor is unknown. In order to solve 
the system of Eq. 1.34 and 1.27, Zý has to be modelled. This is the subject of a large area 
of research, known as SGS modelling. The first pioneering work on LES and SGS modelling 
was done during the 60's and 70's. The following decade saw a decline in the field, mainly 
due to the lack of computational power and the attention given to developments in RANS 
turbulence modelling. From the early 90's, a considerable progress has been made. Today, 
SGS modelling is considered a very important part of the LES technique, as it can significantly 
affect both the cost and the accuracy of the simulation. 
The main function of a SGS model is to model correctly the energy transfer among the 
different turbulence scales. The majority of the models that have been developed, are based 
on the analysis of a forward energy cascade, i. e. for the case where energy is transfered from 
the large, energy containing eddies, to the smaller, dissipative ones. This is because a) this 
direction in energy transfer represents the largest part of the total energy transfer and b) 
the role of backscattering, i. e. the transfer of energy from the smaller to the larger scales, is 
still not well understood. However, there are a number of implementations that allow for the 
prediction of its effect [17,79,95,112]. 
A schematic of the energy transfer that corresponds to the forward energy cascade case 
can be seen in Figure 1.5. In this Figure, el is the injection rate of kinetic energy into the 
system, E is the rate of kinetic energy transfer from the resolved to the subgrid scales at t 
and e is the rate of kinetic energy dissipated by the viscous effects. 
In the following sections, the main philosophy and the principal ideas behind SGS mod- 
elling, will be presented. Different trends will be critically described, providing a picture of 
the subject, as it stands today. Description and detailed analysis of the typical models from 
every category of SGS models will be given in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of kinetic energy transfer in forward energy cascade case 
(ei: injection rate of kinetic energy into the system, e: kinetic energy transfer rate from the 
resolved to the subgrid scales at ic,, e: dissipation rate of kinetic energy by viscous effects) 
1.3.1 The Boussinesq assumption 
Although not without its shortcomings [1461, the majority of the SGS models make use of 
the Boussinesq assumption and express T as a function of the resolved strain-rate tensor Std, 
and a proportionality constant in the form of eddy viscosity vt. 
T1 = Tzj - 37/; k(S; j = -2vtS, j (1.35) 
Eq. 1.35 assumes that the energy transfer mechanism from the resolved to the subgrid 
scales is analogous to the molecular mechanism, represented by the diffusion term, in the 
NS equations 11551. Hence, the same mathematical structure is employed with the kinematic 
viscosity replaced by vt. With the adoption of Eq. 1.35, the closure consists of determining an 
expression for vt. 
From the dimensional point of view, vt can be expressed as: 
vt a lo " u, or equivalently Vt a lö 01 
where 10, u,, and t,, are the representative length, velocity and time scales. 
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The formulation that will lead to the calculation of these parameters forms the core of 
SGS modelling. Based upon different approaches to the problem, four main categories of 
models have emerged over the years. According to the first approach, the scales of interest 
are computed from global quantities related to the resolved scales, by making use of a number 
of assumptions. According to the second approach, vt is deduced from SGS variables without 
the requirement of any assumption. Therefore, in theory, the second approach can produce 
more realistic models. 
The third category comprises of models based on the energy at the cutoff scale. Finally, 
the fourth category has models, which are founded on the assumption that the most energetic 
of the subgrid-scales are those closer to the cutoff scale and that they interact primarily with 
the smallest resolved scales. The resulted models are called scale-similarity models. 
Most of the models of all but the third category, have been developed in the physical 
space. However, in the third category we can find a number of models that originally were 
developed in wavenumber space and later were modified or extended to be applied in the 
physical space. 
1.3.2 Models based on resolved scales 
The first category of models consists of models that use information from the resolved scales 
for the modelling of vt. Dimensional analysis shows that: 
Vt OC E113 " 
Y/3 (1.36) 
Assuming that the energy spectrum takes the form of the Kolmogorov's spectrum extend- 
ing to infinity, given by: 
E (h, ) =(: ,(6)2/ 
3n -5 /3 (1.37) 
where is is the wavenumber Ko = 1.4, we can deduce: 
Vt =A (E')1/3 
0 /3 (1.38) 
I'C07r9/3 
where A-0.44 by the Eddy-Damped Quasi Normal Nlarkovian, EDQNM, theory. 
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In order to proceed further, an assumption has to be made related to E. This is the Local 
Equilibrium Hypothesis, according to which 
"the flow is in constant spectral equilibrium, so there is no accumulation of energy 
at any frequency and the shape of the spectrum remains invariant with time" [155] 
Mathematically, Local Equilibrium Hypothesis is described as: 
E1 =E=e (1.39) 
Based on Eq. 1.37 and assuming isotropic homogeneous flow, where 113,155,1461: 
23zj3zj =I 
Kc 
2ýc2E (tc) dre (1.40) 
0 
e can be estimated as: 
o 
-3/2 3/2 
E .21 
(32{ 1 p2 (2 ISI2) (1.41) 
where ISI2 = 2S; j3tij. Full derivation of Eq. 1.40 can be found in 1131. Substitution of 
Eq. 1.41 in Eq. 1.38 leads in: 
12 
Vt = (C3_)2 
(2ISI2) (1.42) 
where 
_ 
V-A 3IC -1/4 (1.43) cs 
7r Ko 
(2) 
Eq. 1.42 describes the Smagorinsky model [1631, which is the most widely used SGS model. 
Detailed discussion on this model will follow in Chapter 2. 
According to another approach by Lilly [100], which uses Eq. 1.42 as a starting point, the 
equality of energy production and dissipation that is implied by Eq. 1.39 leads to: 
-SijT{, j = 
21/tS1jS;, 
j (1.44) 
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Equating Eq. 1.44 to Eq. 1.41, results in the following expression for C,: 
1 3ICo -3/4 C9 = 
7r 
C2) 
(1.45) 
As it can be seen from the above, the value of Cs can be estimated for some flow cases, but 
it is significant to note that its value can vary considerably for different flows. The presence 
of shear or the transition from laminar to turbulent flow are two of the factors that can affect 
its value [139]. A priori knowledge of C3 is important for the correct behaviour of the model 
and it is this feature that can potentially limit its application to flows that have not been 
studied before. This limitation gave rise to the dynamic procedure, which is described in 
section 1.3.7. 
Another important issue of these models is that the resulted formulation of vt is a function 
of the velocity gradients of the resolved flow field. Hence, even in a laminar flow, vt can 
potentially take non-zero value even if the flow is fully resolved. This feature limits the 
capabilities of such models only to fully turbulent, under-resolved flows. 
1.3.3 Models based on subgrid scales 
The second category comprises of models based on subgrid scales. Using dimensional analysis, 
vt can be expressed as a function 0, e and ksgs. The employment of a combination of these 
three variables has two main advantages: firstly the resultant models have a direct relation 
to the SGS scales and should result in zero eddy viscosity when the flow is fully resolved or 
laminar. Secondly, it is possible to avoid the use of the equilibrium hypothesis that limits the 
generality of the model. 
There is a number of possible formulations, but only the ones related to our study will be 
described here. For further reading, the reader can reference to Sagaut 1155. One option is to 
use dimensional analysis and form an equation in terms of 0 and e, similar to Eq. 1.38. Then, 
the solution of the integral of the energy spectrum with respect to e, leads to the derivation 
of an expression of the following form: 
lit = CEa/3{ýygy a)/201+a/3 (1.46) 
where 
C 
K04'3 
(32 1 
7r(1-ý)/3 (1.47) 
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Eq. 1.46 can give rise to three different SGS models, based on the value of the parameter 
a. For a=1 the resulted model is equivalent to the resolved scales model given by Eq. 1.42. 
For a= -3 the resulted model is only a function of k39 and e, in a form similar to the k-e 
turbulence model of RANS. Finally, for a=0, takes the form: 
Aý2 
ksýs 0 ve =3 (1.18) 
7rK0 
In Eq. 1.48, k593 is not known a priori. It can be calculated by solving the transport equation 
of ksgs, which is presented in section 1.3.4. For the expressions that involve e, either an 
assumed energy spectrum can be used for its calculation, as shown above, or its transport 
equation. The last approach has not been preferred since the exact equation of e introduces 
a number of terms that have to be modelled 11461, reflecting on the complexity and the 
accuracy of the resulted model. 
Although the requirement for the calculation of a coefficient is present in this category of 
models as well, the main advantage of formulations based on information from the subgrid 
scales is the physical realisability, which has the potential, theoretically, to be improved 
compared to models based on resolved scales. 
1.3.4 The transport equation of k39s and the gradient diffusion hypothesis 
The transport equation of k593 can be directly derived from the Navier Stokes equation in two 
steps: a) multiply each momentum equation with the corresponding component of ui and filter 
the resulted equation b) multiply each filtered momentum equation with the corresponding 
component of 11 and subtract the resulted equation from the equation obtained by the first 
step [251. This leads to the following equation: 
at 
+ 
ax; ax; 2 ax; 
(n uiuj - ujufui) axj 
Pu; - 
Pu; ) (1.49) 
a9a_ atui au; 
- 
afi auf + äx; 
(Vaks + äx; (Ti; ui) -"ý äx; äx; äx; x; 
ixj 
In Eq. 1.49: 
"' 
(Term 1) is the advection term xi 
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(uiui, uj - 26j7, -U-) (Term 2) is the turbulent transport term j 
j_ (Puj - Püj) (Term 3) is the term representing the diffusion due to pressure effects 
wl 
(Term 4) is the term representing the diffusion due to viscous effects 
(Tjjüi) (Term 5) is the term representing the diffusion due to the subgrid modes D-xj 
v 
aý ax ax Ou, 
=e (Term 6) is the SGS viscous dissipation term and 
Tijr = Pr (Term 7) is the production by the resolved modes. 
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The diffusion terms 2 and 3 and the SGS viscous dissipation term cannot be calculated 
directly and have to be modelled. As far as the viscous dissipation term is concerned, it is 
usually modelled based on dimensional analysis 11551, as: 
_ 
ksg32 
s 
e C1 (1.50) 
However, in some recent work by De Lange [90], e was computed by the solution of an extra 
transport equation using the Renormalisation Group, RG, theory. 
Regarding the diffusion terms, an approach proposed by Lilly 1100] and discussed by 
McComb [114], is to use the gradient diffusion hypothesis according to which: 
"the turbulent transport of a conserved scalar 0, given by 
(üo'), is in the direction 
of the mean scalar gradient -V (0). Hence there is a positive scalar P (: F, t) such 
that (60) = -P (Y, t) V (0) " (146] 
Hence, by assuming that the non-linear term inside the spatial derivative is proportional to 
the gradient of k393, terms 2,3 and 5 can be modelled as: 
ýaý L-2 
(1Li2lt2lj - 11j2L; 2li) - (puj - PTij) I- (Tijüt)J = C2- 
(khI2 3I (1.51) 
In Eq. 1.50 and 1.51, Cl and C2 are constants to be determined. 
Term 7 represents the production of ksy9 and acts as a source in Eq. 1.49. It is important 
to note that the same term can be found in the transport equation of the resolved turbulent 
kinetic energy, where it is acting as a sink [1181, draining energy from the large scales, down 
to the subgrid dissipative scales. 
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1.3.5 Models based on the energy at the cutoff scale 
The models that belong to this category are based on the assumption that if the energy at the 
cutoff scale is not zero, then subgrid scales exist and have to be modelled. The first model of 
this kind was developed for calculations that were performed in wavenumber space 184,19]. 
However, the limitations of this approach regarding the applicability to finite differences, 
finite volumes codes and to more complex geometries, led to an extension of the main idea to 
the physical space [113]. 
A number of ways have been proposed for the calculation of E (n,, ). Working in Fourier 
space, Kraichnan [84] used two-point correlations while Chollet and Lesieur [19] employed the 
EDQNM theory 1981, to derive similar expressions. 
In terms of physical space, formulation of such models can be based on Eq. 1.38. Assuming 
that the cutoff lays in the inertial region of a Kolmogorov energy spectrum, given by Eq. 1.37, 
it can be deduced the following expression for vt: 
vt =A 
/E(c) 
(1.52) 
Ico ltý 
The adoption of other forms of the energy spectrum are also possible, leading to other 
similar expressions. 
The main difficulty of these models is the accurate calculation of E (n., ) in the physical 
space [155]. However, if this problem is overcome, then the resulted expression will have 
a physical consistency, since it will generate zero values of vt in highly resolved or laminar 
regions of the flow. 
1.3.6 Scale similarity models 
The studies of Clark et al. [21], McMillan & Ferziger [116] and Lieu et al. [102] indicated that 
there is very little correlation between the subgrid-scale stress tensor and the resolved strain 
rate tensor, widely used in models based on resolved scales. This provided an explanation for 
the lack of accuracy of these models, regarding the correct representation of the subgrid scale 
stresses. Furthermore, it gave rise to another category of models, which were based on the 
idea that the important interactions between the resolved and unresolved scales involve the 
smallest eddies of the former and the largest eddies of the later [98]. Based on the observation 
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that the smallest resolved scales are similar to the largest subgrid scales, which are modelled, 
Bardina et al [12] proposed the following expression: 
TZG = üzüj - UiUj (1.53) 
where the double overline indicates a quantity that has been filtered twice. 
Although the residual stress tensor given by Eq. 1.53 correlates very well with the actual 
rj 112,102], it hardly dissipates any energy. Therefore, it cannot serve on its own as a SGS 
model. In order to correct the lack of dissipation, it is necessary to combine the model with 
the Smagorinsky model, to produce a mixed model, which has been reported to improve the 
quality of the results. According to another approach, the lack of dissipation can be corrected 
by the replacement of the second filter with spatial averaging [60] or with a filter of different 
width [102]. This last idea is conceptually close to the dynamic procedure that is presented 
in the following section. 
1.3.7 The dynamic procedure 
As it was mentioned in section 1.3.2, the variation of C, based on the flow conditions consti- 
tutes one of the most important problems of the Smagorinsky model. The dynamic procedure 
provides a methodology that allows the calculation of the local value of C,, avoiding in this 
way a priori definition to a single value. The dynamic procedure was introduced by Germano 
et al. 1551 in 1991 and it was modified and extended by Lilly [1011 and Meneveau 11191 in 
1992 and 1996 respectively. Models that make use of the dynamic procedure involve the use 
of two filters of different widths. The grid filter has width A, which is proportional to the 
grid spacing h. The test filter has width A, which is usually taken to be twice A. In practice, 
the test filter is applied to U (Y, t), giving U- (Y, t). Hence, Eq. 1.22 can be extended as follows: 
t) + u' (x, t) = -U=' (x, t) +( (2, t) -ü (d, t)) + 2i, (2, t) (1.5,1) 
The SGS stresses based on single and double filtering operations can be defined as: 
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T{j = ujuj - juj (1.55) 
and 
TZG = uiuj - uiuj (1.56) 
The identity proposed by Germano 154] can then be obtained by applying the test filter 
on rj and subtracting the result from TZG. 
Ltj = Ttj - Tij = ä2äj - üiuj (1.57) 
The significance of Ltij is that it can be calculated from ü (X, t), while T; j and Tip cannot. 
In physical terms, Lid can be loosely interpreted as a representation of the contribution to 
the SGS stresses from the largest unresolved motions. 
Recalling Eq. 1.35 and 1.42, the deviatoric part of Tja can be written as: 
tý = -2cs02S Sze (1.58) 
where c9 has replaced Cs to allow negative values that represent energy backscatter. The 
same model equation written using the test filter gives: 
Tip = -2cs0 S Stj (1.59) 
where S and S1j are defined using ü (x, t). Taking c9 to be uniform and defining: 
-2- Mzj = 2c302S Std - 2cs0 S S-ty (1.60) 
Eq. 1.58and Eq. 1.59 lead to: 
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L 13 =7- -Tirj = c9 M1j (1.61) 
Eq. 1.61 gives the Smagorinsky model for the deviatoric part of Lzj, which is given by: 
L= Lzj - 
1Lkkbzj 
(1.62) 
23 3 
Since LES can provide directly M;, j and L, these can be used to determine the value of 
c3 for which L can give the best approximation to L q,. The single value of c9 cannot be 13 V 
chosen to match the five independent components of L and L. Therefore, the mean square 23 13 
error is minimized by specifying cs as: 
_ 
Mtn Ltd 
c9 MR, Lxl 
(1.63) 
Because the use of Eq. 1.63 was proved to destabilise the calculation, an averaging opera- 
tion was proposed by Germano 1561 and Piomelli 11381, leading to: 
(nl"ijLij) 
average (1.64) cs = (AfklLkl)average 
This resulted in stable calculations and correct c, variation. In some implementations 
where negative c,, values caused instability of the calculations, c, was either bounded 1111 or 
clipped 11061, i. e. it was set zero when a negative value would arise. From the description 
given, it can be seen that the dynamic procedure can be applied on a variety of eddy viscosity 
based SGS models [188,1991. 
1.4 Inflow conditions for LES 
In section 1.2.2, it was pointed out that for a number of flows, the realistic behaviour of 
inlet boundary conditions can play an important role in accuracy of the LES performed. It 
has been shown by Klein et al. [80,811, Stanley et al. [1711, and Lund et al. 11081 that 
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DNS and LES results for a plane jet, a spatially developing boundary layer and the breakup 
of a liquid sheet are very sensitive to the inlet conditions. Le et al. [93] demonstrated in 
a backward facing step flow simulation that, if the inflow information did not contain the 
phase information of realistic turbulent eddies, the turbulence level in the separated shear 
layer decayed rapidly and a relatively long inlet section was needed to develop physically 
acceptable inlet profiles. Fýirthermore, Maruyama 11111 performed LES of a high Reynolds 
number turbulent boundary layer and found that the inflow turbulence characteristics had a 
significant impact on the downstream flow field. 
Rom the examples given above, it is clear that for a number of turbulent flows, the flow 
downstream is highly influenced by the conditions at the inlet. This constitutes a vicious 
circle where turbulence has to be prescribed at the inflow in order to simulate turbulence 
182]. In many cases, realistic time series that fulfill the NS equations, have to be specified. 
This implies that a separate simulation might be required. However, this introduces a further 
increase in cost and therefore, a number of approaches have been developed over the years as 
possible alternatives. These are discussed in the following sections. For further reading, the 
reader can reference to 1155,108,82,124]. 
1.4.1 Domain enlargement 
Probably the simplest approach in generating inlet data is to introduce the inlet plane far 
upstream of the flow domain of interest. A laminar profile with some disturbance can then 
be specified and the flow can go through a natural transition to turbulence. This method 
has been used in the past, in flows focusing in transition process 11501, but it has some major 
disadvantages. 
Firstly, it can significantly increase the computational cost. This is because there is ail 
increase of the flow domain that has to be accounted for and furthermore, because the correct 
simulation of transition can be very costly. Secondly, it provides no control over the resulted 
flow characteristics. 
1.4.2 The "precursoel method 
The so-called precursor method, where a separate LES calculation is performed to generate 
unsteady inlet conditions, is perhaps the most accurate technique currently. According to 
this method, the precursor calculation is performed using the same timestep a. 9 the main 
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simulation. At the end of each iteration, the velocity field at a plane of a desired streamwise 
location is saved. Then this information can be imposed to the inlet plane of the main 
simulation as a boundary condition. This procedure produces realistic turbulent structures 
at the inlet plane and is the only way of allowing the LES method to capture the correct flow 
physics in the domain of interest [4]. 
According to Lund [1081, the simplest approach for the generation of inflow data for 
wall-bounded flows is to use a fully developed "parallel flow" with strearnwise and spanwise 
periodicity for the precursor simulation. An example of such practice was given by Kaltenbach 
[751. The idea can be extended further for generation of inlet data for spatially developing 
boundary layer flows with the employment of a stress-free boundary condition for the upper 
boundary of the precursor simulation 11071. 
Despite the advantages of the method in terms of inflow data realism, the cost of an addi- 
tional simulation remains a critical issue. With the adoption of periodic boundary conditions 
for the precursor simulation, the cost can be reduced but still, in many cases, it remains 
higher than other approaches discussed in the following sections. 
1.4.3 Periodic boundary conditions 
In flows that are fully developed, or take place in strearnwise repeating geometries, the issue of 
generating inlet conditions is circumvented by the use of periodic boundary conditions, where 
information about the velocity field is taken from the outflow plane and is introduced to tile 
inlet plane of the flow. As long as the length of the flow domain is larger than the largest 
anticipated flow structures, this method has the potential to provide realistic, self-sustained 
turbulent inflow conditions for a number of flows, where strearnwise homogeneity exist. A 
number of researchers have successfully used this method, both in DNS and LES 178,1741. 
However, for flows with no direction of statistical homogenity, or for non-periodic geometries, 
this method cannot be applied. 
1.4.4 Spalart's method 
Spalart 11671 extended the idea of outlet/inlet linkage to a turbulent boundary layer simulation 
by using a coordinate transformation technique. The main advantages of the method are that 
it is capable of producing an equilibrium spatially evolving boundary layer with direct control 
of the momentum thickness and the skin friction coefficient 1108]; Na and Moin 11271 employed 
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a similar procedure on DNS of attached and separated boundary layers. The method proved 
useful, although a development section was required for the cases of strongly sheared flow. 
Lund and Moin [1071 used Spalart's method for a simulation of a boundary layer of a concave 
wall, observing no transient downstream of the inlet plane. 
Despite its advantages, the method is complex and restricted to flows where mean stream- 
wise variations are small compared with transverse variations. Lund et al. 11081 presented a 
similar method for generating turbulent inflow data for the simulation of spatially develop- 
ing boundary layers. Their approach was to recycle the turbulent velocity field to the inlet 
from predictions at a station near the domain exit after appropriate scaling. The method 
was applied successfully on a flat-plate boundary layer. Unfortunately, this method relies on 
self-similarity assumptions and can introduce same spurious couplings inside the flow domain 
11551. 
Spille-Kohoff and Kaltenbach [1701 proposed an improved method, which uses a buffer 
region near the inlet plane, where body forces are applied in order to produce the target 
profiles of the velocity field at a location further downstream. The body forces required are 
calculated using closed-loop control theory and the method has the potential to reproduce 
both single and two-point statistics and integral properties of the boundary layer. 
1.4.5 The signal superposition method 
A large number of algorithms for the generation of unsteady inflow conditions for DNS and 
LES is based on the superposition of a disturbance signal on a time or/and spatially averaged 
velocity profile, as described by Eq. 1.65. 
ü (9, t) = (u (2)) +ü (g, t) (1.65) 
where (u (2)) is a time-averaged profile and u, (9, t) is the disturbance signal. 
The disturbance can be a white noise signal that can be adjusted to produce the desired 
set of one-point, second-order statistics. However, the lack of any phase information results in 
incorrect higher order correlations and hence, unrealistic flow structures. As a consequence, 
the single and two-point correlations are not reproduced correctly and a rapid decay of the 
input disturbance can be observed [94,1101. 
The inability of white noise to generate a realistic turbulent field led researchers to more 
sophisticated approaches for the generation of the disturbance signal. Lee et a]. 1941 gen- 
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erated the disturbance signal by making use of a prescribed energy spectrum and a time 
varying function in order to produce non periodic inflow conditions. However, the application 
to turbulent flows did not give satisfactory results. Le et al. 193] extended the idea by super- 
imposing fluctuations with given second moments and spectral shape onto a mean velocity 
profile and applied this method to a backward facing step flow simulation. It was found that 
this method was not very satisfactory as the turbulence level still decayed rapidly. 
Based on the observation that different turbulence scales are present in the inner and outer 
part of a turbulent boundary layer, Yao and Sandham [1921 proposed a method, where two 
disturbance signals are produced for different regions of the flow. Both signals were given by 
products of exponential and trigonometric functions of wall distance, desired wave numbers 
and phase shifts. 
Klein et al. 1821 have recently developed a promising method. According to this approach, 
a digital filtering procedure is employed to generate velocity time series at each point in the 
inlet (Digital Filter Generator - DFG); these manipulated time series reproduce pre-specified 
first and second moment single point statistics as well as a locally prescribed autocorrelation 
function. Turbulence length (or time) scales are used as input to make the non-dimensional 
assumed shape of the autocorrelation function dimensional at each point. Klein et a]. have 
demonstrated their DFG procedure in two test cases: DNS of a plane turbulent jet and 2D 
DNS of the primary break up of a liquid jet. The method seems flexible as it does not suffer 
from any restrictions regarding the nature of the flow considered. 
Recently, Batten et al. [141 proposed a new method to generate synthetic inflow turbulence 
based on the superposition of sinusoidal modes with random frequencies and wave numbers, 
constructing a field with given moments and spectra. Keating and Piomelli [771 applied this 
method to a spatially developing duct flow and a boundary layer on a flat plate. Their 
study showed that the method proposed by Batten et al. does display advantages over other 
methods based on random number sequences. However, a relatively long transition distance 
was still required for the turbulence structure in the inlet profile to become self-consistent. 
Furthermore, Druault et al. 1451 have employed Proper Orthogonal Decomposition 11031, 
POD, and Linear Stochastic Estimation [21, LSE, to generate realistic unsteady velocity pro- 
files, based on experimental data and correlation functions. According to this method, the 
velocity field comprises of the time-averaged component, (u (g)), the coherent fluctuation com- 
ponent, ft (Y, t), and the incoherent fluctuation component, u' (X, t), as described by Eq. 1.66. 
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ü (2, t) = (u (x)) +ü (x, t) +ü (9, t) (1.66) 
The method was applied on 2D plane mixing layer at low and high Re and the results 
indicated that the generated data corresponded to real turbulent flow from the inlet plane 
with no transitional distance required. However, the necessity and the cost of producing the 
experimental data required to obtain fi (S, t) can be an issue. 
With the recent developments in the field and the increased level of sophistication intro- 
duced in the generation of the disturbance signal, the signal superposition method has shown 
that it has the potential to produce realistic turbulent inflow conditions. The cost for most 
of the algorithms is less than a precursor simulation and in addition, there is the possibility 
to have direct control over a number of important flow parameters. 
1.5 Aims and objectives of this study 
Section 1.1 indicated that the study of wall-bounded flows is very important as they are 
present in the majority of the engineering applications. A brief description of the structure 
and the dynamics of the flow as it passes over a solid surface indicated a variety of phenomena 
that need to be accounted for. Turbulence scales and variations of the characteristics of 
the flow from one region to another, made clear the challenges for any attempt to simulate 
accurately these effects. 
In section 1.2, LES was presented as one of the relatively new numerical techniques that 
has the potential to provide a useful tool for the prediction and study of wall-bounded flows. 
Referring to the governing equations of this technique, the filtered NS equations, it was shown 
that there are two factors that can be very important for the accuracy and the cost of every 
LES; the modelling of the subgrid scale stress term and the inlet boundary conditions. 
Section 1.3 presented the basic ideas that support SGS modellingand the main fourschools 
of thought. It was shown that models based on resolved scales are lacking in generality and can 
introduce non-physical behaviour in parts of the flow. The dynamic procedure discussed at the 
end of this section indicated a way to improve such models and make them more generally 
applicable. As far as scale similarity models is concerned, despite their improved physical 
behaviour, they do not produce enough dissipation and therefore, practice has shown that 
they can perform well when combined with models based on resolved scales. Models based on 
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energy at the cutoff scale can perform well in spectral space, but when extended to physical 
space, difficulties arise related to the computation of the cutoff energy. Models based on the 
subgrid scales seem to have a direct connection with the phenomena that take place beyond 
the cutoff length. Difficulties in calculating the correct behaviour of SGS variables do exist 
but, when overcome, the resulted models can be more accurate, theoretically, because they 
use information directly from these scales. 
Another major factor for the LES accuracy of many flows, namely the inlet boundary 
conditions, was discussed in section 1.4. Five different approaches were presented, reflect- 
ing the methodology of majority of the work that has been (lone in the field. A common 
characteristic of all the techniques is a trade off between realism of the produced data and 
computational cost. As it was discussed, algorithms based on disturbance superposition upon 
a time-averaged signal have the potential to produce realistic turbulent velocity fields with 
prespecified characteristics in terms of first and second order statistics. This feature can be 
particularly useful for engineering applications, where the flow downstream can be signifi- 
cantly affected. 
Considering the issues presented and discussed in these sections, the aim of this study is: 
To explore the possibilities of improvement of SCS modelling and inlet boundary 
conditions for LES of wall-bounded flows. 
More specifically, the two major tasks involved are: 
1. The investigation of the potential of SGS models based on the information estimated 
from the subgrid scales. 
2. The identification and development of a cost effective algorithm for the generation of 
realistic inflow boundary conditions. 
The first task requires the formulation and implementation of a transport equation model, 
which will make use of transport equations in order to solve directly for a SGS variable of 
interest. A good candidate for such a variable could be the subgrid scale kinetic energy since 
it can provide a representative velocity scale of the subgrid scales. Although in a number 
of works k, 
_q, 
is approximated by the employment of a double filtering operation on the 
velocity field, the computed variable might not be representative, due to the modification of 
the energy spectrum because of the filtering operation 11391. A typical example is the case 
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where a box filter is employed and the simulation is performed in the physical space. A more 
reliable method, which is not affected to the same extent by the filtering operation, is the 
solution of the transport equation of k,. g,. A transport equation for another variable such as 
E could also be used but the number of terms to be modelled in that case, would be larger, 
compromising the accuracy and generality of the model. Therefore, alternative formulations 
should be explored that could potentially alleviate such issues. Furthermore, the particular 
interest of this study to wall-bounded flows imposes one more requirement related to the SGS 
modelling. The models considered have to account for the flow phenomena in the near-wall 
region. 
Finally, the models under investigation have to be tested on wall-bounded flow cases that 
will be able to show any differences from others in terms of the accuracy of the computed 
flow field. Considering these issues, the following objectives have to be met: 
1. Implementation of a transport equation model that allows for near-wall effects. 
2. Exploration of alternative SCS model formulations and investigation of their potential 
to improve the accuracy of LES of wall-bounded flows. 
3. Testing and comparison of the implemented models with others on a number of flow 
cases that will indicate the advantages and disadvantages of their use. 
As far as the generation of inlet conditions is concerned, an algorithm of the signal superpo- 
sition method should be employed, as this approach seems to have certain advantages over 
the others, especially for wall-bounded flows and applications of industrial interest, where 
computational cost is a critical factor and control over some inlet flow parameters is desired. 
A critical study related to the performance of the algorithm has to be carried out and any 
areas, where further improvement is possible, have to be identified. Application and testing 
of the resulted method has to follow, in order to access the importance of the new features. 
Therefore, the objectives are: 
1. Identification of an appropriate method 
2. Identification and development of areas where further improvement is possible. 
3. Testing and comparison of the original and final method. 
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The rest of this thesis describes the work that has been done in order to achieve the aim of 
this study and meet the objectives set. In the second Chapter, the reader will go through 
a detailed description of the models used for the present study; namely the Smagorinsky 
model, the Mixed Scale model proposed by Sagaut and the k,,, -equation model. A review 
of near-wall treatment is also be given. Chapter 3 describes in detail the code development 
required for the introduction of the SGS models used in the present study. Furthermore, the 
formulation of a new SGS model is presented, introducing a new approach to SGS modelling. 
Chapter 4 presents a comparative study of the models implemented, on a series of channel 
flow test cases. This study continues to Chapter 5, where the application of Smagorinsky and 
k. g. -equation model on the ERCOFTAC wing-body junction case is described, followed by a 
detailed discussion. Chapter 6 presents the work that was performed on the implementation, 
development and testing of an algorithm for the generation of unsteady inlet data. Finally, 
the conclusions of this work as well as suggestions for future studies are given in chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Subgrid Scale Models 
2.1 The Smagorinsky model 
The most widely used model based on the resolved scales was formulated by Smagorinsky 
[1631 back in 1963. Using the Boussinesq assumption, it expresses the subgrid scale viscosity 
Vt as: 
(c3)2 )2S (2.1) 
where I is the length scale, an idea based on Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis. I is given 
by the product of the Smagorinsky constant C, and the filter width 2K. 3 is the 
characteristic filtered rate of strain given by 
3- (2Sij3ij)1/2 (2.2) 
The Smagorinsky model can be formulated by many approaches: heuristically, from the 
application of the equilibrium hypothesis to the dynamic equations for the SGS stresses, or 
from various turbulence theories such as the lRenormalisation Group, RG, theory [1901, or from 
the adaption of the equilibrium hypothesis, the assumption of homogeneous and isotropic flow 
and the assumption of the Kolmogorov energy spectrum. Hence, it is no surprise that the 
Smagorinsky model does not perform well in cases, where these assumptions do not apply. 
36 
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Pope 11461 points out the importance of both the flow Re and the filter length used, for 
the performance of the model. When the model is applied to high Re cases, the cutoff length 
is located at the inertial subregion of the spectrum, where there is an equilibrium between 
turbulence production and dissipation and hence, the assumption made in the derivation of 
the model is indeed valid. In low Re cases however, the filter may lay in the region of the 
spectrum where there is an overlap between the energy-containing and dissipative scales. In 
this case, the equilibrium hypothesis could fail, resulting in a degraded performance of the 
model. 
There are three major issues with the model. The first is the value of the constant 
C, As discussed in section 1.3.2, there are many different ways to calculate C, giving a 
range of values. Unless is contained well inside an ideal inertial range of isotropic and 
homogeneous turbulence, C, cannot be universal for all flows [1181. The importance of this 
observation became clear from the first applications of the model. Deardorf [281 employed the 
Smagorinsky model for an LES calculation of a fully turbulent channel flow. In order to avoid 
the excessive damping of turbulent fluctuations, instead of the theoretical value of C, = 0.17 
(see section 1.3.2 for the derivation of this value), a lower value of 0.1 was adopted. However, 
a priori testing of the model on homogeneous turbulence, performed by McMillan and Ferziger 
11151, indicated that the best correlation achieved between Smagorinsk-y and DNS predicted 
, rirj was with C, = 0.17. That was an indication of the validity of the assumptions made 
by Lilly [100] in the derivation of this value for C, for this flow case. In a channel flow, 
where shear and flow anisotropies are present, Moin and Kim 11231 adopted the van Driest 
damping function [1811, to be discussed in detail in section 2.4.2, in an effort to reduce the 
near-wall eddy viscosity. From these applications and many others, it was realised that some 
flow features such as shear or anisotropy can have a significant effect on C,. Although this 
behaviour of C, has not been fully understood, it is believed that it is related to the increase 
of backscatter of energy in flows with mean shear or strain 11161. 
The second issue is the selection of the length scale. Ferziger suggests [481 that the length 
scale should be of the form: 
1= (L02)1/3 (2.3) 
where L is the turbulence integral length scale. However, the difficulty in obtaining L has 
led to the use of CA as the representative length scale. 
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In the case of an isotropic filter, applied in isotropic flows, the representation of I by CA 
may be adequate. However, in anisotropic flows the choice of the length scale becomes a 
much more complicated issue. Although an adjustment of C, can in some cases resolve tile 
problem, this is not always possible. A classic example is the application of the model to 
wall-bounded flows. In such flows, the flow structures in the near-wall regions tend to be very 
anisotropic, and hence, the choice of a representative length scale is much less clear. 
In practical LES, it is very common to use anisotropic grids, in order to achieve higher 
refinement in particular regions. If implicit filtering is used, the filter is going to be an 
anisotropic box filter. Scotti et al. 11601 showed that for such a case, 2K should be based on 
the cell volume as: 
(AXOYOz)1/3 (2.4) 
where Ax, Ay and Az is the size of the cell in the corresponding direction. It is worth 
noting that Eq. 2.4 is the same as that proposed empirically by Deardorff 129] back in 1974. 
Another proposal for the calculation of was made by Unger and Friedrich [1801, in an 
effort to take into account the variation of the representative length scale in the near-wall 
region of wall-bounded flows. According to this approach, is computed as: 
min 
(KvKY 
(AXAYAZ)1/3 (2.5) 
where n, K is the von Karman constant and y is the distance from the wall. 
The adoption Of KvKy as a length scale in the near-wall region resulted from the exper- 
imental studies of Nikuradse 11291, who observed the presence of such scales in this region. 
This formulation was used for a pipe flow simulation 11801. However, Riedrich and Nieuw- 
stadt [511 reported that this formulation failed to reproduce the experimental results due to 
the inability of the model to represent accurately the energy transfer mechanisms near the 
wall. Other formulations have also been proposed 11551 but they have not been used as much. 
The introduction of the dynamic procedure alleviated the problems related to the length 
scale definition, increasing even more the popularity of Smagorinsky model. Apart from the 
pioneers of the method, already mentioned in section 1.3.7, a large number of researchers 
used the dynamic procedure, in low and high Reynolds numbers, with fine or coarse grids 
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1128,156,1091. A general trend of these studies is that the use of the model decreased the 
wall stress . In low Re, the grid spacing is very important for the capturing of the turbulence 
production mechanisms. In high Re, the dynamic procedure is affected by the numerical 
implementation and the grid size 11091. 
The third issue of the Smagorinsky model is related to the physical realisabilitY. As 
pointed out in section 1.3.2, the model produces non-zero values of vt, even in laminar, fully 
resolved flows. 
Furthermore, its action is purely dissipative. This can be demonstrated by considering 
the SGS turbulence production, given by: 
Pr =- -7*irjSij (2.6) 
Using the Smagorinsky model formulation of -rij in Eq. 2.6 gives: 
Pr -= --rirj3ij = 2vt3ij-3ij = vt 
g2 (2.7) 
Eq. 2.7 shows that the production term is always positive, indicating no capability for the 
prediction of backscatter. 
This purely dissipative behaviour becomes more pronounced in cases of inhomogeneous 
and transitional flows, wbere decreased values of C, are usually employed in order to improve 
as 
3, e the results. In wall-bounded flows, while -rr should drop to zero at the wall aV th Ij 
Smagorinsky predicted rirj remains finite due to the presence of the mean shear, requiring 
some short of near-wall damping. The ability of the dynamic procedure to automatically 
adjust this value according to the flow conditions, is the main reason for its success. 
In addition to the features described above, another shortcoming related to physical real- 
isability of the model is the poor correlation of 7-irj and Sij, described in section 1.3.6. This 
comes in contrast with the Smagorinsky formulation that sugge9ts that the two tensors are 
almost perfectly correlated. 
Despite the shortcomings, the Smagorinsky model has been widely used in a number of 
flow cases due to its simplicity and numerical robustness [1181. The model was also used in 
the present study for comparison purposes. 
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2.2 The Mixed Scale model 
40 
The Mixed Scale model, MS, was proposed by Sagaut 11541. The development of the model 
was based on two fundamental constraints; one imposed by the physics of turbulence and 
one by the numerics. The physical constraint would ensure that the model would obey the 
Galilean invariance, produce zero -ri'j when the exact solution exhibits no scales corresponding 
to subgrid scales, generate the same effect as the term it models and finally does not affect 
adversely the dynamics of the resolved scales. The numerical constraint would make sure that 
the model would not be inhibited by discretisation errors, would not destabilise the simulation 
and that its numerical implementation would not increase significantly the computational cost 
[1541. 
Taking into account the shortcomings of the models based solely on the resolved scales, 
and the fact that models, which make use of information from the subgrid scales, can fulfill 
all the requirements imposed by the physical constraints, Sagaut proposed a mixed scale 
formulation for vt. In an attempt to take into account the effect of both the filtered flow 
field and the energy content of the subgrid scales, the MS model computes the eddy viscosity 
using a weighted geometric mean of the velocity scales generated by these two factors. The 
resulted formulation reads as: 
vt = C, IF (iii (Y, t)) I' (kg, )2n 2Kl+C' (2.8) 
where C.. is the model coefficient and a is a constant, which controls the weighting of the 
scales. F (iii (Y, t)) is eitber or x iii (:?, t). 
C,,, can be evaluated theoretically by analytical theories of turbulence for homogeneous 
isotropic case. Sagaut [1551 suggests that: 
(2.9) 
where C, is the Smagorinsky constant, evaluated theoretically in section 1.3.2. 
Instead of using the transport equation of k, g,, Sagaut approximated the value of 
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using a double filtering procedure, as: 
41 
k, gs ý-- 
1 
(iii (s, M' (iii (9, W' (2.10) 
2 
where (ftj (: F, t))' is is given by: 
(ui (y, t)), = iii (i, t) - Uýi (: F, t) 
In Eq. 2.11 , the tilde symbol designates the test filter. 
Eq. 2.11 shows that (iii (: F, t))' represents the higb frequency component of the resolved 
velocity field and is defined using a second filter, the so called test filter. This approxiniation 
is based on the same idea that scale similarity models used, described in section 1.3.6. 
It is worth noting that different values of the constant a result in different models. a=0.0, 
gives the k, g, -equation model given by Eq. 1.48, if the value of k,,, evaluated by the transport 
equation is used instead of the approximation suggested by Sagaut. ci = -1.0 gives the hybrid 
k, gs/Smagorinshy model and a=1.0 results in the Smagorinsky model. 
Sagaut applied the model to a backward facing step 2D flow simulation with a=0.5 
[1541. In two test cases, with different values of C, it was found that with C.. = 0.1 the 
model generated a flow field in good agreement with the experimental data by Eaton and 
. Johnston [471, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Some discrepancies in the prediction of 
longitudinal turbulent intensity were attributed to the fact that the simulation was 2D and 
therefore, some k, g, redistribution mechanisms were not captured at all. 
In the development of the NIS model, the flow was assumed to be turbulent, fully developed 
and isotropic. In order to improve the model performance in flow cases that depart from 
these conditions, two techniques were adopted. The selective function and the accentuation 
technique proposed by Ducros 1461. The selective function, also known as structural sensor, 
checks the structural properties of the test field (iii (S, t))' and turns the model off when 
these do not correspond to a fully turbulent field. Regarding the accentuation technique, the 
subgrid scale viscosity is evaluated using a modified flow field, obtained from the resolved 
flow field through the use of a high-pass filter, which magnifies the contribution of the highest 
resolved frequencies [1541. 
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In a comparative study of self-adaptive SGS models on wall-bounded flows, Sagaut 11561 
studied the MS model with these two techniques. The results indicated that the selective 
function implementation of the model was sensitive to the grid resolution and the flow Re, 
especially regarding the near-wall behaviour. The Ducros filtering procedure was not that 
sensitive either to the grid or the Re. The results were better when a coarser grid was used 
but overall the performance was inferior to that obtained when a selective function was used. 
More recently, Yoshizawa et a]. [196] used the MS model with a= -2.0 and a near-wall 
damping function, to be discussed in section 2.4.2, in order to achieve the correct near-wall 
behaviour. The model performed well in channel flows of Re, = 180 and Re, = 395, where 
Re, is the Reynolds number based on u,. Finally, Tgubolcura 11791 used the NIS model with 
a= -1.0, resulting in a formulation independent of 2K. 
2.3 The k,,, -equation model 
The k,,, -equation model is a one transport equation model that solves explicitly the transport 
equation of k, g, and uses this information to obtain a subgrid velocity scale for the formulation 
of vt, which is computed as: 
vt (2.12) 
As discussed in section 1.3.4, a number of terms of the exact transport equation have to 
be modelled. Using the approach introduced insection 1.3.4, the modelled transport equation 
for kg, reads: 
, _3/2 a 
, sgs 
)+ 
1/ 
92 ksg, 
AVh 
kq 
X, 
aksgs 
+ 
alljksgs 
7ij3ij - Cl 
r"g'9 
T 
c9xj axj axj 
(2.13) it- axj 2K 
+ C2 5Xj 
In Eq. 2.13, 
+ 
aU3-ksqs (Term 1) is the advection by the resolved modes dxj 
-, rijSij (Term 2) is the production by the resolved modes 
k 312 
-Cl (Term 3) is the turbulent dissipation 
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a (Term 4) is the turbulent diffusion +C2 aXj 
ýAVT; 
g-, 
a2 kSS +v', (Term 5) is the dissipation due to viscous effects and 
ix-37ýx-j 
C,,, Cland C2 are coefficients that have to be computed. 
The model, as described by Eq. 2.13, was originally used for LES by Schumann [1581, 
who applied it to plane channel and annilli flow. Schumann used a splitting method for tile 
isotropic and anisotropic part of the SGS stresses, modelling the first by the k, g, -equation 
model and the latter by the mixing length model. As far as the boundary conditions at 
the wall, he employed the log-law for the calculation of velocities at this flow region. The 
results of this approach were satisfactory, indicating independence of the grid resolution and 
anisotropies. Similar quality of the predicted flow field bad been obtained by Deardorff [281, in 
the first effort to calculate a channel flow, using the Smagorinsky model. However, Yoshizawa 
and Horiuti 1195] pointed out that both models gave approximately the same results due to 
the treatment of the near-wall region. In both cases, this region was not resolved properly 
and the log-law was imposed instead of the no-slip condition. Hence, the area, where the 
equilibrium hypothesis breaks down was not considered properly and therefore the advantage 
of the k,, g, -equation model was not pointed out. 
Deardorff [301 used the model for a channel flow, in order to decrease the complexity 
and cost of the model he proposed a few years earlier 1291, based on transport equations for 
7-jrj. However, lie made use of a modified length scale definition, instead of Eq. 2.4, in tile 
formulation of vt and c, in order to improve tile representation of subgrid scales in stably 
stratified regions. F'tirthermore, lie was the first to model Term 4 as: 
Term 4= 2vt i9k 
, 9xj 
(2.14) 
implying that C,, = 0.5C2. Moeng [1221 worked also with this model, on the same case as 
Deardorff, but employing a mixed pseudo-spectral finite difference method in order to take 
advantage of the speedup provided by the fast Fourier transform algorithm. 
Yosbizawa and Horiuti [1951 used the Direct Interaction, DI, theory 1193,1941 to derive 
the k, g, -equation model and the values of the constants C,,, Cland C2. In their derivation, 
an extra term is present, related to the anisotropic part of the SGS stress tensor. Horiuti 
1661 used this model without the extra term, in combination with no-slip boundary conditions 
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at the wall, for a channel flow at Re = 27,550. The Smagorinsky model was also employed 
for comparison purposes. The results of the two simulations indicated little difference in 
terms of the mean flow quantities. However, in terms of the turbulence intensities and the 
flow behaviour in the near-wall region, where the equilibrium hypothesis breaks down, the 
superiority of the k, g, -model was clear. The dissipative nature of the Smagorinsky model 
resulted in an over-prediction of mean spacing between the flow streaks formed next to the 
wall. 
More recently, Dejoan 1311 used the k, g. -equation model of Hassid and Poreh 1651 in order 
to explore the behaviour of a transport equation model on an unsteady turbulent channel flow 
and compared it with the Smagorinsky model. In this form of the model, the length scale in 
the formulation of vt was given by Eq. 2.15. 
l, 
g5 = 
[1, (A 
m, 
1*)11/3 (2.15) 
wliere 1* = O. IJIC3 for y5 0-16IKvK and 1* = KvKYICs fOr y ý: 0-16IKvK and A.. denotes 
the filter length in the m direction. n-irthermore, a form of damping function in terms of the 
turbulent Reynolds number Ret, was employed for vt and c. 
In this work [31], Dejoan and Schiestel showed that while in plane channel flow the be- 
haviour of the two models was similar, when applied to a turbulent pulsed flow in a plane 
channel, the performance of the k,,, -equation model was superior. The phase-shifts linked to 
the lag effects produced by unsteadiness were much better captured by the transport equation 
model and this was due to the ability of the model to incorporate turbulence history effects. 
Comparing to zero equation models such as the Smagorinsky model, the k,,, -equation 
model can introduce the turbulence history effect in the calculation of vt, and theoretically 
it has the potential for a more accurate representation of this parameter as it uses directly 
subgrid scale quantities. One of the most important advantages however, is its ability to 
provide a formulation of vt without the use of the assumption that the rate of dissipation of 
k,.,, is equal to the production of the turbulent kinetic energy at the cut off scales. 
2.3.1 The dynamic procedure and the k,.,, -equation model 
In recent years, there is an effort to combine the advantages of the k,,, -eqiiation model with 
the dynamic procedure. This is because the k, g., -equation model involves the specification of 
-at least two coefficients; C1, and C1. This is the case if an equation of the form of Eq. 2.14 
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is adopted for the turbulent diffusion term in the modelled equation for k, g,. Otherwise, C2 
has also to be computed. The use of the dynamic procedure can alleviate this problem as it 
can be used to calculate dynamically both C,, and C1. 
The first formulation for a dynamic k,,. -equation model was presented by Wong [1881, 
who used the Multi-scale Statistical Dynamic, MSD, closure method to obtain dynamically 
C,, for linear and non-linear eddy viscosity SCS models with or without a transport equation 
for k,,,. The method is in-line with that proposed by Germano and Lilly, with the main 
difference being that v, is expressed in terms of k,,,, according to Eq. 2.12. Hence, -rij and Tij 
become: 
2 
-rij =3 Jijkg, - 2C,,, EVk--, g, 
'Sij (2.16) 
2 
Tij =3 JijK - 2Ct, 2ýV 
Y-3ij (2.17) 
where K= Tk-k/2. 
For the calculation of C1, Wong defines E and the dissipation rate of K, ET, as follows: 
a, ji OUi ý 
Cý 
L3 ,2 aui aui 
v( axj axj C9 Tj 
5 -xj ) (2.18) 
3/2 51A Fui ) 
u CJK (2.19) ET =V 
49Ui OUi i 
Oxj axj Oxj Oxj A 
Then, by subtracting Eq. 2.18 from Eq. 2.19, the following expression is deduced: 
U. a-u- 
Ci 
Axil tx---jL 
(2K 
3/2 
=K A 
FX93 FX713 
(2.20) 
ý3/2) 
. 59S 
Ghosal et al. 1581 proposed a dynamic k, 
_q, -equation 
model that used the constrained lo- 
calised dynamic procedure to calculate C,, and an extended form of this procedure to compute 
C, and C2 of Eq. 2.13. The constrained localised form of the dynamic procedure differs from 
that described in section 1.3.7 in the final step of the computation of the model constant. 
According to the Germano-Lilly approach 155,1011, the model constant is computed to 
fulfill Eq. 1.61 using the least square approach. Ghosal et al. 1581 proposed a formulation that 
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employs a Fredholm's integral equation for this calculation, in order to avoid the mathematical 
inconsistency introduced by the least square approach. Unfortunately this method still raises 
some stability issues that require the value of C,, to be always positive. Furthermore, the 
solution of Fredholm's integral equation increases the computational cost of the method. 
Ghosal et a]. 158] applied the model on an LES of decaying turbulence behind a grid, 
obtaining accurate results in terms of energy decay and energy density distribution. 
Menon and Kim 11201 applied a similar approach, where C,, was given by: 
o-ij Lij t 1/2= co = 
0-ijuij , 
wbere aij = -AK Sij (2.21) 
and C, by: 
cl 
- 
(v + vt) 
ARE3 
- 
FIX13 FXUD 
(2.22) 
AK 3/2 
The model was used in high Reynolds number flows as well as in wall-bounded flows such as 
turbulent plane Couette flows, recirculating and separated flows, giving results in good 
agreement with experimental data [881. 
Another implementation of the idea of a dynamic k,,, -equation model was due to Davidson 
[26], who used the standard dynamic procedure for the calculation of C,, and the assumption 
that the transport of k, g, and K are the same, to obtain the following expression for CI: 
Cn+l Cln-k3., /2) PrK +=q3 (2.23) 
A K112 Z-9. 
where PrK is the production of K (= -2C, AK1/23i-j) and Prk. g. 
is the production of 
k, 
gs. 
The interesting point in his implementation of the model was the use of C,,. For the 
momentum equations, a constant value in space was employed, in order to achieve numerical 
stability. This value was computed by requiring that the SGS turbulence production would 
remain the same. In the k,,, equation, however, the local value of C,, calculated by the 
dynamic procedure, was used. Hence, all the local dynamic information wag introduced in 
the system of equations through the production term of k, 
_,,. 
The model was applied to a wall jet flow and it was soon realised that clipping of CI 
was necessary. This was due to the oscillatory behaviour of the coefficient, attributed to the 
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formulation of Eq. 2.23, which introduced positive feedback and hence unstable behaviour [261. 
Therefore, Davidson proposed a modified expression for Cl: 
Cnk, 3/2) cn+l +1 Sgs I 
(PrK 
K312 (2.24) 
This model was used successfully in a number of cases, such as flow around a surface 
mounted cube and a square cylinder by Krajnovic and Davidson 185,861 and Sollankar et a]. 
1166,165]. 
Wben compared witb the dynamic models proposed by Germano [551 and Chosal [581, 
this formulation has the following advantages: 
1) It is capable of predicting backscattering. 
2) The local dynamic coefficients can be used. Note that in Germano model, the dy- 
namic coefficients have to be clipped and/or averaged in homogeneous directions. 
3) Dynamic k,,, -equation models can be cheaper due to their numerical stability. 
Krajnovic [881 used both the Menon and Kim model and the Davidson model in a recirculating 
flow around a surface mounted cube. The results indicated an improvement over the prediction 
with no SGS model and a higher sensitivitY of the Menon and Kim model, to the grid 
reflnement. 
Finally, more recently, Krajnovic and Davidson 187], developed a mixed model based on 
the dynamic k, g, -equation model of Davidson. The modelled equation of k, g, was derived, 
taking into account the mixed model formulation, and the result was the presence of some 
additional scale-similarity terms. The model was applied to a fully developed channel flow 
and to a flow around a surface mounted cube, producing accurate results. In all the cases 
studied, it was observed that the scale similarity part of the SGS stress tensor was larger, 
limiting the adverse effects of any incorrect assumptions made during the formulation of the 
eddy viscosity part [87]. 
2.4 Near-wall treatment 
The presence of a solid surface affects a LES of the flow of interest in two ways. Firstly, it 
raises the issue of grid refinement in the near-wall region, in order to capture all the flow 
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mechanisms present in the region. Secondly, it introduces some further parameters to be 
considered, in relation with the SGS modelling adopted. The following overview aims to 
present the most widely used approaches to these issues, with particular interest to those 
used in the present study. For a more detail presentation, the reader can refer to 1146,1551. 
2.4.1 LES in near-wall region 
LES of wall-bounded flows can be divided into two major groups 11,161. If the grid employed is 
fine enougb to be able to resolve the near-wall motions, then the result is LES with near-wall 
resolution, or LES-NWR. In boundary layer type flows, the near-wall region is of great impor- 
tance as turbulence production, dissipation, kinetic energy and Reynolds stress anisotropies 
all achieve their peaks witbin 15 to 20 viscous lengtb scales 5, off the wall. Comparing to the 
j 88 11,16 flow length scale 5,5, is small and decreases approximately by t zý Re-0- 
In order to resolve the near-wall motions, LES-NWR has to employ grids with grid spacing 
of the order of J, near the wall. In practice , this is achieved by placing the 
first cell in the zone 
y+ < 1.0 [155]. There have been numerous studies on the resolution required for capturing 
the turbulence production mechanisms in the near-wall region. Schumann 11591 has suggested 
a resolution that gives 2Kx+ < 10, -Ey+ < 2, -Ez+ <5 while Zang 11971 has proposed a more 
relaxed limits at 2ýx+ < 80, -2Kv+ < 10,2ýz+ < 30. Although these are just some examples 
and much coarser grids have been occasionally used [1381, it becomes clear that for high Re, 
LES-NWR requires very fine grids that increase significantly the computational cost, lip to 
an extent that in some cases the calculation is practically infeasible. 
Therefore, an alternative approach is to model the influence of the near-wall motions and 
use a grid which is coarse and cannot resolve properly these motions. The result is LES with 
near-wall modelling, or LES-NWM. In LES-NWM, the grid spacing scales with 6 and lience 
is independent of Re [1461. However, since the near-wall motions are not resolved, t1ley have 
to be modelled. 
LES-NWM makes use of a model that represents the dynamics of the flow in this region. 
This is called the wall model. Since the first interior point is away from the wall, at a distance 
larger than the characteristic scales of the near-wall motions, the non-slip condition cannot 
be used. Instead, the boundary conditions required for the numerical solution of the filtered 
NS equations will be provided by the wall model. In practice, the wall model provides either 
the second order derivatives and the wall normal velocity component or a value for the wall 
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shear stress, which will correspond to the instantaneous velocity at the node nearest to the 
wall. These parameters are then used as boundary condition along with the impermeability 
condition 1174]. The first approach was proposed by Deardorff [281 but, in the form presented 
by this author, suffers from two defects; the formulation of the second derivatives is not a 
function of Re and it is assumed that the shear-stresses in the near-wall region are solely due 
to SGS scales 11551. 
As far as the second approach is concerned, it allows for a much coarser grid, comparing 
with LES-NWR requirements and it is the one that is most widely adopted. 'Avo different 
methods have been presented in literature related to this wall model approach. Both methods 
assume that the instantaneous near-wall velocity is in phase with the instantaneous wall shear 
stress. In the first method developed by Schumann 11581, the wall shear stress is proportional 
to the instantaneous near-wall velocity, with the constant of proportionality being equal to 
the ratio of the time-averaged values of the two. The main disadvantage of this method is the 
requirement of statistical data that has to be computed by the calculation itself. Grotzbach 
1611 proposed a method to alleviate this problem by applying the log-law, given by Eq. 1.14' 
and spatial averaging over the plane parallel to the wall. Rajagopalan and Antonia 11511 
proposed a modified version of the Schumann model, based on shifted correlations. This 
concept was also used by Piomelli et al. 11401 in their proposed model, in combination with 
the log-law, to estimate the shear stresses. 
The second method proposes the use of a wall law to directly relate the instantaneous 
velocity of the first node at the interior of the flow field to the instantaneous shear stress. 
This is a preferred approach for LES due to the unsteady nature of the flow fie]d considered. 
A typical example of the second method is the wall model proposed by Wernerand NVengle 
11861. Werner-Wengle WW, wall model is based on the assumption that a 1/7111 power law 
holds for the region outside the viscous sub-layer, interfaced with a linear profile in the viscous 
sub-layer. Hence 
y+ for y+ < 11.8 
U+ 
pp- (2.25) p 
8.3 (y+) 1 17 for y+ > 11.8 pp 
where all symbols have their usual meaning and the subscript P denotes the value at the 
first point next to the wall. 
WW model has been employed by a number of researchers for a variety of cases, including 
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flow around a cube in a plane channel [1861 and the flow in a channel with periodic constric- 
tions 11741. Despite the fact that the model was developed on the assumption of a canonical 
turbulent boundary layer, it has performed well even in separated flows 1174,1861. Therefore, 
it was employed for a number of test cases performed for the present study. Details regarding 
the implementation of the WW model are given in section 3.2.4. 
2.4.2 SGS modelling in near-wall region 
The description of the dynamic processes in section 1.1.3 showed that the turbulence pro- 
duction in the near-wall region is associated with a back-wards energy cascade. With the 
exception of the models that adopt the dynamic procedure, the rest of the SGS models con- 
sidered cannot capture this bachscattering. Numerically, backscattering is introduced by the 
computation of negative values for the eddy viscosity. Despite the fact that dynamic models 
allow for this, it has been reported 1551 that sustained negative vj over large regions of the flow 
domain can lead to numerical instability. As a result clipping or imposing some limitations 
to the range of vt is adopted. 
Apart from the presence of backscattering, the near-wall region imposes some extra diffi- 
culties. The flow is highly anisotropic, in many cases tinder-resolved, due to the small scales 
of the flow structures close to the solid boundary, and in a state of energy disequilibrium 
[1551. Hence, the models based on hypotheses that are not in-line with these conditions are 
expected to give compromised results. The dynamic procedure can enhance the performance 
of such models but in a considerable computational cost and with some numerical issues that 
require ad hoc modifications in many cases. 
For the models that do not use the dynamic-procedure, a number of techniques have 
been developed to compensate for these issues, forming three main categories: a) the use 
of structural sensors b) the accentuation technique and c) the damping functions for the 
near-wall region. The accentuation technique gives rise to the filtered form of the models 
considered, and it was described along with the structural sensor approach in section 2.2. 
Tile third technique introduces a damping function in the formulation of Vt. 
The first effort to use damping function was due to van Driest 11811. %ran Driest developed 
a form of the law of the wall as a function of the mixing-length, 1"', for the buffering region 
of a canonical turbulent boundary layer: 
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U+ 
2 
dyl (2.26) 
+ (yi)2] 
1/2 
1+ [1 + 41M 
In Eq. 2.26, the use of 1. + ý KvKy+l which is the appropriate mixing-length for the log-law 
region, would result in the wrong variation of the implied turbulent stresses [1811. Therefore, 
van Driest realised that a sort of damping would be required, in order to correct this behaviour. 
Hence, a damping function was developed that reads: 
1M " KvKY+ [1 - exp (-y+IA+)] (2.27) 
Eq. 2.26 and Eq. 2.27 provide a continuous profile that covers all the parts of the inner 
boundary layer and provide an accurate prediction of the mean velocity profiles 11811. 
The van Driest damping function was employed on a number of SGS models to allow 
for an improved presentation of the turbulence length scale in the near-wall region. Tile 
Smagorinsky model was widely used in combination with van Driest damping on plane channel 
flows [66,1961 giving good results. In the Smagorinsky model, it is used for the calculation 
of the model constant Q,, in the following form: 
C,, = C.,,, (I - exp (-y+/A+)) (2.28) 
where y+ is the distance from the wall in viscous wall units and A+ is a constant, is taken 
to be 26 [1811. 
Although effective, van Driest damping does not give the correct near-wall behaviour for 
vt. Therefore, Piomelli [1441 suggested a modification of the damping factor according to 
C, 
ý 
(1 
- exp 
(-y+IA+ )3)1/2 (2.29) 
The modification given by Eq. 2.29 gives vt oc y 3, which is the desired behaviour. 
Botb van Driest damping and Piomelli's formulation require the calculation of y+, wbich 
introduces two issues. The first is that y+ is not -solely based on flow parameters but rather, 
uses the wall-normal distance y. This does not correspond to the flow physics since, in reality, 
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the flow does not behave according to this geometric parameter but rather, according to the 
conditions that are formed at any location given by this parameter. Secondly, the computation 
of y can be problematic. In complex flow geometries the calculation of y can be an issue. 
Even in simple geometries, such as a duct, the computation of y in the corner regions call 
introduce some difficulties. 
Therefore, researchers have introduced other formulations for near-wall damping functions, 
based solely on flow variables. Yoshizawa et a]. 11961 developed a function like this, based on 
dimensional analysis of the eddy viscosity. The final form of the function reads: 
F,, y =1- exp 
(C. U, )2) (2.30) 
3 2K 
where C,, = 21.0 and u, is the turbulence intensity. 
Yosliiz,, iNv, a et, al. used Eq. 2.30 in combination witli the NIS model and applied it in plane 
channel flow at Re, = 180,395 and 590. Smagorinsky model with van Driest damping was 
also used for the same test cases for comparison purposes. The results indicated that the 
new formulation gave predictions of the same or better quality than the Smagorinsky model, 
without using V. 
More recently, Inagaki et al. [681, taking into consideration the different time scales present 
in different regions of the flow developed a SGS model of the following form: 
Vt ý CAfTskqsTs (2.31) 
where CAITS = 0.05 and T, is the representative time scale, given by: 
T3+ 
(C 
(2.32) T) 
where CT = 10.0, based on a priori test of the model on channel flow at Re, = 395. 
Eq. 2.31 can be rewritten in the form: 
FwICIVITSNlk'sgs 2K (2.33) 
introducing the damping function: 
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(2.34) 
+ CT Vk-ý 
Inagi et al. 1681 estimated k,,, using Eq. 2.11. The formulation was applied to plane and 
rotating channel flow, backward facing step flow and the flow around the Ahmed 131 model, 
for a variety of Reynolds numbers. The model performed well in all test cases and in some 
cases better than the dynamic Smagorinsky model. n- irthermore, it was superior to the latter 
regarding numerical stability issues. 
From the above, it can be seen that both Yoshizawa and Inagi wall damping functions 
can be applied to complicated geometries and enhance the performance of the SGS model. 
Therefore, these functions were used extensively in this study. Van Driest and Piomelli's 
formulations were also employed for comparison purposes. 
Chapter 3 
Code Development 
3.1 DELTA overview 
In order to achieve the aims described in section 1.5, a computational fluid dynamics, CFD 
code had to be employed. The criteria set for the selection of this code were the following: 
1. The code should be in a form that new features or modification of the existing ones 
could be implemented. In practice, this requires for the source code to be accessible. 
Although some commercial codes allow the introduction of new transport equations, 
still they do not provide enough flexibility to a developer. Hence, 'in-house codes' were 
favoured. 
2. The code should have already been tested for a variety of flows, to confirm its accuracy 
and performance. This would ensure that the code and its subroutines are working 
properly and do not require further testing. 
3. The code should handle complex geometries and anisotropic and, in some cases, non- 
orthogonal grids without introducing large numerical errors. This was due to the in- 
tention to assess the investigated SCS models on wall-bounded flows of a range of 
geometrical complexity. 
4. The code should be accompanied by proper documentation. 
Based on these four criteria, the code that was selected was an in-house code, called DELTA. 
DELTA has been developed in the Department of Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering 
of Loughborough University since 1994. In its original form, DELTA was an Euler code but 
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later it was developed to compute RANS equations [1331. More recently, it was extended 
further to perform LES. 
DELTA has been employed in the past, for the calculation of a wide range of flows, 
compressible [161 and incompressible [1571, external 1134] and internal 11571, free 1135] or wall- 
bounded 11571. In all cases it has performed reasonably well and therefore, it was considered 
to be the best choice available. 
3.1.1 Technical characteristics of DELTA 
DELTA is based on the finite volume approach for the solution of the governing equations of 
the flow. It uses collocated flow variables arrangement, on a curvilinear coordinate system, 
in combination with Rhie-Chow smoothing, to avoid pressure-velocity decoupling. DELTA 
adopts the SIMPLE pressure correction method, designed to handle both incompressible and 
compressible flow cases. In addition, laminar and Euler flow calculations are also available. 
In a pressure correction method, the code initialises a flow field and then solves the 
momentum equations to obtain some intermediate flow variable values. Because these values 
will not necessarily satisfy the continuity equation, they are corrected by using a pressure 
correction, dP. dP is calculated by a pressure correction equation, which is derived by 
combination of the momentum and continuity equations. When the correct values for flow 
variables have been obtained, the procedure is repeated for the next timestep. 
DELTA employs a central difference scheme for the calculation of the fluxes but it can 
also use an upwind scheme. In terms of time integration, DELTA can use either an Euler 
implicit or an explicit scheme. Finally, a Gauss-Seidel line solver 1481 is used to solve the 
pressure correction equation. 
DELTA can read a variety of grid file formats including PLOT31) files and mesh files 
produced by ICEM. Input grids have to be structured, single or multi-block. As far as the 
application of boundary conditions and the exchange of information between the blocks are 
concerned, DELTA uses two extra rows of hallo-cells, generated automatically along each 
face of every block. Boundary conditions are applied on the first row while the second is 
mainly used for the exchange of information in multi-block grids. Boundary conditions that 
are available in DELTA include, among others, fixed velocity inlet, inflow total, where total 
pressure and temperature are specified, Euler or viscous wall, symmetry, zero gradient or 
linear extrapolation outflow and free pressure, where free stream pressure based on static 
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value can be specified. These can mahe the use of DELTA available on a very large variety 
of flow cases. 
DELTA is written in FORTRAN 77 and it consists of 139 subroutines. The main flow of 
the program is prescribed by deltaFlow. f. This subroutine forms the back-bone of the code and 
it is the one that controls the order and the application of the various operations described by 
the rest of the subroutines. deltaFlow. f cooperates also with a number of subroutines written 
in C, which are capable of reading the three files that govern the simulation. These are: 
1. the Resource file, where all the parameters that govern the numerical and modelling 
issues of the simulation are described, 
2. the boundary condition file, where all the boundary conditions applied are described 
along with any initialisation. values, whenever this is applicable and 
3. the topology file that defines the grid topology and the connections between faces or 
blocks. 
These three files are user defined and allow the specification of all the parameters that can 
affect the simulation. For the flow visualisation, DELTA uses VISUAL 3 graphics library [621, 
which allows the user to observe the flow field and the variables of interest. VISUAL 3 can 
generate iso-surfaces, cut-plane views and vector fields, providing a powerful too]. For further 
data post processing, DELTA can generate data files in PLOT31) and TECPLOT format. 
3.1.2 The LES module of DELTA 
An expansion of the simulation capabilities of DELTA was achieved bY the addition of the 
LES module. The code was converted to run in LES mode essentially via four modifications: 
(i) an explicit time stepping formulation was introduced employing a 3rd order ac- 
curate low storage Runge-Kutta method 11871, 
(ii) 2nd order central differencing was used for convection term discretisation rather 
than the MUSCL technique used previously, 
(iii) correct scaling of the Rhie and Chow [1521 smoothing terms was adopted to take 
account of the very small timesteps needed in LES calculations, combined with 
very significant variations in cell volume size across the solution domain, 
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(iv) a SGS model wws introduced; namely the Smagorinsky model [1631 with Piomelli's 
near-wall damping formulation 11441. 
The application of LES in DELTA employs the implicit filtering procedure which uses the 
grid as a spatial filter and hence avoids the requirement of an explicit filtering procedure. 
The introduction of the LES module in DELTA highlighted the need for parallelisation as 
the computational requirements of LES are higher than the requirements imposed by RANS. 
Hence, the latest development of the code involved the generation of 'parallel' versions that 
make use of OpenNIP or Message Passing Interface, MPI, libraries to enable parallel processing 
based on flow domain decomposition. 
3.1.3 New features introduced 
For the requirements of the present study, a number of new features were introduced to the 
code. These were related to the implementation of new SGS models, grid rile formats and the 
Boundary Conditions BC. The introduction of the new SGS models to the code is described 
in section 3.2. As far as the grid file formats are concerned, a new format was introduced 
that would allow DELTA to work with grids generated by GridGen. GridGen is a commercial 
grid generation software, which can produce high quality structured or unstructured, single 
or multi-block meshes 11451. All the grids generated for this study were produced by GridGen 
and therefore the introduction of this format was necessary. 
Regarding the boundary conditions, three new types were introduced; the fixed profile, 
the time-varying profile and the convective BC. The fixed profile type is usually applied 
for velocity components at inlet. Originally, DELTA could set a fixed variable value at the 
inlet boundary. However, for the purposes of the present study, this had to be extended to 
prespecified profiles. An algorithm had to be established, according to which DELTA would 
read an input file with all the required data, and impose appropriately the variable values on 
the boundary plane of interest. 
The first problem that arises from this procedure is that there is no guarantee that the 
values given by the input file would coincide, in terms of coordinates, with the coordinates of 
the cell centres. Furthermore, the number of entries in the input file could be different from 
the number of cells on the boundary. Therefore, a form of interpolation had to be introduced 
that would generate the appropriate variable values for the cells coordinates. To simplify 
the problem, the algorithm developed was for one-dimensional 1D, profiles, i. e. for cases 
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where the variable of interest varies only in one direction. Since the present study focuses on 
wall-bounded flows, this direction was the y direction. 
In the first version of the algorithm developed, a cubic spline [1481 was fit to the input data 
and used to generate a value for the variable of interest at each grid cell centre y coordinate. 
These values were then set as the boundary condition values, at each first hallo cell, in the 
state vector. Unfortunately, it was observed that in some cases, the generated cubic spline 
produced values that did not correspond to the input profile, leading to numerical instabilities. 
Therefore, a linear interpolation was finally employed. The algorithm compares the y 
coordinate of each cell centre with the input profile and identifies the neighbour values. Then, 
it uses linear interpolation, given by Eq. 3.1, to generated the appropriate value for the cell 
centre. 
- X. : iýR int Xint XL Oint ý'- OL + OR 
XR - iL 9R A 
where 0 is the variable of interest and subscript int indicates the interpolated value, L the 
left and R the right neighbour value respectively. 
As long as the given profile is well described in terms of number and distribution of points, 
the linear interpolation can give an accurate representation of the specified profile, making 
sure that all interpolated values are arithmetically bounded by the two neighbour points of 
the input profile, as can be seen in Eq. 3.1. 
A fixed profile BC was coded to be applied only at the beginning of each timestep, prior to 
the solution to momentum equation, in order to reduce the iteration time. Since the variable 
profile was supposed to be fixed and the information related to the variable value at the first 
hallo cells was remaining unchanged between the Runge-Kutta sub- iterations, there was no 
reason to do otherwise. 
When a fixed profile BC is employed, zero gradient is assumed at inlet for p, P and total 
enthalpy H. Hence, the values assigned on the liallo cells for these variables, are the same 
with the neighbour internal cells. 
While velocity profiles can be easily found in published experimental data, k,,, profiles 
are filter dependent. In the case of implicit filtering, ksgs depends upon the grid used. There 
are two ways to obtain a profile for this variable. If there is experimental data for the velocity 
field, then k,.,, can be computed by subtracting the filtered kinetic energy from the total 
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kinetic energy [581. The total kinetic energy can be calculated directly from the velocity field 
data, while the filtered kinetic energy requires the experimental data to be filtered by the LES 
filter. If experimental data of the velocity field is not available, then k,. q, can be approximated 
based on Bardina's hypothesis of scale similarity 1121, using the velocity profile and Eq. 2.10. 
This approximation of kg, requires a double filtering procedure, to obtain Ji (Y, t), which 
is required for Eq. 2.11. Uý field is obtained using a composition of a one-dimensional filter, 
given by Simpson's rule [1281, Eq. 3.3, applied in all three dimensions as follows: 
xyz 
(3.2) 
(ýj+j + 4ýj + ýj-, ) (3.3) 
After the computation of uli (Y, t), Eq. 2.10 can be used to obtain an approximation for k, g, 
that will correspond to the velocity profile used and the grid filtering employed. 
Ghosal 158] and Dejoan [311 proposed a method to obtain an initial value for k,,, using 
the equilibrium hypothesis. The production Pr of k, g, is given by: 
Rr = 2vtgij'gij (3.4) 
Assuming that the turbulence is in equilibrium 
Pr =c (3.5) 
and modelling 6 using Term 3 of Eq. 2.13, Eq. 3.5 becomes: 
k 3/2 
2vtSijSij = Cl "sgs (3.6) A 
Substituting the k, g. -equation model formulation for vt in Eq. 3.6 and solving for k, g, leads 
to: 
-2 
k, 
gs = 2SijSij 
14 (3.7) 
cl 
Sij can be obtained by the velocity field profiles and A is given by Eq. 2.4. 
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The second type of inlet boundary condition introduced to the code was the time-varying 
profile, which was used to apply an unsteady velocity field at the boundary of interest. Tile 
unsteady velocity field was generated by a DFG, which is described in detail in section 6.1. 
The algorithm employed for the implementation of the time-varying profile BC was designed 
to read the input data, generated by the DFG, and then apply it to the first hallo cell. Note 
that the format of the generated data was such that it corresponded to the points of the grid 
used by the LES. Therefore, no interpolation as in the case of fixed profile type was required. 
However, a linear interpolation method was adopted for the time marching. If the DFG 
algorithm generated velocity field realisations for a timestep larger than that used by the LES, 
for reasons that are explained in section 6.1, the linear interpolation method would identify 
the neigbboiir DFG data sets and it would apply linear interpolation to get the corresponding 
velocity field for the timestep of interest. nirther details about this procedure are given in 
section 6.1. As in the case of fixed profile BC, when time-varying profile is used, zero gradient 
is assumed for p, 75 and ff. 
The third type of boundary condition introduced to the code was the convective outlet 
boundary condition. This boundary condition is widely used in the LES because it ensures 
the convection of the flow through the outlet plane, with a constant velocity UB, without 
the generation of disturbance wave reflection 11911. AccordiDg to the convective boundary 
condition, the velocity at the boundary of interest is defined as follows: 
ait ait 
5-t- ý-- - 1152 
(3.8) 
where i! denotes the velocity vector and Y the spatial vector. UB is the bulk velocity at the 
outlet plane, calculated by: 
UB ý1 ii - RdA 7 
fA 
(3.9) 
where A is the area of the boundary of interest, il is the unit vector normal to dA and dA is 
the surface element. 
Regarding the convective boundary condition, UB is firstly calculated by the numerical 
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form of Eq. 3.9, which for a Cartesian grid with BC applied on a plane in the x-direction, can 
be reduced to: 
UB =-1 
.; 
i 
E ui,, dA (3.10) 
In Eq. 3.10, ui,, is the value of the velocity in the x-direction, at the internal cell, next to 
the outlet boundary. To calculate the value of u that should be applied on the first ballo cell 
as a boundary condition, the discretised form of Eq. 3.8 was used, given by: 
nn 
n+l in At Uout U'lln - UB out 
Xout Xin 
where n denotes the timestep, in the first internal cell next to the outlet boundary, and 
out the first hallo cell. x is the cell centre coordinate in the strearnwise direction. As in the 
case of fixed profile at inlet, the implementation of convective BC assumes zero gradient for 
p, P and H at outlet. 
Eq. 3,11 is a valid discretised form of Eq. 3.8 if the grid is Cartesian in the x-direction over 
the boundary plane of interest. If this is not the case, the calculation of takes a more 
elaborate form that is described in detail in section 3.2.2. In all the cases studied, the grid was 
Cartesian at the outlet plane of the flow domain, where this BC was employed. Therefore, 
even the discretised form given by Eq. 3.11 was adequate. 
3.2 Numerical implementation of SGS models and near-wall 
treatment 
For the purposes of this work, two SGS models were coded in DELTA. These were the ksgs- 
equation model, given by Eq. 2.12 and the NIS model, given by Eq. 2.8. The k,,, -equition 
model would be used in combination with a number of near-wall functions, in order to in- 
vestigate the potential of such formulation in LES of wall-bounded flows. The NIS model 
was used to test and verify the implementation of some near-wall functions and illustrate an 
intermediate model, between zero equation and one equation models. Towards the end of the 
present study, a new SGS model was also developed and implemented in the code. It is based 
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on a new approach to the calculation of E and it is believed to be a good candidate for further 
development and testing. 
3.2.1 Implementation of the MS model 
According to the NIS model formulation, vt is being given by Eq. 2.8 with F (fti (: F, t)) =3. 
Hence, the magnitude of the strain rate tensor had to be calculated as, well as an approximation 
of k,,, using Eq. 2.10 and 2.11. In order to compute Sij and its magnitude, the derivatives of 
the velocity components had to be computed for all cell centres. 
The derivative of the variable of interest 0 can be expressed as 
aO 
= 
20 1%k (3.12) axi aýk 49Xj 
where ýk are the computational space co-ordinates. 
The calculation of '90 is reduced to: 55 
, 90 
- 
Oi+i - 
Oýk 
a 
Note that the subscript i denotes the cell index. For the calculation of 
gL. 
at the cell X, 3 
centre, the following, second order accurate formula 1591 was employed: 
Dýk 
_ 
Aj, inj, i + Aj, i+lnj, i+l (3.14) 
axj 2V 
where Aj is the area of the face of interest, nj is the unit vector in the direction of xj and 
V is the cell volume. After the computation of the velocity derivatives at cell-centres, 3 was 
calculated using Eq. 2.2. 
Finally, the approximation of kg,, given by Eq. 2.10, was computed as described in section 
3.1.3. After the computation of k, g, and Eq. 2.8 is used to calculate v, at the beginning of 
each timestep. 
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3.2.2 Implementation of the k,,, -equation model 
The implementation of the k, g, -equation model was based on existing subroutines, coded for 
the RANS k-E model. The simplicity of the code, the minimum number of new subroutines 
and their compatibility with the initial version of the code, were the main reasons for this 
decision. 
The calculation of vt was performed at the beginning of each timestep, using Eq. 2.12, 
with Cp = 0.05 according to Horititi 1661 and -E given by Eq. 2.4. 
As discussed in earlier sections, the model required the solution of the transport equation 
of k, 
_,,, 
given by Eq. 2.13. This involved the numerical solution of the equation at the beginning 
of each timestep. To achieve this in the framework of the finite volume approach, the whole 
expression of Eq. 2.13, was integrated with respect to each cell control volume CV, leading to 
the following expression: 
a-ujk, 
g, 
3 2) 
dV 2-k--sgs dV +f dV (-7-jj'3jj) dV + Cl 
Sgý- 
C, 2K cv at cv axj cv cv 
+I C2 
(-EVT-, -2k- sgs)dV+f v 
(9'k, gs dV 
cv (9xj cv oxji9xj c 
(3.15) 
where dV is the volume element. 
Using Gauss divergence theorem, Eq. 3.15 becomes: 
312 ) 
dV 
cv 
a- (fcv k, 
_qdV) 
+ fA ni - (Uik, gs) dA 
dV +f-CI 
ýs 
--qs ut cv 
ni 
(C2 V-k--, -g, + v) 
2-ksg-" ] 
dA (3.16) 
oxi 
Eq. 3.16 has to be discretised, at each control volume, in order to form an algebraic ex- 
pression of k, g,, which can then be easily solved. Employing the 
backward Euler scherne 1,181 
for the time-marcliing and assuming that the cell-centre values correspond to the inean values 
of the variables in each control volume, the transient term of Eq. 3.16 can be written as: 
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11 (fcv k, gdV) = k's 
v-k n-I V (3.17) it- sg Zt -99-9 At 
where V is the cell volume and the superscript n denotes the timestep. Note that according 
to this approach, all the rest of Eq. 3.16 terms are in timestep level n, unless specified otherwise. 
Using midpoint rule 1481 for the area integral approximation, the convection and diffiision 
terms for i=1 can be combined and integrated as follows: 
nx kgs - 'g, + V) 
2-1! 
- 
(C22KVk- g, 
I 
dA 
JA 1-9 
ax 
ý ýk A 
[n., 
Uk,, g, - nx 
(C22KVT- 
97, + v) 
"g., 
1 
(3.18) 
ax w 
Similarly for i=2,3. Note that n., is the component of ni in the x-direction. 
Using the same assumption regarding the volume integral, as in the transient term, the 
production and dissipation terms become: 
fc 
v 
(-Tij'gij) dV = -Tij-3ijV 
CJL . 
3ý2 
-3' 
32) 
dV Ci 
L"-q2' 
V (3.20) Jcv 
(- 
-2ý 
Eq. 3.18 requires the value and the first derivatives of variables involved at the control 
volume surfaces. On the contrary, Eq. 3.19 and 3.20 require the cell-centre values. Since, 
DELTA uses a collocated grid arrangement, all variables are stored at the control volume 
centre and not at the surface. Therefore, in contrast with staggered grid arrangement where 
this information is readily available, some short of interpolation has to be performed. 
The value of k, g, and iT, 7 at the control volume surface is calculated using 
linear interpo- 
lation between the neigbbour cell-centre values, which, in finite differences, corresponds to 
central differencing scheme [481. The interpolation scheme reads as: 
Oface - 
Ai-I 
, 
Ai 
Oi-i (3.21) 
Ai + Ai-l 
0' + 
Ai +Ai-l 
where 
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Aj = Vi (Ai-I + Aj) and Ai-i = Vi-i (Ai + Ai+l) (3.22) 
The calculation of the first derivative at the surface centre was computed according to 
Eq. 3.12, with the metrics 
gZ-. being calculated according to Gnoffo proposal 1591 , which can X3 
be found in the Appendix. Gnoffo's formulation for the cell surface centre derivative is second 
order accurate. Finally, the first derivatives required for Eq. 3.19 and 3.20 were computed as 
described in section 3.2.1. 
Using the techniques described above and treating production and dissipation terms as 
source terms, Eq. 3.16 was constructed in the following form: 
apk., gs p+ aEk, _qs 
E+ alVksgs W+ aNksgs N+ aSk., gs S+ aTksgs T+ aBksgs B=S 
(3.23) 
where 
With 
ap 
v- 
(aE + ajV + aN + aS + aT + aB) (3.24) Yt 
aE = Ax 
[nx 
Uf ace E- nx 
(C22ý 
N/fksgs + V) 
(9ý 09x 
(3.25) 
and similarly for alv, aN, as, aT and aB, 
1,3/2 
n-1 
V+ 
'ri k 2ý-t j 'gov + C, "95 v sgs 2i 
C2! %Fk... + V) 
(ýýk-- ýg', oll + ýýk-- ýg Dq ex 0( Dx) 
+Ayny 
2k-±g-" 0ý 
+L 
aý Dy a( ay) 
(C, 2K, l-k 
k-L 
ý, 
ý+ Lkjýq, Lrj 
+A, n, + v) 
(L g_L (3.26) 
aý az 577 az 
) 
Note that for the diffusion terni of Eq. 3.16, the coefficients were separated in two parts; 
the cross part and the normal part. This procedure was followed because the cross part is a 
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result of the transformation of coordinates from Cartesian to curvilinear and it wwq treated 
as a source term, as it can be seen in Eq. 3.26. 
For the points along the flow domain boundaries, boundary conditions had to be applied 
for k, g, and the production and the dissipation term of Eq. 3.16. As far as kg, was concerned, 
Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions were used, depending upon the type of boundaries 
specified. Dirichlet type BC was employed for the k, g, -equation when inlet profile or periodic 
BC was applied, and Neumann BC when zero gradient or viscous wall was used. 
When a near-wall modelling simulation was performed, WIAI law, given by Eq. 2.25, was 
used to provide values of the production and dissipation at the first internal cell. The bound- 
ary value of the production term was set according to y+, as follows: 
0 for y+ < 5.0 
'rij sij 
pU2 
8.3 [u2 11/7 
(3.27) 
T T- t, (Y, )6 
otherwise 
Eq. 3.27 is derived by the approximation of the production at the wall as 7-, "911. Note that 
7. = pU2.7Y- Sij is reduced to '9u' if the flow is incompressible. By definition, W Furthermore, Niii 
c9" is given by the differentiation of the WW velocity profile with respect to y. 7ij-9ij was NY 
set to zero within the viscous sublayer since no production of k, g, takes place in this region. 
Finally, using the equilibrium hypothesis, the value of c at the first internal cell, wws set 
equal to the production, by Eq. 3.28, independently of the distance from the wall. 
U2 
1/7 
PU2 
8.3 
76 (3.28) 
'r 71 tt (Y+) 
I 
The calculation of u, and y+ is described in section 3.2.4, along with tile implementation 
of the WW law. 
The discretisation of Eq. 3.16 leads to the algebraic approximation given by Eq. 3.23 at 
every point of the grid, forming a system of linear algebraic equations with as many unknowns, 
as the number of the equations in the system. All the equations could then be written in a 
matrix form as follows: 
kq, ]=[S] (3.29) 
[ce] is a square diagonal coefficients matrix, 
[ k, gs 
I is the column matrix of the unknown 
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variable and 
Is] is the column source matrix. The system of Eq. 3.29 was solved by a line 
Gauss-Seidel solver [481, providing the values of k, g, at the new timestep. 
3.2.3 Development of a new SGS model based on the energy spectrum 
dissipation 
Using the experience gained from the study and the numerical implementation of the two 
models described above, a new SGS model was developed. As discussed in section 2.3.1, in 
the last decade, considerable work has been published, which combines a transport equation 
model with the dynamic procedure, in order to obtain these model coefficients dynamically 
as part of the flow simulation. Ghosal 1581 used a constraint localised form of the dynamic 
procedure to obtain the coefficients in a k,,. -equation model but presented only calculations 
for decaying turbulence behind a grid. Menon and Kim 11201 used a similar formulation for 
high Reynolds number decaying and forced isotropic turbulence and a temporally evolving 
turbulent mixing layer to obtain results in good agreement with experimental and DNS data. 
More recently, Krainovic [881 used both the Menon and Kim 11201 model and a model pro- 
posed by Davidson 1261 for a recirculating flow around a surface mounted cube, producing 
good results. However, during this study it was noted that for this complex recirculating flow, 
grid resolution influenced the effectiveness of the transport equation models and improved the 
accuracy of the flow prediction. Evidence from Krajnovic 1881 implies that modelling improve- 
ments introduced so far by the combination of a one equation SGS model and the dynamic 
procedure are still not sufficient to cope with situations when an insufficiently resolved, coarse 
grid was used and therefore a significant fraction of the turbulence energy was contained in 
the subgrid scales of the flow. 
In addition, particular implementations of the dynamic procedure have been reported to 
generate numerical instabilities [55], leading to the adoption of a 'clipping' approach, which, 
depending on numerical details, may bead hoc or based on physical realisability considerations 
155,1201. This practice has a direct effect on the SGS stresses, potentially compromising the 
range of flow problems where the model can deliver good performance. Evidence to support 
this contention is that a homogeneous flow direction 1138,1,111 has normally been required 
for this clipping practice to achieve stability. 
Considering the above, further improvement in the area of SGS modelling could either be 
achieved by the introduction of a second transport equation (as in RANS formulations) or by 
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the improved formulation of one equation models. Following thesecond school of thought, the 
development of a new SGS model aims to introduce a new approach regarding the definition 
of the characteristic subgrid length scales used in the model via a careful consideration of the 
relevant flow physics. The increased use of flow physics in model formulation leads to a one 
equation model which does not suffer from some of the limitations discussed above. The new 
model retains the use of a transport equation for k, g,, in the form proposed by Yosbizawa 
and Horiuti 11951, but with the dissipation term, -, in this equation calculated explicitly by 
integration of an assumed energy spectrum shape over the frequency range not resolved by the 
grid and hence captured in the subgrid scale region. In this way, the resulting behaviour of C is 
more physically correct; the SGS model proposed here is hence termed as an energy spectrum 
dissipation model. Furthermore, the improved estimation of - allows the model to produce a 
prediction of the local Kolmogorov length scaleq and hence the maximum eddy wavenumber, 
Kd. This enables an energy-weighted average wavenumber tz, g, to be defined for the subgrid 
(non-resolved) scale motions as a more representative wavenumber from which the subgrid 
length scale can be extracted. This is necessary because in many cases, and particularly at 
high Re numbers, the non-resolved wave-numbers can still contain a considerable amount of 
energy and this should play an important role in the determination of both turbulence velocity 
and length scales used to evaluate vt. Such a role is not fulfilled by the classical, grid based, 
length scale used in the majority of subgrid scale models, but it is reflected in a transport 
equation based SGS model, supported by a length scale evaluated from the energy-weiglited 
wavenumber n, g,, introducing a potentially more accurate representation of the whole range 
of non-resolved scales, in a manner more likely to be independent of the computational grid 
employed, and therefore successful for a wider range of levels of non-resolved SGS energy. 
The Yoshizawa and Horiuti 1195] one-equation SGS model is based on the transport equa- 
tion for k, g, and it has been used for wall-bounded flows giving good results 
[661. This model 
was therefore used as the baseline for the development of the new model presented here. 
According to the Yoshizawa and Horiuti [1951 model, vt is given by: 
vt = clý 
ja 
N/ý 
7g, (3.30) 
In Eq. 3.30, C1, = 0.05,2Kc= (AXAYAZ)1/3 (the subscript G indicates a grid-defined subgrid 
length scale) and k, g, is derived from the solution of the following transport equation: 
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Ok, 
gs O-uj ksg, 9 
3/2 
+ g' Lg --, +v (3.31) + C2 et axj ja axj 
( 
axj 
) 
axjaxj 
where C, = 1.0 and C2 = 0.1. 
The model proposed here uses the formulation presented above but introduces two new 
features: (i) an alternative approach to the calculation of the local subgrid length scale (used 
for vt and the k, 9, diffusion coefficient) based upon the energy content of all subgrid scales 
rather than the grid characteristics, and (ii) an improved representation of E in Eq. 3.31, 
7_3/2 
replacing the -C, -' I term. AG 
In the majority of SGS models, the turbillence length scale in vi is specified purely via the 
local grid size, representing essentially the subgrid scales closest to the grid cutoff wavenumber 
nc = 
27r 
where, due to the Nyquist criterion, the smallest resolved length scale on a grid 2ZýG 
of cell size is 2-ZýG. Although these are the most energetic of the subgrid scales, this 
does not necessarily mean that a length scale so derived represents the optimum approach 
to capture the effects of all subgrid scales on the resolved scale motions. This aspect will of 
course be particularly true when grid resolution is such that an appreciable level of energy is 
still present in the subgrid scales. This scenario will almost certainly occur in the near-wall 
region of LES simulations at high Re numbers. 
An improved description of the subgrid scale length scale may be related to a representative 
SGS wavenumber. Figure 3.1 gives a graphical representation of this idea. In Figure 3.1, a 
typical energy spectrum E (n) is given, with the grid cutoff wavenumber K, lying in the 
inertial subregion and the dissipation wavenumber Kd being the largest energy-containing 
eddy wavenumber, given by: 
Kd "-: 
27r 
(3.32) 
77 
where 77 is the Kolmogorov length scale: 
V3 ) 
1/4 
(3.33) 
The Kolmogorov scale is the smallest scale observed in the turbulent motions and its 
magnitude at high Re is dictated by the energy dissipation rate c [1461 and the fluid viscosity. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of energy spectrum 
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A representative wavenumber for the subgrid scales r,,,,, may be defined via the convenient 
physical interpretation of an energy weiglited average ofall wave-numbers between tz, and Kd- 
Taking into account that: 
d 
k, gs= E (n) dn (3.34) Kc 
n, g, can 
be written as: 
1x 
r., g, = T- tzE (r. ) dt: (3.35) . Sgs. 
zc 
The corresponding turbulence length scale can then be computed as: 
27r 
AES =- 
K, gs 
(3.36) 
where the subscript ES indicates that the length scale is evaluated via the energy spectrum. 
It is clear that the calculation of tz,,, requires k, g, which may 
be obtained from solution of 
its modelled transport equation. Furthermore, it requires a function that describes accurately 
the energy spectrum E (n) in as wide range of flows as possible, also ensuring that the selected 
spectrum shape is consistent with the expected K-5/3 behaviour for the inertial subrange at 
high Re. In addition, the energy spectrum function is constrained by its relation to the 
dissipation rate at high Re 11831: 
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00 
=2v 
10 
rv 2E (n) dr, (3.37) 
The Kolmogorov spectrum, given by Eq. 3.38 below, is not a suitable candidate since, 
whilst it fits inertial subrange conditions well, it does not describe accurately the decrease of 
the energy content as Kd is approached [1831 and another form has to be employed. 
= If E2/3n-5/3 E (r, ) 0 (3.38) 
where K,, = 1.4. 
Over the years, a number of researchers 1? 83,136,1771 have proposed a variety of energy 
spectra that obey Eq. 3.37. Pope 1146] proposed a general form for E (n), given by Eq. 3.39, 
which demonstrates good correlation with experimental data obtained in a number of flows 
ranging from fully developed pipe and channel flows to grid turbulence and horno'geneousshear 
flows, with wide Re number variation. This indicates that one real advantage of extracting 
information from the energy spectrum is that its form is, to a certain degree, flow type 
independent, giving a universal character to the information obtained. 
213r-513fL, (n) = Ce (nL) fl (n77) (3.39) 
fL (tzL) and f, 7 
(Kq) are specified non-dimensional functions given by: 
11/3 
fL (nL) = 
)2 
KL 
1/2 
(3.40) 
[(r. L - CL] 
f, 
7 
(n77) = exp + 
4] 
1/4 
_ cl? 
ý-fl ý [(MI7)4 
C77 
k 3/2 L is the length scale characterising the large eddies (L -= -, 
) and C) CL, cj and 3 are 
positive constants 11461. 
While Pope's spectrum is arguably a good candidate, its mathematical complexity could 
lead to numerical complexities and expense when used in full LES calculations. Therefore, at 
this stage of development and exploration of the model an alternative approach was selected 
namely the model spectrum proposed by Kovasznay 1831, which was preferred due to its 
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mathematical simplicity. The Kovasznay spectrum was developed based on locally isotropic 
turbulence: 
(N 
2/3r-5/3 
)4/312 
(r. ) = If,, e (3.42) 
12 
Kd 
Eq. 3.42 satisfies Eq. 3.37 and reduces to the Kolmogorov spectrum for low values of tc . 
The spectrum vanishes at IL 
2 3/4 
which fixes the value of K,, as 2 to match the Kd 7T. - 
) 
Kolmogorov scale. However, it may be advantageous to retain K,, as a model parameter, 
to allow better description of the spectrum shape at wave-numbers containing most of the 
non-resolved energy, whilst departing strictly from the Kolmogorov constraint. 
If the form of E (n) is assumed to be given by Eq. 3.42, this equation can be substituted 
in Eq. 3.34 and integrated, to give: 
k-393 =K -2/3 
3 A-3AB+ 
AB 2+ 
3ABn 2/3 Nd - 
AB2 
K2 Nd 
8/3 
+3 Ati -2/3 (3., 13) d 
(-2 
2)2c2 
where A=1, CO6213, B=K and Kd = 
27r, - 1/4 T -V 73 ý4 
The left hand side of Eq. 3.43 can be assumed known from solution of the k,,. q,, transport 
equation. Hence, the only unknown in Eq. 3.43 is c. Rearranging Eq. 3.43 in terms of E gives: 
k, gs 
1/2 B3D2/3 - 6B2D2/3 - 3BD2/3 + E113 6B2tZ2/3D4/3 c 
+6 2/3 3Br, -2/3 B 3M2 D 8/3 (3.44) cc 
V314 where D= 7-. Moving k,,, to the RHS, Eq. 3.44 can be re-written as: 7r 
0= EI/2 B3D 2/3 - 6B 
2D 2/3 
- 3BD 
2/3 +E 1/3 6B 2M2/3 D 4/3 c 
2/3 r-2/3 
3M2 8/3 +E (3Bc )- (B CD + 
k, gs) (3.45) 
Eq. 3.45 can be written as a fourth order polynomial in V) = cllr', in the following form: 
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0= 7p4 
(3Brc-2/3) + V)3 (B 3D 2/3 
- 6B 
2D 2/3 
- 3BD 
2/3) 
+, P2 6B 2K2/3 D 4/3 B 3n2 D 8/3 (3.46) c)-(c+ ksgs) 
For the range of physically realisable values of all parameters involved in Eq. 3.46 (i. e. Ký L-, 
r-2/3(= 2K2/3 4/3 2.0 and r,,, k, g., v>0.0), the terms 3B c Cgi) and GB cD (= Cg3) are positive 
definite while the terms B3D 2/3 - 6B 
2D 2/3 
- 3BD 
2/3 (= Cg2) and - 
(B 3K2D 8/3 + k, 
c 95) 
(= C. 4) are negative definite. Using the Routh-Hurwitz criterion 12,11, it can be shown that 
Eq. 3.46 has three roots with a positive real part. Factorisation of Eq. 3.46 by 02 leads to: 
o= ol 02 + 
C92 
?p+ 
e93 
+ 
C94 
(3.47) 
Cgi Cgi 
) 
Cgi 
The quadratic expression in parentheses in Eq. 3.47 has a pair of complex conjugate roots 
with positive real part due to the nature of the physically realisable values of the coefficients, 
leading to the conclusion that Eq. 3.46 has only one positive real root. Due to the positive 
definite nature of -, the only physically realisable root is that corresponding to this positive 
real root. This is confirmed by plotting f (e) against E for two limiting cases of Kcrnin and 
r-cmax (defined below) with k,.,, = 0.0. Note that for any isothermal incompressible flow, If. 
and v are considered to be constants and therefore the only variable parameters in a flow 
simulation will be r., (due to the use of a non-uniform grid) and k,.,,. K, will typically vary 
between Kcmax (corresponding to the near-wall cells that are typically the smallest in the 
grid) and rc,,, i,, (corresponding to the largest cells in the grid, typically well away from any 
walls)'. Regarding k,.,,, the limiting case to consider is when it becomes 7ero, since then, for 
the same value of E, f (E) is closest to the f (E) =0 axis, as can be seen from Eq. 3.45. 
Extracting Kcmin and nc,,,, ý, from a grid used below 
for a fully developed channel flow 
simulation at Re, 180, two plots were generated, presented in Figure 3.2 for and 
in Figure 3.3 mc both with k,,, = 0.0. The plots show that in this extreme case, f (E) 
crosses zero at only one point, corresponding to the single positive real root of g(, O). The 
second observation is that this root is larger in magnitude when closer to the wall, Lg shown in 
Figure 3.2, indicating a correct representation of the physical behaviour of -. Finally, Figures 
3.2 and 3.3 verify that the nature and the number of roots of f (E) does not vary with tzc, as 
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indicated previously by the mathematical analysis of g(V)). 
O. OE+O( 
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Figure 3.2: Variation of f (c) with c for 
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Figure 3.3: Variation of f (E) with E for 
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From the above, it was concluded that solution of Eq. 3.44 can return an accurate repre- 
sentation of E. As soon as this value of E is found, tej can be calculated and used in Eq. 3.35 
to calculate n, g, and hence, 
2ýES from Eq. 3.36. 
In general, any root identification algorithm may be used to find the root of Eq. 3.45. For 
the present study, a modified Newton-R. aplison method 11,181 was employed, which liqCS the 
classic Newton-Raplison algorithm with an extra bisectionstep taken every time the algorithm 
begins to search outside a prespecified range of e values or does not narrow down tile field of 
possible roots in a steady manner [1481. The search range of c for the identification of the 
Eq. 3.45 root is user-defined and is based on a number of considerations. Since E cannot be 
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negative, the search range lower limit can be set to zero. The upper limit is set to a value 
ten times the value of E from the previous timestep. The definition of the upper limit can be 
changed but it was found that this approach was adequate for all simulations performed and 
reported below. 
The transport equation used for k, g, is that given by Eq. 3.31 with the only difference being 
1.3/2 
that the SGS dissipation term is not the modelled form -C, =1 but rather E calculated using 
- 
AG 
- the procedure described above; the subgrid length scale 2ýES is used to replace EG in both 
the vt definition (Eq. 3.30 and the turbulent diffusion term in Eq. 3.31. 
The model proposed here is termed an Energy Spectrum Dissipation, ESD, model and 
involves the following steps: 
1. Use the value of k, g, from the previous timestep to calculate E from Eq. 3.44, using an 
enhanced Newton-Raphson method. 
2. Use this value of E to COMPUte Kd- 
3. USe Kd in Eq. 3.35 to calculate r,, g, and 
hence, JEES- 
4. USe EES to compute vt. 
5. Use e for solution of the transport equation for 
k, 
_q,. 
Hence, the new length scale 2ýES is also introduced into the production term of the k"g" 
transport equation, through the formulation of vt ý CpAES-ý, Fk--, g,. At the 
beginning of the 
simulation, the initial value of k, g, and E are calculated as 
follows: 
-2 
-- /I k, gs = 2SijSij-C2 
(3.48) 
3/2 
Ci 
ksgs 
(3.49) 
(AXAYAZ)'/ý 
Eq. 3.48 was proposed by Ghosal [581 and DeJoan 1311 and is based on an equilibrium 
assumption between k, g, production and dissipation; 
3ij is the resolved scale strain rate 
tensor and Cj,, C, and C2 are the coefficients used in the model of Yoshizawa and I-lorinti 
[1951. Finally, Eq. 3.49 is the modelled form of -, as used in the Yoshizawa and Horiuti model 
11951. The transport equation of k, g, given by Eq. 3.31 was solved -according to the procedure 
described in section 3.2.2. 
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3.2.4 Implementation of near-wall damping functions 
Section 2.4 presented all the near-wall treatment methods that were employed in the present 
study, both in terms of LES and SGS modelling, Regarding LES, the WW near-wall model 
was employed, for the cases where the near-wall grid resolution was too coarse. 
The WW model was present in the initial version of DELTA, where it had been imple- 
mented by previous workers. In this subroutine a critical tangential velocity Uit is calculated 
as: 
v-2- U, it = 2Ay 
8.31--77 (3.50) 
where Ay is the height of the first cell from the wall. 
Eq. 3.50 is derived by integrating the velocity profile given by WW model, see Eq. 2.25, 
over the distance 0<y :5 
11*8P, 
and equating the result by the total flux through the first PUT 
internal cell, in the direction parallel to the wall. If the tangential velocity at the first cell- 
centre is less than Uit, then the value of the effective viscosity u, at the wall is equal to the 
absolute viscosity p. Note that in general p, = pt + p. In this case -r. is given by: 
au ut 
7"w --.,: pe äy ý-- 2111- 11 y 
and u, is given by Eq. 1.5. Note that in Eq. 3.51, Ut is the tangential velocity at the centre of 
the first internal cell. 
If the tangential velocity is greater than Uit, it, is calculated as follows: 
L+l 7V) 1+1/7 
+ 
1/7 
Utl+2 - I+ 
1-1/7 
_1 71+ 
1/7 v 177 
T 
(3.52) 
2 
8.31-1 7 -yy- ---9-. 3 Zy-) 
Eq. 3.52 is derived by integration of the WW velocity profile, over the distance 0<y :5 Ay 
and equating the result to the total flux through the first internal cell, in the direction 
parallel to the wall. 
-r,,, is then calculated using the definition of friction velocity, given by Eq. 1.5, as follows: 
2 
+1 7V) 1+1/7 1/7 
_2 
TTU 1+ 1/7 (v Utl + 1T7 --1 7 2ýy (3.53) rw ýp -ý-8.31 
+ 1 
14 E-Y ý. 3 
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and using T p, 
Ou 
it, is approximated as: 91 ,, 
Pe 
r,, Ay (3.54) 
2Ut 
Using this approach, it, can be calculated in any case, using only wall normal distance 
of the first cell-centre. Using the computed value of the friction velocity, y+ can also he 
calculated using the definition, which is given by Eq. 1.7. 
Regarding the SGS modelling in the near-wall region, Piomelli's formulation for the near- 
wall damping function bad been previously implemented and was modified to provide the 
option of the van Driest damping as well. nirtliermore, two new functions were introduced; 
Yosbizawa and Inagi wall damping functions, botli presented in section 2.4.2. 
Yosbizawa function was developed to be used with all the models employed in the present 
study. In all forms 3 was computed in the same way described in section 3.2. L The first form 
of the function was that proposed by Yoshizawa [1961 and it was implemented with tile same 
form of the NIS model. This form, given by Eq. 2.30, was also used by the k,.,, -equation model 
but with u, term replaced by V12-h--, g,. For the new SGS model, the same modification was 
adopted but, in addition, was given by Eq. 3.36 and not by Eq. 2.4 as in the other models. 
Chapter 4 
Application of SGS Models on the 
Channel Flow 
Prior to the application of the implemented SCS models to complicated flow cases, it was 
considered appropriate to perform a series of test cases. The main objectives of these simu- 
lations were to identify any problems related to the implementation of the models in terms 
of coding, and to form a first stage of their assessment. Furthermore, these initial test cases 
could be used for the verification of two visualisation techniques that could be later used to 
investigate more complicated flows. 
The flow case that was selected for the purposes described above, was the plane channel 
flow. This type of flow, although simple, incorporates all the main features of wall-bounded 
flows. It is easy to setup computationally in terms of grid and boundary conditions and it 
provides a good first case for testing SGS models due to the variation of scales involved in 
the flow and the sensitivity to correct SGS modelling. Furthermore it is well documented in 
literature and there is a large amount of both numerical data, in the form of DNS results 
[69,78,1261, and experimental data 127,185] that can provide reference values to be used for 
comparison purposes. 
4.1 Description of the flow case and preliminary simulations 
The flow cases considered for the purposes of the present study varied in terms of Re,, based 
on u, and the channel half-height 5, and grid resolution. Hence, the SGS models of interest 
could be assessed on a range of flow velocities and grid refinements. This resulted in test 
78 
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cases of increasingly larger role of the SGS model, due to the coarser grids used, in terms of 
Ax+, Ay+ and Az+ , as the flow bulk velocity was increasing. Four flow cases were studied 
with Re, = 180,395,640 and 1800. 
In all cases, the geometry involved two parallel walls, normal to the y direction. Tile bulk 
flow was moving in the positive x direction, parallel to the wall surfaces. Figure 4.1 presents 
the geometry and the bulk flow direction. The extent of the flow domain in the wall-normal 
direction was set to 2m. The strearnwise and spanwise extent differed from case to case, to 
match reference DNS calculations that would be used for comparison purposes. The extents 
of the flow domain, Re, and ReB, based on the flow bulk velocity and channel balf-height, the 
number of grid points in each direction and Ax+, Ay+ and Az+ are presented in Table 4.1. 
Note that the values of Ax+, Ay+ and Az+ have been calculated using the grid resolution 
and the target friction velocity. 
The grids employed had constant spacing in streamwise and spanwise direction. Hy- 
perbolic tangent stretching was used for the wall-normal direction, resulting in finer grid 
resolution closer to the walls and coarser towards the channel centre-line. 
L. 
Ly ainGowdjimion 
Figure 4.1: Channel geometry and bulk flow direction 
Reference data used below for the first and second cases were provided by DNS calculations 
performed by Kim et al. 1781 and Moser et al. 11261. For the Re, = 180 simulation, Kim et 
al. used a 192 x 129 x 160 grid to resolve the turbulent flow through a channel of dimensions 
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Table 4.1: Descrintion of test 
Case Name I ReB I Re, I L., x L. x L. N., x Ny x N, I Ax+ I Ay+ 
1 3000 180 125 x 25 x 25 70 x 56 x 38 34 1.16-15 10 
2 6960 395 2.571 x 25 x 64 x 64 x 64 50 0.18-39 20 
3 12155 640 2.575 x 25 x 64 x 64 x 64 81 0.30-63 32 
4 38000 1800 77r 2.57r5 x 25 x 64 x 80 x 80 218 0.66-136 35 
41rJ x 26 x 27r6. The resulting cell dimensions in wall units were ýix+ -- 12,0.05 < Ay+ < 4.4 
and Az+ -- 7. For the Re, = 395 simulation, Moser et al. used a 256 x 193 x 192 grid, to 
resolve the turbulent flow through a channel of dimensions 21rJ x 2J x 27rJ. Their resulting 
resolution in terms of wall units was Ax+ -- 10,0.05 < 
Ay+ < 6.5 and Az+ -- 6.5. For the 
third case, where Re, = 640, reference DNS data were provided by the calculation performed 
by Iwamoto et al. [691. The extent of the flow domain in that calculation was 2.57rJ x 25 x 7rJ 
and the number of points used was 288 x 384 x 257 in the x, y and z direction respectively. This 
resulted in Ax+ = 17.7,0.049 < Ay+ < 7.98 and Az+ = 5.32. In the fourth case, tile bulk 
Reynolds number was significantly higher, at ReB = 38,000. This test case was originally 
presented by Piomelli [1381, who used a dynamic SGS model to obtain good results. Shah 
and Ferziger [1611 have also predicted this flow, employing a non-eddy viscosity based SGS 
model. Experimental results for this flow are available from the study of Wei and Willmarth 
11851, using a water-tunnel and LLger Doppler Anernometry, LDA, instrumentation. In the 
computations performed for the present study, the flow domain size and the grid resolution 
used matcbed those employed by Piomelli [138] and Shah and Fersiger 11611 as given in Table 
4.1. 
The simulations performed can be divided into three groups. The first group consists of a 
series of preliminary simulations that were performed to investigate the effect of a number of 
computational and physical parameters on the simulation result and hence, identify the best 
computational setup. These simulations were performed on case 4, using the Smagorinsky 
model in combination with Piomelli's near-wall damping function 11381 and can be seen in 
Table 4.2. The second group involved a second series of preliminary simulations which were 
performed to assess the near-wall damping function effect. These can be seen in Table 4.3. 
Finally, using the experience from the preliminary simulations, a final series of simulations 
were performed in order to assess the SGS models performance. These can be seen in Table 
4.4. 
In all simulations described in this Chapter, a mass scaling algorithm was used to ensure 
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constant mass flow rate. Therefore, an accurate match of ReB was achieved for all cases 
but some discrepancies were observed regarding the resulting Re, of the flow. Furthermore, 
periodic boundary conditions were used for the spanwise direction in combination with no-slip 
condition for the wall surfaces. 
Finally all simulations presented in this Chapter run for 10 Flow Through Times, FTT, 
in order for the flow to develop and for another 10 FTT in order to obtain the flow statistics. 
Note that Reynolds stresses were obtained over the last 5 FTT since their calculation required 
a set of first order statistics. All case 4 preliminary simulations performed used a timestep of 
0.01sec unless stated otherwise. 
4.1.1 Investigation of computational setups 
The most challenging of the channel flows selected to be simulated was that of Re, = 1,800. 
The first preliminary simulation indicated a large over-prediction of the time-averaged non- 
dimensional velocity profile, over the log-law region. This was caused by an under-prediction 
of the shear stresses at the wall and hence, the friction velocity, which resulted in a shift 
of the whole distribution towards higher U+ values. Hence, a number of simulations were 
performed in order to investigate the possibility of improving the prediction by the use of a 
better computational setup. The simulations and the parameters involved in this investigation 
can be seen in Table 4.2, where 'Per. In. ' stands for periodic inlet, ' Milly Periodic' for periodic 
inlet and outlet, 'Conv. Out. ' for convective outlet and 'Z/G Out. ' for zero gradient outlet. 
The parameters that were investigated were grid refinement, the accuracy of the pressure 
correction equation and the time marching scheme. Grid refinement would enlarge the range 
of scales captured by the grid resolution and hence could improve the solution. nirthermore 
it would decrease the discretisation errors. Improvement of the accuracy of the pressure 
correction equation and the time marching scheme could decrease the numerical error and 
hence provide more accurate flow solution. In addition, different values of the Smagorinsky 
constant were employed as well as different boundary conditions. The variation of C, would 
affect the dissipation introduced by the SGS model and hence it could potentially have an 
impact on the resolved field. Finally, the boundary conditions also have an effect on the final 
solution. 
Although, for comparison reasons presented in the previous section, the number of grid 
points was to remain the same as in the reference simulations, a grid study was performed 
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Table 4.2: Simiilqtionq for i(imitiffi-Rtinn nf nnfimiim cnf,,, fri, 1?, -1 QOfl -. 
ca Poisson 'fime March. Grid At Boundary Cf error 
Iterations Scheme Conditions M 
0.065 20 Euler 
Implicit 128 x 80 x 80 0.01 Per. In. 0.002805 -36.2 
- - 
Conv. Out. 
0.065 20 
ITuTe r 
Implicit 64 x 80 x 160 0.01 Per. In. - 0.003003 -31.70 
Conv. Out. 
0.065 20 Euler 64 x 80 x 80 0.01 Per. In. - 0 003127 -28 89 Implicit . . 
Conv. Out. 
0.065 20 Euler 64 x 100 x 80 0.01 Per. In. - 0.003025 -31.20 Implicit 
- - - 
Conv. Out. 
0.065 20 
E uTe f 64 x 120 x 80 0.01 Per. In. - 0.003059 -30.42 Implicit 
- - - 
Conv. Out. 
0.065 20 
E uTe r 64 x 160 x 80 0.01 Per. In. - 0.002995 -31-87 Implicit 
Conv. Out. 
0.065 12 Euler 64 x 80 x 80 0.01 Fully 0.002795 -36.43 Implicit 
- 
Periodic 
0.065 20 
Du Te -r 
64 x 80 x 80 0.01 Fully 0.002963 -32.61 Implicit 
Pirindir 
0.065 20 Euler 64 x 80 x 80 0.0025 Fully 0.003363 -23.52 Implicit 
- - Pvrit), 
li r 
0.065 20 R unge- 64 x 80 x 80 0.0025 Fully 0.003478 -20.90 Kutta A-rindir 
0.1 20 Luler 64 x 80 x 80 0.01 Fully 0.002988 -32.05 Implicit 
Periodic 
0.065 20 
-E-ul-er 
64 x 80 x 80 0.01 Per. In. - 0.002806 Implicit 
I , Z/G Out. 
to identify the importance of the grid resolution in the final prediction of the computed flow 
field. Towards this intention, six simulations were performed using the Smagorinsky model 
in combination with Piomelli's near-wall damping function. The grid resolutions used are 
surnmarised in Table 4.2. The first three had double the number of points in each direction 
at a time. The predicted wall-normal U+ distribution is presented in Figure 4.2. The rest 
had increased number of points only in y direction and their U+ prediction can be seen in 
Figure 4.3, where "y refinement 1" represents the baseline grid of 64 x 80 x 80, "y refinement 
2" represents the refined grid of 64 x 100 x 80, "y refinement 3" represents the refined grid of 
64 x 120 x 80 and "y refinement 4" represents the refined grid of 64 x 160 x 80. As can be 
seen from Figure 4.3, y refinement did not make any significant difference at all. 
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Figure 4.3: Effect of grid refinement in y direction, on wall-normal U+ distribution 
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The error in the predicted skin friction coefficient Cf for each simulation can be seen in 
Table 4.2. For the calculation of the error, the empirical formula proposed by Dean 1271 was 
used, according to which, Cf is given as: 
Cf Dcan ý 0.073 
( 2UB )-1/4 
(4.1) 
The error in the Cf prediction was then calculated according to Shali and Ferziger 11611 as: 
ecf = 
Cf 
- Cf Dean (4.2) 
Cf Dean 
The predicted values show that grid refinement in each direction separately had little 
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effect on the computed Cf. In all cases the under-prediction error was similar, resulting in 
an over-prediction of the velocity profile, over the log-law region. This can be seen in both 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3. However, increasing the number of points in x and y direction by a 
factor of two, showed an improvement in the prediction of the log-law region slope. This 
was an indication that the spanwise resolution was adequate, while there was some space for 
improvement in the other two directions, at a corresponding computational cost. 
The limited improvement can be explained, if Eq. 2.4, which was employed to provide the 
length scale used by the Smagorinsky model, is taken under consideration. By performing grid 
refinement in one direction at a time, it would require 8 times more grid points in the direction 
of grid refinement, only to reduce the length scale employed by half, due to the presence of 
the cubic root in Eq. 2.4. Hence, by increasing the grid resolution in each direction separately, 
by a factor of two, the resulted reduction of the effective length scale is only 20%. However, 
the results indicated that this was not adequate for a significant improvement. Therefore, it 
was decided to use the initial grid of the 64 x 80 x 80 nodes, which could also provide a direct 
comparison with other published results on the same case 1161,172]. 
The second parameter that was investigated was the number of iterations required for the 
accurate solution of the Poisson type equation, responsible for the calculation of the pressure 
correction. Two simulations were performed with the same computational setup but different 
number of iterations; in the first 12 iterations were used while in the second 20. The results 
can be seen in Figure 4.4. As expected, the more iterations performed, the more accurate the 
solution and hence the prediction of the time-averaged flow field. Therefore, in all simulations 
performed the number of iterations required for the solution of Poisson equation was set to 
20. 
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Figure 4.4: Effect of number of iterations of Poisson equation on wall-normal U+ distribution 
The next computational parameter that was investigated was the time marching scheme. 
In DELTA there were two scliern es avail able; Euler implicit of 1" order and the 3-stage Runge- 
Kutta explicit scheme of 3rd order of accuracy. Both were tested and the results can be seen 
in Figure 4.5 and in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.5: Effect of time marching scheme on wall-normal U+ distribution 
It should be noted that these two simulations were performed with a timestep which was 
a quarter of that used for the rest of the preliminary simulations, corresponding to a Courant 
Riedrichs Levy, CFL, number of 0.3. This was required in order to achieve a CFL number 
less than 1.0 and bence avoid any stability problems when using the Runge-Kutta scheme. 
As can be seen, with the fine timestep, the two schemes, although of different accuracy, gave 
.e- 
Eider Implicil 
Rume-Killin 
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similar results. Considering the significantly larger cost of the Runge-Kutta method, it can 
be seen that in cases of fine timestep, the savings in computational time can outweigh tile 
small difference in the accuracy. 
A further comment related to the timestep is that it affected significantly the flow resolu- 
tion and hence the prediction of the near-wall stresses. Comparing the error in CJ between 
simulations that employed the same time marching scheme but different timestep, it can be 
seen that a decrease of about 10% was achieved by the finer timestep simulation. This obser- 
vation was in accordance to the general conclusions made by Choi and Moin [181, who pointed 
out that even for CFL numbers of 0.5, the time filtering effects on a plane channel were sig- 
nificant, due to the inability of turbulence to be maintained numerically if the timestep is 
larger than the characteristic time associated with the smallest scales in the flow 11551. 
It should be noticed at this point that the majority of the preliminary simulations were 
performed using large timestep and Euler implicit scheme in order to decrease the compli- 
tational time required. This was considered to be acceptable for these simulations since the 
objective was to investigate qualitatively the effect of the various parameters rather than 
obtaining quantitatively accurate results. 
In the enlightenment of the observations related to the timestep, another further sug- 
gestion can also be made, related to the grid refinement investigated previously. A possible 
reason for the limited improvement might well be the fact that, despite the improved spatial 
resolution introduced, the use of large timestep implied the application of coarse time filter- 
ing that affected a considerable portion of the small scales structures that could have been 
spatially resolved. As a result, these scales were not resolved properly, limiting the expected 
improvement of the final results. 
The fourth factor that was examined was the value of C,. Although this was applicable 
only to Smagorinsky model, it could provide an indication of the degree of sensitivity of the 
flow to the action of the SGS model. Two simulations were performed with C, = 0.065 
and C, = 0.1, which are both values suggested in literature for plane channel flows 148,281. 
Figure 4.6 shows the results in terms of wall-normal distribution of U+. As it can be seen, 
the difference was very small, with the simulation using C, = 0.065 giving a slightly better 
behaviour in terms of the mean slope of the log-law region. The small variation between 
the two simulations was also reflected in the prediction of Cf L9 can be seen from Table 4.2. 
Considering both the predicted wall-normal U+ distribution and the Cf value, it was decided 
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to use C, = 0.065 for case 4 simulations. 
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Figure 4.6: Effect of C, on wall-normal U+ distribution 
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Finally, the boundary conditions were investigated with tile data gathered from three 
simulations; the first with periodic boundary conditions on both inlet and outlet, the second 
with periodic condition on the inlet and convective oil the outlet and the third with periodic 
conditions at the inlet and zero gradient (Z/G) at tile outlet. The results can be seen in 
Figure 4.7 in terms of U+ distribution and in Table 4.2 in terms of tile predicted sh-in friction 
coefficient and the corresponding error relative to Dean's prediction. 
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Figure 4.7: Effect of boundary conditions on wall-normal U+ distribution 
The use of different boundary conditions had an impact on the predicted flow field. The 
effects were more pronounced in the near-wall region and in the wake region. This can be 
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seen in the variation of the Cf prediction and in Figure 4.7, which shows that in the wake 
region, the predicted mean flow field was different for each simulation. 
The least accurate boundary condition from all three combinations tested was that of 
periodic inlet and zero gradient outlet. In principle, such a condition for the outlet plane of a 
fully developed turbulent unsteady flow is not correct since the instantaneous velocity spatial 
gradients in the streamwise direction cannot be zero throughout the duration of the simulated 
time. This is even more pronounced if there is coarse grid resolution in this direction, as in 
the case of the grid used, where Ax+ = 218. 
Regarding the other two combinations investigated, both have been used for this case in 
the past with good results [138,1721. Both can successively reproduce the unsteadiness of the 
turbulent flow field and hence give accurate predictions. This was also reflected in the results 
obtained in the present study that showed a close similarity, in the Cf prediction and the slope 
of the log-law region. In terms of Cf, the most accurate prediction was given by the simulation 
employing periodic inlet and convective outlet conditions. However, this simulation did not 
reproduce correctly the mean log-law region slope, which was represented more accurately 
by the use of fully periodic conditions. Taking into account the small variation in Cf and 
the improved behaviour over the log-law region, it was decided that fully periodic boundary 
conditions should be employed for the rest of the simulations. 
4.1.2 A note on the role of variable arrangement 
As it was described in section 4.1.1, a number of parameters were investigated in order to 
improve the results obtained in case 4. From the study performed, it was realised that the 
largest improvement was achieved by the use of a finer timestep. Still, the error in the 
prediction of Cj was not insignificant, comparing to the results obtained by other studies of 
the same case [1611. One possible reason for this discrepancy could be related to the energy 
non-conservation properties of the collocated variable arrangement. 
Previous studies on case 4 [161,138,1721 that made use of Smagorinsky model, presented 
improved results in terms of Cf I comparing to those obtained 
by the present study. The main 
difference between those studies and the present was the use of staggered variable arrangement 
codes, in contrast to the collocated variable arrangement used by the code employed here. 
Other published results on this case 1531, which also made use of the collocated arrangement 
showed similar accuracy levels to those of the present study. Despite the possible differences 
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among the codes used, in terms of the implementation of discretisation and time marching 
schemes, this observation could suggest that staggered grid codes may be less sensitive to 
grid resolution due to their energy conservation properties, compared to collocated variable 
arrangement codes. This observation is in accordance to A/lorinishi study, which indicated 
that the numerical error generated by collocated variable arrangement was larger than that 
produced by a staggered arrangement, for the same discretisation schemes [1251. 
This effect becomes more important with the Re number of the flow tested [1251 as well 
as the grid resolution used. This can be seen by comparing the results obtained for cage 1 
and 4, using DELTA and LU-LES. The latter is a finite volume code that solves the filtered 
Navier-Stokes equations in conserved form, using staggered variable arrangement, Adams- 
Bashforth scheme for time stepping and multi-grid method for thesolution of Poisson equation 
of pressiire[172,198]. 
Case 1 and 4 were tested using the same computational setup. The results of LU-LES were 
courtesy of Dr. M. Dianat and Dr. G. Tang. The resulted wall-normal U+ distributions can 
be seen in Figure 4.8. Both codes gave almost identical results for case 1, where Re was low 
and the grid resolution relatively fine. However, in case 4, the staggered code outperformed 
the collocated one, giving significantly more accurate predictions. 
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Tang) 
4.1.3 Investigation of near-wall effects 
The second group of preliminary simulations was concerned with the investigation of the effect 
of the near-wall damping function on the final predicted flow field. Due to the variation of 
eddy viscosity levels introduced by each SGS model, different levels of damping are required 
for each model to achieve the best possible results. In that respect the same near-wall damp- 
ing function may give accurate results when used in combination with one SGS model but 
perform purely when used with another. Therefore, a study was performed to identify the 
best combination of SGS model and near-wall damping function for all models of interest. 
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Towards this objective, six simulations were performed, as listed in Table 4.3. Three of 
them were concerned with the Smagorinsky model and three with the k, 
_q, -eqiiation model. 
The MS model was not tested with other than the Yoshizawa near-wall damping function 
[1961. This model was coded in order to assess the implementation of the Yoshizawa near- 
wall damping function [1961 and therefore it was not considered for the investigation of any 
other near-wall damping function. Finally, the ESD model was initially tested in combination 
with the Yoshiza-, va function but, the resulted dissipation levels led to extensive damping of 
turbulent activity throughout the flow field. Therefore, the ESD model was only used in 
combination with the function proposed by Inagi [68]. 
It should be noted at this point that these simulations were performed to assist a quanti- 
tative comparison of the near-wall functions. Therefore, as in the previous simulations, Euler 
implicit time marching scheme was used in combination with a coarse timestep, in order to 
decrease the computational time. This was the main reason for the large discrepancies be- 
tween the calculated Cf values and those predicted by Dean's formula. As can be seen in the 
following sections, these predictions were significantly improved when a finer timestep was 
employed. 
Table 4.3: Simulations for the assessment of near-Nvall functions on the Smagorinsky and 
k,,.,, -equation model 
Case Name Model NW Treatment Cf error (%) I UcIUB err 
3 Smag van Driest 0.004701 -19.68 1.124 -1.26 
3 Smag Piomelli 0.004644 -20.64 1.118 -1.79 
3 Smag Yoshizawa 0.004176 -28.64 1.132 -0.58 
4 k,, g, -eqn van Driest 0.002939 -33.17 1.098 -2.25 
4 k, g. -eqn Piomelli 0.002737 -37.74 1.088 -3.19 
4 k, gs-eqn Yoshizawa 0.002980 -32.23 1.108 -1.42 
The wall-normal variation of U+ obtained by the simulations presented in Table 4.2 can 
be seen in Figure 4.9 for Re, = 640, and in Figure 4.10 for Re, = 1800 . The corresponding 
normal stresses can be seen in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. 
As can be seen from Figures 4.9 and 4.10, near-wall damping functions can affect the 
predicted flow field to a significant degree. Mainly due to the suppression of the dissipative 
action of the SGS model in the near-wall region, near-wall damping functions can play an 
important role in the accuracy of the stresses prediction at the wall and hence the friction 
velocity. Therefore, they can affect the whole wall-normal U+ distribution. 
Van Driest 11811 and Piomelli 11381 used the non-dimensional wall-normal distance in 
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combination with the exponential function in order to produce a damping that was quite 
intense in the viscous sublayer and lower buffer layer, but recovering quickly to one in the 
rest of the boundary layer. 
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Figure 4.9: U+ vs. y+ using different near-wall functions for Re, = 640 
(Smagorinsky model) 
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Yoshizawa employed a different approach in an effort to avoid the use of wall-normal 
distance, which can be difficult to compute in some, even simple, geometries. Instead of y+, 
Yoshizawa et al. 11961 used 
S, 
which can be interpreted as the ratio of the resolved 
V 2kg, 
velocity scale URG, to the subgrid velocity scale USC. The fundamental idea behind this 
formulation is that in the vicinity of the solid wall, k, g, decreases while 
3 remains non- 
vanishing. With increasing distance from the wall, k, g, increases and 
3 decreases rapidly 
in general [1961. As a result, the exponential term of the near-wall function decreases and 
IF I 
0 100 200 300 4DO 500 600 
y 
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therefore the function goes to one as we move away from the wall. Hence, using physical 
parameters only, a function can be obtained with correct behaviour in both viscous regions 
and fully resolved regions. 
As far as the Smagorinsky model was concerned, the van Driest and Piomelli functions 
resulted in the most accurate U+ distributions, with the Piomelli function giving a slightly 
more pronounced overshooting over the buffer region. The Yoshizawa function resulted in the 
largest overshooting of the log-law region and therefore the least accurate results. This can 
be seen in Figure 4.9. 
In terms of Reynolds stresses, both the van Driest and the Piomelli function gave the 
most accurate ýi'_+ distributions, with Piomelli giving slightly better results except for the 717+ 
prediction in the near-wall region, which indicated higher overshooting relative to the other 
two functions. This can be seen in Figure 4.11. 
In the same Figure, it can be seen that Yoshizawa function gave the most accurate 
and : P+ distributions, while it resulted in a considerable over-prediction of 7+ in the region 
of 70 < y+ < 280. It seems that the use of the - 
(C 
W SA 
)2 
term in the exponential 
function, introduces higher damping to the eddy viscosity in the near-wall region than the 
term and this results in less diffusion introduced by the SGS model. Therefore, the 
use of - 
(CW V=ksgs )2 leads to increased levels of near-wall turbulence activity. As a result, SA 
the accuracy of 7+ and ý7+that are usually under-predicted by the SGS model, has been 
improved while the 71+ overshooting which is usually observed is even more pronounced. 
Based on the performance of the tested functions on both U+ and Reynolds stresses 
distributions, it was decided that the Smagorinsky model would be used in combination with 
the Piomelli function. 
Case 4 was used to assess the use of the van Driest, Piomelli and Yosbizawa functions 
with the kg, -equation model, As it can be seen from Figure 4.10, Yoshizawa gave the best 
overall distribution and Van Driest the worst. This was also reflected in the prediction of Cf, 
as can be seen in Table 4.3. 
Similar behaviour can also be seen in terms of the predicted stresses in Figure 4.12. For 
the reasons explained earlier Yoshizawa function provided accurate predictions for T'+ and 
77+ but it highly over-shooted for 'ii7+. 
Based on the overall behaviour observed, the k, gs-equation model would be used in com- 
bination with the Yoshizawa near-wall damping function in all subsequent simulations. 
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4.2 Results and discussion on channel flow 
The preliminary simulations described in the previous sections served the purpose of identifi- 
cation of the optimum computational setup and the effect of different near-wall functions on 
the accuracy of the predicted flow field. Taking into consideration the results of these com- 
putations, a final series of simulations was performed. In these simulations, the Smagorinsl<y 
model was used in combination with Piomelli's near-wall function 11381, MS and k, g, -equation 
model in combination with Yoshizawa function [1961 and ESD model in combination with In- 
agi function 1681. The cases tested as well as the results in terms of Cf and UCIUB can be 
seen in Table 4.4. 
'PnWn A A- 4ý- +1,. ----f nf -nlnlo 
Case Name I Model Cf error (%) I UcIUB er rýo r ý(Vo 
1 Smag 0.008351 0.66 1.145 -1.04 
2 Smag 0.005665 -15.71 1.140 -0.52 
3 Smag 0.004428 -24.27 1.135 -0.35 
4 Smag 0.003478 -20.90 1.079 -4.00 
1 ms 0.008459 1.96 1.146 -0.95 
2 ms 0.006180 -8.04 1.138 -0.70 
1 k,,,, -eqn 0.008427 1.58 1.147 -0.86 
2 k, g, -eqn 0.006282 -6.51 1.150 0.35 
3 k, g. -eqn 0.004874 -16.63 1.140 0.09 
4 k,,, -eqn 0.003707 -15.67 1 1.074 -4.45 
1 ESD 0.008731 5.25 1.150 -0.61 
2 ESD 0.006701 -0.30 1.157 0.96 
3 ESD 0.005694 -2.60 1.147 0.70 
4 ESD 0.004611 4.89 1.096 -2.49 
The results of the channel flows simulated were divided into four groups. The first group 
was related to the mean flow properties of the computed flow fields, while the other three 
groups were related to information of turbulence related quantities. Hence, the second group 
of the results presented the distribution of turbulent stresses, the third group presented the 
coherent structures observed in the instantaneous flow field and finally the fourth group 
presented the distribution of the second and third invariants of the anisotropic stress tensor 
to verify the realisability of the results. 
The time-averaged statistics used for the analysis of the results were obtained using in- 
stantaneous data gathered over twelve flow-through times, in order to ensure fully converged 
statistical properties. 
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4.2.1 Mean flow field characteristics 
The first flow variable that was investigated was the time-averaged, streamwise velocity com- 
ponent (U). Due to the periodicity of the test case in the streamwise and spanwise direction, 
the distributions that were generated were referring only to the wall-normal variation of this 
variable. Note that for all flow conditions tested, the description and theoretical analysis 
given in section 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 do apply. Therefore, apart from available DNS or experimen- 
tal data, the non-dimensional velocity profile given by the log-law was also used as a reference 
data. 
Figures 4.13,4.14,4.15 and 4.16 show the results of the mean flow field, in terms of the 
U+ distribution, for Re, = 180,395,640 and 1800 respectively. In all figures presented, the 
Smagorinsky model's results were labelled as 'Smag. ', the Mixed Scale model's as 'MS', the 
new model's as 'ESD', Yoshizawa and Horhiti model's 11951 as 'ksgs - eqn' and DNS data 
[78,691 as 'DNS'. In case 4, the reference data used was provided by the experiments of Wei 
and Willmarth [1851, labelled as 'W-W'. 
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Figure 4.13: U+ vs. y+ for Re, = 180 
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Figure 4.15: U+ vs. y+ for Re, = 640 
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Figure 4.16: U+ vs. y+ for Re, = 1800 
4.2.2 Reynolds stresses distributions 
98 
The investigation of time-averaged normal and shear stresses is a significant part of the as- 
sessment of the predicted turbulent field. Based on the DNS and experimental dataavailable, 
case 1,2 and 3 were investigated in terms of the variation of the normal stresses while case 4 
in terms of and ýý ýv'+. 
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Figure 4.17: Rms values of and 'ý; '-+ vs. y+ for Re, = 180 
(Smagorinsky and NIS model) 
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Figure 4.18: Rms values of ýi7+, 7+ and ý7+ vs. y+ for Re, = 180 
(k, g, -equation and ESD model) 
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Figure 4.19: Rms values of 7+, V+ and ýý7+ vs. y+ for Re, = 395 
(Smagorinsky and NIS model) 
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Figure 4.20: Rms values of U'+, 7+ and ý7+ vs. y+ for Re, = 395 
(k, gs-equation and ESD model) 
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Figure 4.24: Rms values of T+, T+ and 7'v-'+ vs. y+ for Re, = 1800 
(k, g, -equation and ESD model) 
4.2.3 Coherent structures 
Apart from the mean flow characteristics and the stresses distribution, coherent structures 
were also studied in order to investigate further the effect of the SGS models in the prediction 
of the turbulent flow field. Coherent structures are organised structures of a fluid in turbulent 
state, characterised by repeating patterns of flow coherent motion. It is believed that their 
role on the maintenance of turbulence is of great importance and therefore, a number of 
studies [105,177,1781 have been performed over the years, the first of which can be traced 
back to the work of Townsend [177,1781. 
The most widely used method to visualise these structures and hence study them, involves 
the generation of iso-surface plots, of certain instantaneous flow field parameters. It has been 
observed that coherent structures are related with vortex cores and therefore a first approach 
would be to consider the regions over which pressure minima occur. Another very commonly 
used approach is to use the modulus of vorticity, given by w= N7 x u, or regions of high 
wx, wy or w, However, the use of vorticity can give misleading results in regions of high 
shear, predicting the presence of vortices that do not exist 1701. 
For the purposes of the present study, two visualisation techniques were employed. The 
first had been proposed and developed by Chong et al. [201 and the second by Hunt et al. 
1671. Chong et al. [201 suggested that a vortex core is a region where the eigenvalues of tile 
velocity-gradient tensor Aij = 
au. 
are complex, which implies that the local streamlines are txiýýjL 
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closed. The characteristic equation of Aij is given by: 
A3 + PA 2 +QA+R=O (4.3) 
where P, Q and R is the first, second and third tensor invariant given by: 
P= -tr (Aij) Q=1 
(p2 
- tr (AijAij)) R= -det (Aij) 2 
where tr () denotes the trace and det () the determinant of the tensor of interest. Because 
for incompressible flow P is zero, Eq. 4.3 reduces to: 
+ QA+ R= 0 (4.4) 
and therefore, the discriminant of Aij D is given by: 
! ý! R2 
27 
+7 (4.5) 
Chong et al. [20] showed that the eigenvalues of Aij will be complex if D>0. Hence iso- 
surfaces of these regions were plotted using instantaneous data of the fully developed flows. 
These can be seen in Figure 4.25 (c) for the flow of Re, = 395, using the ESD model. 
Hunt et al. [671 proposed another criterion for the presence of the vortex core, based 
on the second invariant. According to their proposal, in the vortex core region the second 
invariant Q is positive and the local pressure has a lower value than the ambient. Based on 
this approach, two figures were produced; the first presents iso-surfaces of regions where the 
local pressure was lower than ambient and the second presents positive Q regions . These 
can be seen in Figure 4.25 (a) and (b) respectively, for Re, = 395 case using the ESD model. 
Comparing to the first method presented, the main disadvantage of Hunt's method is the 
requirement of a combination of two iso-surface plots in order to extract the information 
required. 
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of the visualisation methods for Re, = 395, 
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A comparison of Figure 4.25 (a) and (b) with (c) indicates that both methods showed 
similar, streak-like structures in the near-wall region. Pressure iso-surface plot produced 
fewer and larger shapes, in agreement with observations made by other researchers [99]. 
The structures shown in these figures are aligned with the streamwise direction and in- 
clined to the wall surface at an angle of 30' - 45'. Their average length in wall units is 
200 - 300 and their width approximately 100. The inclination and the length of these struc- 
tures can also be seen by the instantaneous velocity contours. Figure 4.26 shows contours of 
u'/UB at y' = 6.8 and it can be seen the shape of the near-wall structures as well as the 
associated length. 
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Figure 4.26: u'/UB contours for Re, = 395, 
using the ESD model 
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Figure 4.27 shows contours of w'IUB across the mid-span plane of the channel. The 
characteristic inclination present in the flow close to the wall is a consequence of the action 
of the mean shear on the outer layer fluid elements that are moving towards the wall 11]. The 
observations regarding the length and the inclination of the coherent structures present in 
the near-wall region were in good agreement with the description of coherent structures of a 
channel flow given by Sagaut [1551. 
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Figure 4.27: w'IUB contours for Rc, = 395, 
using the ESD model 
Figures 4.28 (a), (b) and (c) show the coherent structures in the near-wall region, using 
Chong et al. [201 method, as these were obtained for the Re, = 395 flow case, predicted with 
Smagorinsky, MS and k,,, -equation model respectively. These Figures in combination with 
Figure 4.25 (c) show the effect of SGS models on the fluid formations. This effect is discussed 
in detail in section 4.2.5. 
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of SGS model effect on coherent structures for Re, = 395, 
using D=3.0 x 10-5 iso-surfaces (a: Smagorinsky, b: MS, c: k, gs-equation model) 
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4.2.4 Anisotropic stress tensor invariants and realisability of the results 
Back in 1978 Lumley [104] developed a method, which can be used to check the physical 
realisability of the predicted turbulent stresses. The method was based on the tensorial 
properties of the non-dimensional form of the anisotropic part of the stress tensor, given as: 
bij ý'iuj' - 
16 
ij (4.6) 
U/ ut 3 kk 
The fact that bij is traceless reduces the non-zero invariants to two; namely the second, 
biZA -i b- -b'kbk. given by 11 and the third, given by III nirthermore, the sum of its 
eigenvalues AI, A2 and A3 is zero, which results in -1/3 <A< 2/3. Hence, every physically 
realisable turbulent state should produce eigenvalues that lie between these extrema or the 
corresponding invariant values. Lumley 11041 plotted the limiting variation of II against III, 
producing the Lumley triangle or anisotropy invariant map, which can be seen in Figure 
4.29. Figure 4.29 shows that each side of the Lumley triangle corresponds to a different 
state of turbulence. For the analytical derivation, the reader should refer to Pope 1146] and 
Jovanovic [74]. Any turbulent flow should generate values for II and III that will lie within 
the boundaries of the Lumley triangle. Otherwise, the flow cannot be physically realisable. 
Therefore, the anisotropy invariant map can be used to check the realisability of the predicted 
flow. Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show the resultant maps for case 1 and 4, for all models tested. 
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Figure 4.29: Lumley triangle 
Both Figures indicate that the models tested produced physically realisable stresses since 
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all points of the second and third invariants were laying within Lumley's triangle. In accor- 
dance to DNS data [781, the turbulent state varied from two-dimensional in the near-wall 
region to almost isotropic along the channel centre-line. Figure 4.30 shows that turbulence 
was in a 2D isotropic state in the near-wall region. This was expected as in this region the 
wall-normal velocity component is damped due to the presence of the wall, resulting in a 2D 
like turbulence state. Moving away from the wall turbulence tends to the 1D state due to the 
increased anisotropy present in the flow. This behaviour extends up to y+ -- 9, where the 
increase of the wall-normal component changes the behaviour of turbulence, which now starts 
undergoing an axi-symmetric expansion state. This behaviour extends through the upper 
buffer region and the log-law region to lead monotonically towards an almost isotropic state 
in the wake region, located in the channel mid-beight area. 
Similar behaviour can be seen in Figure 4.31, corresponding to case 4, where Re, = 1800. 
However, the distribution in this case differentiated from the previous as follows; the first 
point of the anisotropy invariant maps indicated that the state of turbulence was still 2D 
isotropic but closer to ID turbulence. This was an indication that the ratio of streamwise to 
spanwise stresses was larger than in case 1, resulting in higher levels of anisotropy. 
The turning point, where turbulence enters the axi-symmetric expansion state varied from 
y+ -- 9 
for Smagorinsky model, to y+ -- 14 
for the ESD model. The turning point for k,. q, - 
equation model was at y+ -- 12.5. Finally, moving away 
from the wall, the state of turbulence 
did not approach the isotropic state monotonically but a small 'kink' was present, in all three 
cases investigated, in the region of 600 < y+ < 1170 for the Smagorinsky, 700 < y+ < 985 
for the k, g, -equation and 985 < y+ < 1100 for the ESD model. 
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Figure 4.31: Lumley triangles for Re, = 1800 
(a: Smagorinsky, b: k, g, -equation, c: ESD model) 
4.2.5 Discussion on SGS modelling 
In case 1, the influence of the subgrid scale models was insignificant due to the low Re,, and 
the overall good grid resolution. All the models appeared to behave in the same manner with 
ESD being slightly less dissipative than the others. The new model gave the largest error in 
the prediction of the skin friction coefficient Cf (but still only 5%) but the smallest error in 
the prediction of the centre-line to bulk velocity ratio UCIUB as can be seen in Table 4.4. 
The fact that the grid was not particularly fine in the region next to the wall (note Y+ = 1.16) 
is believed to have played a role to the error of the Cf prediction. In the same Table, the 
predicted values of UCIUB and Cf are compared with the expected values, calculated from 
the empirical formula proposed by Dean 1271 with corresponding percentage errors. Note that 
according to Dean's proposal, UCIUB is given by: 
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UcIUB = 1.28 
(2UB) 0.0116 
(4.7) 
V 
As Re increases, without corresponding grid refinement, the role of the subgrid scale 
model in the calculation of the flow becomes increasingly important and the physical realism 
of the model is more closely reflected in the results. Hence, it can be seen that in the rest of 
the flow cases considered, the models give clearly distinguishable predictions. In case 2, the 
Smagorinsky model over-predicted the log-]aNv region due to a 16% under-prediction of Cf 
that feeds through to the skin friction velocity and hence to the non-dimensionalisation of U. 
This however did not affect the slope of the log-law region which was captured accurately. 
This feature of the U+ distribution was captured by all models tested. 
The NIS model predicted Cf more accurately than the Smagorinsky model, as can be seen 
in Table 4.4, resulting in a better wall-normal U+ distribution, with reduced overshooting of 
the log-law region, whose slope was also captured better. It is important to note at this point 
that this result compared very well with that obtained by Yoshiza-, va et al. 11961 indicating a 
correct implementation of the model and the near-wall damping function. 
The k,,, -equation model gave the most accurate overall distribution of U+ for case 2, with 
6.51% error in Cf. The capture of the overall strearnwise velocity profile was also accurate, 
as indicated by the small error in UCIUB. A factor that contributed to this level of accuracy 
was the near-wall damping function used, which had been 'calibrated' by Yoshizawa [1961 for 
this specific case. 
The ESD model captured the log-law region very well for all cases and managed to give 
the most accurate prediction for Cf overall. However, the model did not reproduce properly 
the upper part of the linear sublayer and the buffer layer. This behaviour was repeated, more 
pronounced, in cases 3 and 4. At Re, = 640, the ESD model indicated a poor prediction in 
these two regions, despite providing accurate prediction of Cf and the best representation of 
the log-law region. As in case 2, the error in UCIUB was the largest of all models but still 
less than 1.0%. 
There are two factors that it are believed to have contributed to the under-prediction of U+ 
in the linear-sublayer and buffer layer regions, namely the model energy spectrum shape and 
the near-wall damping function employed. The Kovasznay spectrum has been developed on 
the assumption of equilibrium between turbulent energy production and dissipation. However, 
in the regions of interest this assumption is not valid and as a result, the model spectrum 
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is not representative of the energy distribution. As a result, the computed length scale may 
not reflect the characteristic scales of the SGS structures, producing excessive dissipation. 
Therefore, the use of a more accurate model spectrum, such as Pope's [1461 could be beneficial. 
As far as the near-wall damping function is concerned, Inagi et al. had calibrated the 
function for Re, = 395 [681. This could have an adverse effect on the use of the function 
for other Re numbers. This was confirmed by a test simulation performed using CT = 5.0, 
for Re, = 180. The results in terms of wall-normal U+ distribution show a considerable 
improvement over the whole distribution, as can be seen in Figure 4.32. The improvement 
extends to the Cf prediction error which was reduced from 5.25% to 1.11%. 
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Figure 4.32: U+vs. y+ for Re, = 180 using ESD model and Inagi et al. [681 function 
with CT = 5.0 and 10.0 
The marginally more accurate prediction of UCIUB by the other models did not counteract 
their larger error in Cf, resulting in over-prediction of the log-law region, with the worst case 
being that of Smagorinsky model. This same pattern can also be seen in the final flow case. 
In case 4, the Smagorinsky and k, g. -equation model produced similar flow behaviour in the 
linear sublayer and buffer regions with some differences at the end of the latter, mainly due 
to the better prediction of the skin friction by the transport equation model, The ESD model 
clearly gave an improved overall prediction although with some deviations, as noted above, 
up to y+ _- 30. The slight overshoot at the end of the buffer layer is typical for linear eddy 
viscosity based models and has been reported by a number of researchers [161,531. 
FYorn the observations made it becomes clear that as Re, was increased and the energy 
in the subgrid scales was larger due to the lack of corresponding grid refinement, the error 
in the prediction of Cf increased as well for Smagorinsky and standard one equation models. 
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However, the behaviour of the ESD model indicates a robust independence on Re number with 
predictive accuracy for a number of parameters such as Cf and Reynolds averaged velocity 
distributions remaining essentially constant over all test cases, compared to the other SGS 
models. This confirms the idea that information extracted from the energy spectrum, even 
if this adopts an approximate, modelled form, can be used for a variety of flow conditions 
giving satisfactory results. 
In order to investigate further the possible causes of this observation, the distribution of 
the Reynolds stresses had to be taken into account. Figures 4.17 to 4.24 show that the main 
difference in the predicted stresses were concentrated in the near-wall region, while in general, 
further away and in the flow core, all models gave the same level of accuracy and were in 
good agreement with the reference data. 
The general trend was an overestimation of 7+ and an underestimation of 7'+ and 
with the worst case being at Re, = 1800 and the best at Re, = 180 and Re, = 395. In case 
1, MS and k,. g, -equation model gave very similar predictions for 
7+ and ý7+, both showing 
very good agreement with the DNS data. Smagorinsky and ESD model predictions were 
very similar but less accurate. In terms of the strearnwise normal stresses, MS gave the most 
accurate prediction and Smagorinsky the worst. Hence, at such low Re, , and the 
flow being 
relatively well resolved, there was no clear advantage of the models based on information from 
the subgrid scales, 
However, this behaviour changed with increasing Re,. In case 2 both ESD and k. g. - 
equation model gave more accurate normal stresses than Smagorinsky and NIS model, with 
ESD model producing the best results and Smagorinsky the worst. This was an indication 
that as the role of SGS models was becoming increasingly important, the models based on 
the resolved scales could not perform as well as those based on the subgrid scales. 
In case 3 k, g, -equation model gave a considerable over-prediction of the streamwise stresses, 
comparing to ESD model, but still, the prediction for the rest of the stresses was at the same 
levels as that given by the other models. Finally, in case 4, ESD and Smagorinsky model 
gave the most accurate 'ý7+ distribution while again, k,,, -equation model over-predicted the 
streamwise normal stresses. All models captured 7+and ýi ýv'+ with the same level of accuracy. 
Regarding case 3 and 4, a possible reason of the general trend described in the previous 
paragraphs was believed to be related to the grid resolution. Coarse grid resolution could 
result in poor resolution of the near-wall structures and hence reduced effective shear stress 
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at the wall [109]. This, in combination with any difficulty of the subgrid scale model to 
reproduce the effects of the subgrid scales accurately, caused an under-prediction of Cj and 
7+. The latter caused less momentum to be transfered from the energetic flow core to the 
lower energy flow near the wall, resulting in increasing strearnwise stresses. It should be noted 
at this point, that in this respect, ESD model gave the most desired behaviour since it could 
provide a very good prediction of CJ I even when the grid resolution was not adequate. 
A final comment regarding the predicted stresses for case 4 was related to the shear stress, 
which was captured very well by all three models. It is believed that the over-prediction of 
'ý7+and the under-prediction of 7+ counteracted each other, resulting in an accurate predic- 
tion for 
The effect of the subgrid scale modelling on the development of the turbulent flow field 
can also be seen through visualisation of the coherent structures present in the flow. Using 
Chong et al. proposal [201, the core of such structures could be unveiled using iso-surfaces 
of regions where the discriminant D of the characteristic equation of the velocity-gradient 
tensor is positive. Figures 4.28 (a), (b) and (c) and Figure 4.25 (c) show coherent structures, 
using this technique, in Re, = 395 flow case. 
It is clear that the coherent structures predicted using the Smagorinsky model were signifi- 
cantly fewer than in the other two cases. This was an indication that the dissipative character 
of the Smagorinsky model resulted in a flow field with lower turbulence levels, compared to 
the other two models. ESD and k, g, -equation model predicted similar number of coherent 
structures with ESD model producing slightly wider fluid formations. Considering the degree 
of sensitivity of Cf to the near-wall fluid structures activity, it can be suggested that there 
is a link between the predicted Cf and the coherent structures present in the flow. More 
coherent structures in the near-wall region contribute to higher turbulent activity which can 
lead to higher wall sbear stresses and hence larger Cj values. This is in accordance to the 
results of the present study that show that when there are fewer coherent structures, as in 
the case of Smagorinsky model, the predicted Cf is decreased. 
The variation in the behaviour of the predicted flow fields in the near-wall region can also 
be seen from the contour plots of u'/UB presented in Figures 4.33 (a) to (d). The elongated 
regions of high u'/UB correspond to the experimentally observed streaks [661. The dissipative 
nature of the Smagorinsky model, as already reported in literature by Moin and Kim 1123], 
resulted in a mean spacing of these streaks of about 200-300 wall units, instead of the generally 
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accepted value of 100, which was given by the rest of the models. This behaviour was in 
accordance with observations made by Horiuti [66] and it affected the formation of coherent 
structures in the near-wall region. The rest of the models tested gave similar patterns, which 
were in accordance to observations made in experiments. 
Finally, during the calculations presented, it was found that the ESD model was approx- 
imately 50% more expensive than the k,.,, -model, due to the root search algorithm required. 
This was an indication that future implementations should either involve a quicker algorithm 
or adopt an analytical solution of the polynomial equation for E whenever this is possible. 
However, even this increase in computational cost was less than the increase that would result 
from the introduction of a further transport equation for E, offering a more realistic behaviour 
for - compared to the traditional modelling of the term adopted by the Yoshizawa and Horiuti 
k, g, -equation model. 
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4.3 Channel flow simulation conclusions 
The objective of the channel flow simulations was to test the implementation of the new SGS 
models introduced to the code and investigate their ability to provide accurate results of this 
basic flow case. Overall, the code performed well and the implementation of the new SGS 
models did not give rise to any problems during any of the computations. 
The SGS models worked well with the near-wall damping functions and especially the 
ESD and k, g, -equation model indicated that they could be used successively in combination 
with damping functions that did not make any use of y+ in their formulation. 
Regarding the simulations performed, the general trend was an increase of Cf error with 
Re, for all models. None of the models was totally accurate throughout the simulations but 
the models based on subgrid scales did manage to give more accurate predictions in all cases. 
This confirmed the validity of the idea presented in section 1.3.3. The new model proposed in 
the present study, although not without its shortcomings, indicated in general good behaviour 
and promising results for future implementations. 
The most challenging of all cases presented in this Chapter was case 4. Although con- 
siderable improvement was made regarding the accuracy of the simulation, still the error 
in the predicted values of Cf and the wall-normal U+ distribution was considerable. This 
case pointed out a number of issues, with most pronounced that of filtering introduced by 
large timestep and the the energy conservation properties of different variable arrangement 
schemes. 
Finally, the use of different visualisation techniques provided useful experience for later 
implementation on more complex flow cases. 
Chapter 5 
Application of SGS Models to the 
Wing-Body Junction Flow 
The use of the Smagorinsky and the k, g, - equation models for the LES of a series of channel 
flows indicated that the one-equation model could provide more accurate results for a wide 
range of Re numbers. The next step in the study of the behaviour of a model of this type 
should involve a number of new features that would comprise a more demanding test case. 
Since the first test case was related to statistically stationary flow, the models should be tested 
on a case that would involve more unsteady flow behaviour. Furthermore, the flow case should 
involve a number of flow phenomena that did not appear in the first test case.. Preferably, 
these phenomena should be related to those observed in common engineering applications, 
such as flow separation and reattachment, three-dimensional boundary layers and vortical 
structures. These features would then impose a challenging test with the potential to show 
the advantages and disadvantages of the k, g, -equation model in comparison with the classical 
Smagorinsky model formulation. 
Along with the k, g, -equation model, the application of the ESD model to the wing-body 
junction would also be of great interest and a logical next step to its assessment. Unfortunately 
the ESD model was developed at the very last stage of the present study and therefore the 
time limitations did not allow for this second stage of testing to take place. 
119 
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5.1 Description of the wing-body junction test case 
Considering all the factors that were mentioned above, the second test case that was selected 
for the k, g. - equation model was a wing-bodyjunction flow. The wing-bodyjunction geometry 
used in the present study was first introduced in 1986 by Dickinson [411. The geometry consists 
of a wing that is standing perpendicular to a horizontal plane. The cross section of the wing 
is a NACA 0020 profile with the leading tip modified to form the contour of an ellipse of an 
axes ratio of 3: 2. 
The flow is assumed to be incompressible and the Reynolds number based on the mean 
inflow velocity and the wing chord is around 5x 105. A schematic of the main flow features is 
given in Figure 5.1. The flow is coming from a plane upstream, passes around the wing and is 
convected through the exit plane. A two dimensional boundary layer is formed upstream of 
the wing section, that becomes three dimensional as the flow approaches and passes around 
the wing. This is because close to the wall, in the wing region, part of the flow separates due 
to an adverse pressure gradient present in the area and, in addition, the transverse vorticity, 
w, , present in the incoming turbulent boundary layer is stretched, skewed and realigned 
along the strearnwise direction. It is the combination of these phenomena that generates a 
horse shoe vortex [49] that extends all around the wing and interacts with the boundary layer 
of the horizontal plane and the wing and with the wake formed downstream of the wing. 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the flow pattern observed in the wing-body junction 
flow 
The horse shoe vortex itself has been observed to contain several weak, unsteady bimodal 
secondary eddies [381 which are responsible for high surface pressure fluctuations and heat 
transfer in this region 1162]. Devenport and Simpson 134,36,35,38] showed that the flow 
in this region switches aperiodically from one mode to the other in a self-induced chaotic 
manner. As a result, turbulence energy production and turbulence stresses were found to 
be of an order of magnitude larger than in the upstream boundary layer. It is worth noting 
that the incoming flow Reynolds number is not the dominant factor for the existence of the 
bimodal behaviour but rather, it is the wing shape because this is the factor that largely 
determines the pressure gradients around the wing, which by turn govern the horse show 
vortex stretching 11621. 
In the region upstream of the wing leading edge, a strong circulation about the z-axis is 
set up in the junction, which induces strong skewness in the boundary layer and makes the 
flow highly three-dimensional. One of the important consequences of the secondary motion is 
the transverse convection of strearnwise momentum which energises the low-momentum flow 
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in the corner of the junction, counteracting any tendency towards separation that might arise 
from the adverse pressure gradient [6]. 
The presence of the horse shoe vortex makes this type of flow of particular interest to 
the evaluation of an SGS model as it involves most of the vortical structures that can be 
accounted for in common engineering application flows such as flow at aircraft wing root, 
turbomacbinery, submarine appendage-hull junctions and bases of bridge supports. 
5.2 Experimental and numerical studies 
Experimental data for the flow case described above was generated by a number of researchers. 
Dickinson 1411 used X-configuration hot films and made measurements of all Reynold stresses 
but -VT at seven strearnwise planes. Merati, McMahon & Yoo [1211 used two hot-wire probes 
to measure all Reynold stresses at five strearnwise planes. Fleming et al. 1491 generated single 
hot-wire data close to the wing but reported interference with the flow when near the wall. The 
same issue was reported by Dickinson [411 and Merati et al. [121]. Devenport and Simpson 
138,37,391 presented LDA data close to the wing, without reporting any flow interference 
problems. Finally, Olcmen and Simpson 11311 made velocity and Reynold stress measurements 
by using both laser-Doppler velocimetry and hot-wire anemometry to confirm the reliability 
of the data obtained at seven locations in the nose region. A collection of these data sets was 
later gathered by ERCOFTAC web site at http: //cfd. me. umist. ac. iik/ercoftac/ 1521, to form 
an experimental database for this test case. This collection was used by the present study to 
comment on the accuracy of the results obtained by the simulations performed. 
Fýrorn the numerical simulation point of view, throughout the years a number of researchers 
used this case as a part of the validation process of turbulence models for RANS calculations. 
Leschziner and Apsley presented a summary of the results obtained by a number of European 
companies and universities [97,6]. It was among the main conclusions of this study that 
only the second moment closure performed well and presented a supremacy over the rest of 
the models. Only the Shear Stress Transport, SST, model managed to follow the accuracy 
of second moment closure but with a formulation particularly sensitive to adverse pressure 
gradient provoking separation. On the other hand, non-linear, cubic eddy viscosity models 
did not present any clear advantage over their linear counterparts, in contrast to observation 
that had been made previously on 2D separated flows 1971. 
More recently, Paciorri et al. 11321 presented a study of this flow, employing the one 
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equation Spalart -Allmaras model [168] and the two equation k-E model proposed by Lam 
and Bremborst [891. In their conclusion they mentioned an under prediction of the horse 
shoe vortex presence, due to the excessive eddy viscosity production inside the vortex region. 
However, reasonable predictions were made by both models for time-averaged quantities, with 
the Spalart -Allmaras model showing a slightly better performance. 
Rom the studies performed so far on the particular case, it has been shown that RANS 
cannot capture satisfactorily the flow features. However, good results have been obtained by 
one equation models. Our calculation was the first attempt of LES on this flow at the time 
of the present study. The higher accuracy provided by the combination of the LES technique 
and an SGS model that calculates eddy viscosity directly from SGS quantities rather than 
the resolved ones, could potentially lead to better results. 
5.3 Description of grid 
The flow domain geometry employed for the simulations of the present study was based on the 
one proposed by ERCOFTAC Classic database [521 case 63. The wing maximum thickness 
T was 0.0717m and the chord was c=4.254T. The wing leading edge was located 18.24T 
downstream of the inlet plane, providing enough space for the boundary layer to develop. The 
flow domain outlet plane was located IOT aft the leading edge, resulting in a total streamwise 
(x) extent of 28.24T. The spanwise (z) extent of the domain was 19T, with the wing located 
in the middle. Finally, the flow domain extent in the wall normal direction (y) was 3T. The 
flow domain geometry can be seen in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Wing-body junction flow domain geometry 
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Although a grid is provided by ER, COFTAC 1521, it was decided that a new one had to 
be generated, in order to be more appropriate for the LES calculation. The new grid had 
312 x 60 x 84 cells, forming four blocks in the wall normal direction. Each block had 15 
cells in the y direction to maximise the performance of the parallel implementation of the 
code. Particular attention was given to the grid quality. Hence, the average cell aspect ratio 
was 15 and the average cell skewness was 81'. In terms of grid resolution, the points were 
distributed in such manner that the grid was denser closer to the leading and trailing edge 
as well as in the near-wall regions to allow for better resolution of the flow features present 
in these areas. This distribution resulted in Ax = 0.007T, Ay = 0.0035T and Az = 0.0042T 
in the near-wall regions, which corresponded to y', x+ -- 3.0. Although beneficial in terms 
of simulation accuracy, the use of a finer grid would increase even further the computational 
cost and the time required to finish the simulation. Furthermore, the assessment of the two 
SCS models on a relatively coarse grid was one of the objectives of the study since it would 
indicate the importance of the grid resolution for such complicated flow case and the ability of 
the model to compensate in a case where large part of the turbulence energy is in the subgrid 
scales. A plan view of the grid can be seen in Figure 5.3. 
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modifications and to generate an initial flow field for the LES calculations that would follow. 
5.5.1 Numerical procedure and specific boundary conditions 
In RANS mode, DELTA used a 2nd order upwind scheme 11891 for the discretisation of 
convective fluxes of momentum and k-E equations and the Rhie-Chow algorithm [1521 
for the prevention of checkerboard oscillations in the pressure field. ], Furthermore, 1" order 
backward Euler implicit method was employed for time marching, using At = 1.8e -5 that 
corresponded to a CFL number of 0.89. 
During this calculation, the standard k-c model 1921 was employed in combination with 
the log-law, given by Eq. 1.14. The grid and the boundary conditions described in the previous 
subsection, were used with an additional profile for k and c specified at the inlet plane. The 
profile for k was calculated from the normal stresses as 
k= (z4u) (5.1) 
, vliere u'iu'i were obtained by the Reynolds averaged experimental data of Olcmen and 
Simpson [1311. Note that only experimental data for U-u and Tw- was available and therefore 
Uv- was approximated as Tv- = 0.4iFu- according to ERCOFTAC 152] instructions. 
E was calculated using the Norris and Reynolds algebraic model 11301 as: 
3/4 3/2 Cý k (5.2) 
lDiss 
where 
KvK Y Y* lDiss 
K 
(5.3) 
y*+2 v 3/4 Cý 
In Eq. 5.3, y* = 
ykl /2. As in the case of k profile, the formulation presented above was V 
in accordance to the ERCOFTAC recommendation [521 for the numerical simulation of the 
flow. 
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RANS simulation performed 7000 timesteps corresponding to 15 flow through times, en- 
suring that the flow had been fully developed and that the obtained results were statistically 
stationary. 
5.5.2 RANS results and discussion 
The flow field predicted by the RANS simulation described above was assessed through a 
number of contours of Reynolds averaged streamwise velocity and stresses, and compared 
against experimental data by Olcmen and Simpson [131]. Pressure coefficient Cp distributions 
were also examined along the wing and the bottom wall. Furthermore, boundary layer profiles 
were assessed in the upstream symmetry plane. Figure 5.4 shows 
U 
contours over the mid- 77-B 
plane, upstream of the wing leading edge. 
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Figure 5.4- U contours in upstream symmetry plane VB 
(a: experimental data, b: k-E model) 
Figure 5.4 shows that the overall RANS velocity field prediction was in good agreement 
with the experimental results. However, in the junction region, close to the wall and the wing 
surface, RANS simulation under-estimated both the size of the recirculation region and the 
magnitude of the negative velocities which were predicted to be concentrated mainly closer 
to the lower wall. 
The characteristics of the flow in this region can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.5, where 
the velocity vectors on the same plane are shown. Figure 5.5 (a) shows that according to the 
time-averaged experimental results the flow separates at x -- -0.375T, forming a recirculation 
region, whose centre is located at x ýi-- -0.175T and y ý-- 0.05T. Figure 5.5 (b) shows that 
RANS simulation predicted a flow separation at x -- -0.3T and a recirculation region with a 
K4 ZL 
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centre located at x f-- -0.175T and y : -- 0.038T. Hence, while the strearnwise 
location of the 
recirculation centre was accurate, the wall-normal location as well as the strearnwise extent 
of the recirculated flow region was under-estimated. 
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Figure 5.5: Velocity vectors in upstream symmetry plane 
(a: experimental data, b: k-E model) 
Possible reason for this feature could be the state of the boundary layer upstream of the 
junction region. Belik 1151 and Baker 19,101 had performed parametric studies on appendage- 
body junction flows and found that the separation point was weakly dependent on the ratio 
of the boundary layer displacement thickness P to the appendage thickness, and proportional 
to the Reynolds number based on P, Rep. A fuller turbulent boundary layer profile with 
smaller displacement thickness could result in higher momentum fluid in the near-wall region, 
leading to a delay of the flow separation and a consequent alteration of the recirculating region 
characteristics. This is confirmed by Figure 5.6, which shows boundary layer profiles on ten 
strearnwise stations upstream of the junction, over the flow field mid-plane. Close inspection 
of Figure 5,6 indicates that the upstream boundary layer predicted by the RANS simulation 
was slightly more turbulent close to the lower wall in comparison with that observed in the 
experiments. This alteration of the upstream boundary layer characteristics can be attributed 
to the inlet boundary conditions w9 well as the grid resolution in the area. 
Apart from the state of the boundary layer, another reason for the resulted characteristics 
of the recirculation region could be related to the prediction of stresses in the region and of 
their effect on the generated vortex. Contours of the strearnwise normal stresses as well as 
shear stresses over the upstream symmetry plane can be seen in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. These 
contours are highly sensitive indicators of the upstream vortex structure and they can provide 
a mean of identification of the vortex strength in terms of the turbulence-generating strain 
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Figure 5.6: Boundary layer profiles in upstream symmetry plane 
(circles: experimental data, solid line: k-E model data, dashed line: streamwise station 
location) 
within it [97]. The experimental data, shown in Figures 5.7 (a) and 5.8 (a), presents an 
increase of the strearnwise normal stresses close to the highly sheared region of the vortex 
central area. Apsley and Leschziner 161 suggest that this is an indication that shear feeds, 
preferentially, the streamwise normal stresses through generation, while this generation is 
reduced in other areas where either shear-straining is low or normal straining is dominant. 
The inability of the k-E model to reproduce this anisotropic behaviour and its inter- 
action with the stress generation mechanism resulted in RANS simulation failing to predict 
accurately the normal stresses distribution. Figure 5.7 (b) shows that excessive levels were 
predicted along the stagnation region at the leading edge of the wing, underestimating tile 
level of normal stresses in the vortex itself. 
The prediction of the normal stresses had an effect on shear stresses, where RANS sim- 
ulation failed to predict the high levels in the vortex central region but the locations of 
low shear-stresses were predicted slightly more accurately. Despite the discrepancies from 
the experimental data, the results obtained here were comparable with published results [61, 
obtained using Launder and Sharma k-E model [911. 
The accuracy of the prediction of the vortex structure present upstream of the leading 
edge should have a result on the flow structures forming the vortices evolving around the 
--- 
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wing surface, as can be seen in Figure 5.10 (b), comparing with the experimental data, 
presented in Figure 5.10 (a). 
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Figure 5.9: U contours at x=0.76T ý7B 
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(a: experimental data, b: k-E model) 
Close to the trailing, at x=4.46T, the strearnwise velocity contours form a structure that 
can be seen in Figure 5.11. The boundary layer on the wing surface is fairly thick, due to 
the presence of adverse pressure gradient along the rear half of the wing. On the contrary, 
the boundary layer formed over the lower wall is thin and appears to thicken only in the 
junction region and the area where the strearnwise vortex is present, due to the transfer of low 
momentum fluid from the wall to regions higher above, by the strearnwise vortex itself. This 
characteristic has only loosely been captured by the RANS simulation, which has predicted 
that the location of the vortex is closer to the wing. Furthermore, RANS simulation has 
.I ýna 
A 
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shown higher interaction between the wing and the lower wall boundary layer in the junction 
region, resulting in a distribution different from that shown by the experimental data. 
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Figure 5.11: U- contours at x=4.46T ITB 
(a: experimental data, b: k-E model) 
The difference of the flow structures location between the experimental and numerical 
data had an impact on the prediction of ...... contours, as can be seen in Figure 5.12. RANS 
simulation over-predicted the high normal stresses area in the junction region, while the 
normal stresses present in the strearnwise vortex, shown to be well away from the wing surface, 
are closer to the junction region, due to the location of the strearnwise vortex. Furthermore, 
RANS simulation over-predicted the normal stresses in the near wing surface region, away 
from the lower wall. As in the case of the results for the upstream mid-plane, the results 
shown here compared well with results obtained by using Launder and Sharma k-E model 
[91]. 
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(b) 
In terms of Cp distribution along the wing, RANS simulation captured the pressure 
suction region fairly well close to the wall and the bound vortex region, although the pressure 
recovery was slightly under-predicted as can be seen in Figure 5.13 (a). The maximum 
positive Cp value as well as the negative suction peak indicate a slow moving boundary layer. 
Further downstream, the under-predicted pressure recovery shows higher velocity fluid close 
to the wall, possibly due to the interaction with the strearnwise vortical structures described 
above, whose location was predicted to be closer to the wing than the location given by the 
experimental data. Finally, a comparison of the highest positive Cp value between Figure 
5.13 (a) and (b) indicates a considerable wall-normal pressure gradient. 
In wall-normal stations further away from the lower wall, shown in Figures 5.13 (c) and 
(d), the maximum pressure suction was under-predicted as well as the levels of the pressure 
recovering further downstream. Grid resolution was ruled out as a possible cause due to 
comparison with published results on coarser grids [6]. Hence, the most likely cause was 
considered to be the discrepancy between the experimental and numerical flow condition 
prescribed for the upper boundary of the flow domain. While in the experimental setup there 
was a gap between the end of the wall and the upper wall of the wind tunnel, a non-viscous wall 
was used as an upper boundary condition at y/T = 3.0 during the RANS simulation. This 
boundary condition was considered sufficient for the simulation purposes and it was believed 
that its location would not affect adversely the flow prediction in the junction region. However 
the location of Cp distributions presented in Figures 5.13 (c) and (d) were relatively close to 
the upper boundary, and hence affected to a greater extent than if they were further away, 
vw 
77, 
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closer to the lower wall. 
The predicted flow field described above presented some differences from the experimental 
data, which were attributed to the limitations of the turbulence model used and the com- 
putational setup. Although not all the variables of interest were accurately predicted, still, 
the results were in good agreement with published data obtained using similar simulation 
approaches. This was an indication that the code performed well using the new additions in 
terms of boundary conditions and could provide a flow field that was adequately accurate to 
be used as an initial field for the LES calculations to follow. 
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Figure 5.13: Cp distributions along wing surface: solid line k-E, squares experimental data 
1131,49] 
(a: at y=0.13279T, b: at y=0.39837T, c: at y=1.4607T and d: at y=1.7263T) 
5.6 LES calculation 
Two LES calculations of the wing-body junction test case were performed to further assess the 
performance and behaviour of two types of SGS models. Both employed the grid described in 
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section 5.3 and they were initialised using the flow field produced by the RANS simulation. 
The numerical setup used was common for both calculations as well as the simulation strategy 
that was followed as described in section 5.6.2. This approach aimed to assist the author to a 
direct comparison of the results obtained from the two models, eliminating any other sources 
of discrepancies. 
5.6.1 SGS modelling and specific boundary conditions 
The first LES calculation of the wing-body junction case employed the Smagorinsky model 
1163], as described in section 2.1, in combination with Piomelli's near-wall damping function, 
given by Eq. 2.29. The general boundary conditions, already described in section 5.4, were 
applied. In addition, on the walls, the Werner-Wengle near-wall model [1861 was applied to 
allow for unresolved areas of the flow. 
The second LES of the wing-body junction flow made use of the k,,, -equation model, in 
combination with the Yoshizawa et al. 1196] near-wall damping function, given by Eq. 2.30. In 
terms of boundary conditions, the general boundary conditions were applied, L9 described in 
section 5.4 but an additional condition was required for k, _q, 
at the inlet. Therefore, similar 
to the case of k, a spanwise-constant, wall-normal profile for k, g, was imposed, calculated 
by the method described in section 3.1.3. Finally, as in the case of the first simulation, the 
Werner-Wengle near-wall model was applied. 
In contrast to RANS simulations, LES requires a form of unsteady inlet boundary condi- 
tions in order to explore the full potential of the method. Unfortunately, from the experimen- 
tal data available there was no time history provided or any information that could be used 
to generate a 'quasi-realistic' unsteady signal. Therefore, it was decided to use a 10% random 
disturbance zero mean signal, superimposed to the time-averaged velocity profile, in order to 
introduce some disturbance to the flow. Although the lack of any phase information in this 
signal was expected to lead to a relatively rapid decay of the disturbance, it was thought that 
the extent of the flow domain upstream of the wing leading edge could provide enough space 
to allow the flow to be fully developed before reaching the main region of interest. RANS sim- 
ulation produced velocity profiles in good agreement with the experimental data, upstream of 
the junction area, as can be seen in Figure 5.6, indicating the feasibility of the approach. It 
is worth to note at this point that in the experiments of Olcmen and Simpson [1311 the inlet 
turbulence intensity was only 0.1%. Therefore, the combination of the time-averaged profile 
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with the superposition of low magnitude random disturbance was considered adequate. 
5.6.2 Numerical procedure 
The LES calculations started with the initialization of the flow field using the RANS solution 
described in section 5.5.2. At the beginning of the simulation, a first order Euler implicit 
time marching was employed with a large timestep in order for the flow to develop quickly. 
The timestep used was 0.000018 seconds, corresponding to 0.000243 FTT, and to a maximum 
CFL number of 0.74. This time marching scheme was employed for the first 10 FTT. During 
that period, weighted central differencing scheme, CDS, was used for the convective fluxes, 
resulting in a 2nd order accuracy. 
When the flow became fully unsteady, a third order accurate Runge-Kutta scheme [1871, 
RK, was employed in combination with a smaller timestep in order to limit the ma: Nimum CFL 
number to 0.18. However, the use of second order CDS for the spatial discretisation of fluxes 
gave rise to high dispersion errors, in form of wiggles. The result was the contamination of 
a large part of the flow field with non-physical oscillations. These oscillations were amplified 
with time causing eventually the calculation to stop. 
Similar problems have been reported in literature in a number of studies related to LES of 
high Reynold number flows with the use of CDS for the convective fluxes 1761. For the LESFOH 
project 11171, a number of researchers faced these issues when the grid was not fine enough, 
causing the cell Peclet number to reach very large values. Two remedies were suggested. 
According to the first approach, the flow field was divided into two zones. The first zone was 
extending over a part of the Aerospatiale A-airfoil, where from experiments it was known 
that the boundary layer was turbulent. In this zone, CDS was used. The second zone was 
covering the rest of the flow field and a higher order upwind differencing scheme, UDS, was 
employed. The dissipation provided by the UDS was enough to suppress the formation of the 
wiggles. Although requiring some previous knowledge of the transition point location and the 
extent of the turbulent boundary layer, this method did avoid the formation of wiggles and 
provided a numerical mechanism for the flow transition. 
The second approach employed a higher order UDS throughout the flow field that resulted 
in the suppression of any non-physical oscillations. In the LESFOIL project 11171, ONERA 
employed a second order upwind scheme 1117] obtaining good results. Tenaud and Phuoc 
[1751 employed a second order upwind Total Variation Diminishing, TVD, scheme for the 
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LES of separated flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil without showing any excessive levels of 
numerical dissipation. In other type of flows, such as turbulent free jets 1189] and nozzle jet 
configuration 151, third or higher order upwind schemes have been used successively, leading 
to the conclusion that although UDS can introduce more dissipation than a CDS would, it is 
still a viable option to avoid wiggles as soon as the scheme employed is of adequate accuracy. 
For the present study it was decided that a hybrid method should be used, switching from 
UDS to CDS when the Peclet number was lower than two. However, the implementation of 
the method showed that in practice the CDS was not employed since the Peclet number was 
always above the limiting value. Therefore it was decided that the best next option would 
be to employ a third order UDS [189] which could avoid the generation of any unphysical 
oscillations. At the same time the order of accuracy was considered adequate to avoid the 
introduction of any excessive dissipation in the flow. 
In order to assess the effect of the third order upwind scheme on the turbulence devel- 
opment, two test simulations were performed on a periodic hill channel flow 11741. Detail 
description of this test case is given in section 6.3.1. The first simulation made use of a 
second order CDS for the discretisation of the convective terms of the equations. In the sec- 
ond simulation, the third order upwind scheme was employed. Both simulations made use of 
the Smagorinsky model and Piomelli's near-wall function. Prescribed unsteady inlet velocity 
data was imposed at the inlet and convective boundary conditions were applied on the outlet. 
The upper and lower walls were treated as viscous and the sides as periodic boundaries. The 
results of these two calculations can be seen in Figures 5.14,5.15 and 5.16, where contours of 
UU 
and uV are presented. These are time-averaged results over a period of 10 FTT. As V-B' UB2 UBF 
can be seen, in terms of the mean velocity, the agreement of the two calculations is satisfac- 
tory. The separation points and reattachment points difference is 1.1% and 1.7% respectively 
and the geometry of the separation bubble has been captured in the same manner by both 
calculations. In terms of the Reynolds stresses, the use of the third order upwind scheme 
results in enlarged areas of peak stress values but there is no indication that it produces 
excessive dissipation that can result in a suppression of the turbulence activity. Hence, the 
results obtained from this test case indicated that the use of the third order upwind scheme 
should not act in an adverse manner regarding the development of turbulence in the flow field 
of interest. 
Both LES calculations of the wing-body junction test case continued with the RK and the 
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3 rd order UPS for 10 FTT. After this period, first and second order moment statistics were 
collected over a period of 15 and 10 FTT respectively. 
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5.6.3 LES results and discussion 
The flow field obtained by the two LES calculations can be seen in Figures 5.17 (a) and 
(b) where contours of the non-dimensional strearnwise velocity component are presented at 
y=0.02T. These figures show that the predominant characteristic of the flow field predicted 
by the LES calculations was an enlarged recirculation region, upstream of the wing-body 
______ ______ _______ 
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junction region, which was particularly pronounced in the case of the Smagorinsky model. 
XIT XIT 
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Figure 5.17: Contours of U- at y=0.02T 
t ýB 
(a: Smagorinsky model b: k,,, -equation model) 
Both SGS models over-predicted significantly the recirculation region. The k,.,, -equation 
model gave the largest recirculation region as can be seen on Table 5.1. The same Table 
shows that the Smagorinsky model gave a better prediction but still considerably larger than 
the experimental data. In that respect, RANS solution proved to be the most accurate. 
I Source I Experiment [1311 RANS I LES with Smag. LES with k,,. g,, -eqn 
I Recirculation reizion extent I 0.375T 0.3T I 2.2T 2.8T 
Table 5.1: Recirculation region extend 
In the case of the Smagorinsky model results, closer inspection of the recirculation re- 
gion reveals the presence of three separate vortex cores at the junction region that are close 
enough to form a larger combined recirculation region. These can be seen in Figure 5.18 (a) 
where velocity contours and stream traces of the time-averaged flow field in the upstream 
symmetry plane are presented. Figure 5.18 (a) shows that the primary vortex was predicted 
at x= -1.2T and the secondary, counter-rotating vortex at x= -1.4T. The latter is formed 
by back-flow fluid that separated from the wall, forming a shear layer that feeds into a pri- 
mary clockwise-rotated vortex and a secondary anti-clockwise rotated vortical structure. The 
momentum of this shear layer is such that part of it propagates further upstream only to 
separate for a second time, forming a third vortex core at x=-1.8T. 
Systems of vortices such as the one described above have been reported in literature of 
junction flows. In laminar flow conditions in the range of RtýD = 3,400 to 7,300, using smoke 
flow visualisation, Baker [8] showed the existence of an oscillating unsteady vortex pattern, 
> 
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1 t, - 
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Figure 5.18: Contours of 7Tý and strearntraces in upstream symmetry plane ý7B 
(a: Smagorinsky model b: k, g. -equation model) 
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which appeared to be a function of ReD, with more vortices present as ReD increased, on 
the junction region upstream of a cylinder of diameter D. In his study on the same test 
case, in turbulent flow conditions in the range from ReD = 4,000 to90, OOO, Baker [91 used 
oil-flow visualisation to obtain a system of vortices presented in Figure 5.19. As it can be 
seen, the system of vortices in Figure 5.19 bears a significant resemblance to this obtained by 
the Smagorinsky model and presented in Figure 5.18 (a). In his study, Baker 191 concluded 
that in these conditions a system of four main vortices is always present and that the location 
of the primary and secondary vortex is a function of DIP, with the location of the vortices 
moving closer to the junction as DIP increases. This behaviour is also reflected on the LES 
results obtained by present study, as can be seen in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 shows that in the case 
of the Smagorinsky model, the value of 6* at x= -3.19T was larger than the corresponding 
value given by the k, gs-equation model, resulting in smaller DIP value. As a result, the 
position of the primary vortex was further away from the junction region, confirming Baker's 
conclusion. 
On a generic wing-body junction geometry, Bain and Fletcher 171 presented a similar 
system of vortices in the symmetry plane upstream of a generic wing-body junction geometry, 
whose features were strongly dependent on the ReT- In all cases studied, a primary vortex 
was present, downstream of a weak secondary count-rotating vortex and a third vortex was 
formed as R6T was increasing. Their relative positions were constant but their distance from 
the wing leading edge increased with RiT. Hence, for ReT = 3,000, the location of the 
primary vortex was at x -- -0.6T, while for R6T = 7,000 at x -- -0.85T. 
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Figure 5.19: System of vortices in upstream symmetry plane of a cylinder 
(courtesy of Baker[91) 
Source J* 0 H TcEo ] 
Experiment[1311 5936 
RANS (k - e: ) 0.005323 0.004121 1.29 6615 
LES (Smagorinsky) 0.006172 0.003545 1.74 5728 
- 
-LES 
(k, g. -equation) 0.003701 0.002483 1.49 3970 
Table 5.2: Boundary layer cbaracteristics at x= -1.319T 
141 
Figure 5.18 (b) shows that the time-averaged behaviour predicted by the k, _,, -equation 
model is governed by a single vortex at x= -0.5T, which is in close agreement with the 
experimental data. As the flow further away from the wall reaches the junction region, it 
moves down-wards and upstream due to the pressure gradients imposed by the wing geometry. 
This motion generates the back-flow observed in Figure 5.18 (b), which forms the vortical 
structure present at x= -0.5T. It is important to note that on the time-averaged results, 
the back-flow carries enough momentum to continue further upstream but the dynamics are 
such that no other vortex is persistent enough to remain present in the region. The existence 
of this extended back-flow region requires the study of the unsteady behaviour of the flow. 
The observation of the instantaneous flow development reveals a very transient behaviour, 
which can be seen step by step in Figures 5.20 (a) to (1), where stream traces in the upstream 
symmetry plane are presented for consecutive moments in time separated by O. Ols. When 
the flow has been fully developed, the back-flow generated by the pressure gradient imposed 
by the wing geometry results in the formation of three clockwise rotating vortices, thereafter 
called A, B and C with A being the one further upstream. These vortical structures can be 
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seen in Figure 5.20 (a). The distance between the vortices is of the order of 1T. 
Vortex A and B are moving downstream while vortex C oscillates about a mean position in 
the region of x= -0-7T to -0.5T. The sequential pattern observed starts with the generation 
of vortex A at x= -10T. The generation of this vortex is periodic, with period of about 
0.03sec. This can be seen by Figures 5.20 (b), (e), (h) and (k). As time comes by, vortex 
A moves downstream with an average speed of 0.25T/O. Olsec. The periodicity of the vortex 
generation in combination with the vortex downstream speed results in the coexistence of 
an average of three vortices in the region of interest. Hence, when vortex A has reached 
x= -2.25T, a new vortex, A', is about to be formed further upstream at x= IOT (Figure 
5.20 (e)). 
When vortex A reaches the region of x= -2. OT, the interaction of the flow between vortex 
A and C increases the rotational motion. As a result, when vortex A reaches x= -1.5T, a 
secondary vortex is formed (Figure 5.20 (g)) which is quickly entrained by vortex A, as the 
latter moves further downstream (Figure 5.20 (h)). 
It is worth noting that the vortex becomes stronger as it moves further downstream. This 
is because it is continuously fed with high momentum freestrearn flow on its upper side, and 
increasing back-flow over its lower side, contributing to an increased rotational motion. The 
vortex reaches each maximum strength in the region of x= -0.75T to -0.5T (Figures 5.20 
(i) and (j)). Then, the vortex size is reduced and the vortex moves upstream only to be 
entrained by the following oncoming vortex (Figure 5.20 (k) and (1) respectively). It is these 
last three stages of the vortex life that give the impression of a stable, oscillating vortex C at 
x= -0.5T. The period of this pseudo-oscillation is about 0.03sec. 
The vortex deterioration shortly after x= -0.5T can be explained by the existence of 
high cross-stream pressure gradients imposed by the wing geometry that lead to the stretching 
and concentration of w, [38]. The process described is repeated with an approximate period 
of 0.11s. 
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Figure 5.20: Instantaneous strearntraces in upstream symmetry plane separated by O. Ols 
(k,,, -equation model LES calculation) 
Similar transient behaviours to the one described above have been reported in the past by a 
number of researchers [34,36,35,381. Devenport and Simpson 1381 indicated the presence of a 
bimodal system of vortices at the junction region of the geometry involved in the present study, 
at the same flow conditions. In their study, they showed that the instantaneous recirculation 
region was smaller than the averaged for 20 to 30% of the observation time. During this period, 
the back-flow associated with the recirculation separated from the wall at about x= -0.2T, 
generating a weak secondary recirculation further upstream, at around x= -0.3T. In the 
rest of the observation time the fluid reversed by the wing does not separate but rather forms 
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a near-wall back-flow jet which only occasionally separates and forms a recirculation much 
larger than the observed averaged 1381. It is worth noting that the average period of this 
phenomenon was around 0.02s, based on the provided velocity time history 138], which was 
close to the period of oscillation of vortex C predicted by the k, g, -equation model LES. 
The flow features discussed above indicate that the two SCS models gave rise to two 
different flow structures. In the case of Smagorinsky model, a steady system of two co-rotating 
vortices and one counter-rotating vortex is present at x=-1.2T. In the case of k, gs-equation 
model, a periodic generation of vortices rolling downstream gave rise to a single vortex present 
in the time-averaged flow field, at x= -0.5T, in close agreement with the experimental data 
of Olcmen and Simpson 1131], which indicated that the position of the time-averaged bound 
vortex in the upstream symmetry plane was at x : -- -0.2T. This observation was also in 
agreement with the measurement taken by Devenport and Simpson 1381. In terms of vortical 
structures, none of these studies showed the presence of a third vortex that was persistent 
enough to be seen in the time-averaged results. 
The discrepancies between the experimental and the LES results were attributed to two 
factors that can affect significantly the recirculation region; the state of the upstream bound- 
ary layer and the turbulence activity at the junction region. The state of the upstream 
boundary layer can affect the extent of the back-flow region by imposing an adverse pressure 
gradient. The turbulence activity in the junction region, which is dictated by both the im- 
posed pressure gradients and the SGS model, can affect the structure of the bound vortex in 
the upstream symmetry plane and hence the back-flow itself 16,132]. 
Figure 5.21 shows the velocity profiles obtained at x= -3.19T by RANS and LES cal- 
culations, which is the location corresponding to the station 0.75c upstream of the junction. 
The displacement and momentum thickness, P and 0 respectively, as well as the flatness ratio 
H and the Re based on 0 can be seen in Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.21: Velocity profiles at x= -3.19T obtained by RANS and LES calculations 
As it can be seen, there is a substantial variation among the profiles. RANS and k, g. - 
equation model LES calculations provided more turbulent boundary layers, carrying more 
momentum closer to the wall while the Smagorinsky model resulted in a more laminar-like 
velocity profile. This is confirmed by the corresponding values of H, presented in Table 5.2. 
RANS and k, g, -equation model LES calculations had H=1.29 and 1.49 respectively, which 
is close to a typical turbulent boundary layer value of 1.4 [1461. The Smagorinsky model 
resulted in H=1.74 which was significantly closer to the typical laminar boundary layer 
value of 2.2 11461. As a result, in the case of the Smagorinsky model, the pressure gradient 
imposed on the back-flow by the oncoming flow was smaller, leading to a translation of the 
vortex system further upstream. The strong dependency of the back-flow characteristics and 
the state of the approaching boundary layer agrees with observations made by a number of 
junction flow researchers [49,9,10], who pointed out the direct relation between the size 
of the near-wall vortical structures and the near-wall momentum of the oncoming boundary 
layer. 
The second factor that affected the state of the recirculation region was the predicted 
turbulence activity in the region. The transient state of the vortex structures upstream of 
the junction are responsible for considerable turbulence activity which is reflected on the 
Reynolds stress distributions. Devenport and Simpson [331 reported an order of magnitude 
increase in the levels of turbulence production terms in the region, comparing with regions of 
the flow further upstream that are remain relatively unaffected by the recirculation region. 
In terms of turbulence activity, Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the normal and shear Reynolds 
stresses distribution respectively, as predicted by the Smagorinsky model, in the form of con- 
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tours in the upstream symmetry plane. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the corresponding results, 
as they were obtained by the k, g. -equation model. Comparing with the experimental data, 
the areas of high normal and shear stresses are translated further upstream, due to the corre- 
sponding translation of the bound vortex system described above. It is worth noting however 
that this translation is significantly reduced in the case of k, g. -equation model calculation, 
where the first high stress region is laying at x= -0.5T, comparing to x= -1.4T predicted 
by the Smagorinsky model. 
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In terms of normal stress levels, the Smagorinsky model results show significant reduction 
in normal stresses compared to the experimental values, indicating that the model produced 
excessive dissipation that resulted in a suppression of the turbulence activity and the over- 
prediction of the size of the vortex system developed upstream of the wing-body junction 
region. This dissipative behaviour was in accordance with observations made previously on 
channel flows, as described in section 4.2.5. The k, g. -equation model produced normal stress 
levels that were closer to those obtained in the experiments, although still low, resulting in a 
more accurate representation of the recirculation region. The dissipation introduced by the 
k,,,, -equation model was lower than in the 
Smagorinsky case resulting in increased turbulence 
activity that was reflected in the stress distribution. This strong dependence of the extent 
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and structure of the recirculation region on the modelling approach has also been pointed out 
for RANS calculations of this flow[6,1321. 
The vortical structures present in the region have a direct impact on the shear stress 
distribution. Figures 5.23 and 5.25 indicate significant differences, reflecting observations 
made previously regarding the presence of different vortex structures. In the case of the 
Smagorinsky model, the presence of the primary clockwise-rotating vortex and the secondary 
anti-clockwise-rotating vortex produces alternating sign shear stress regions, in the corre- 
sponding locations. On the other hand, the k, g, -equation model results indicate the presence 
of a strong clockwise-rotating primary vortex at x= -0.5T, in accordance to the observations 
made on Figure 5.18 (b). In terms of shear stress levels both SGS models under-estimated 
the shear stresses. It is worth noting that the Smagorinsky results indicate a reduction of 3 
orders of magnitude, which was significantly larger than the reduction of 1 order of magnitude 
predicted by the k,. q, -equation model. 
From the results presented above, it becomes clear that the stress levels were affected con- 
siderably by the SGS model used. Another factor that is believed to have affect significantly 
the flow field was the local grid resolution. Y+ in the region of -2.5T <x<O. OT was in the 
range of 2.8 < y+ < 14.6 for the Smagorinsky model case and 2.6 < y+ < 12.7 for the k,. q, - 
equation model case. Similarly, the grid resolution around the wing leading edge, in the region 
O. OT <y<0.2T was 2.2 < x+ < 11.8 for the Smagorinsky model case and 2.0 < x+ < 11.8 
for the kg, -eqiiation model case. Hence, in both cases the flow was under-resolved and the 
calculation was relying on the WW near-wall model to extract all the required information. 
Still, the k, gs-equation model managed to predict a vortical structure in good agreement 
with the experiments. The Smagorinsky model seemed to suffer more by the grid resolution, 
resulting in the flow structure described above. 
The position and the strength of the vortex system predicted by the LES calculations in 
the plane upstream of the wing had an important impact on the prediction of the time- 
n 
averaged flow field further downstream. This can be seen in the vU- contours at x B 
0-76T, 2.72Tand4.46T, which are presented in Figures 5.26,5.27 and 5.28 respectively for 
the Smagorinsky model, and in Figures 5.29,5.30 and 5.31 respectively for the k, g. -equatioli 
model. Comparing with the experimental data, it can be seen that at x=0.76T, the 
Smagorinsky results show that the boundary layer is suppressed in area z=0.8 - 1AT 
and it is only further away from the wing surface that it starts to grow. This is due to the 
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presence of the bound vortex in the region, which can be seen in Figure 5.32 (a) where stream 
traces are presented for the x=0.76T plane. The vortex generates a down-wash inboard 
of its rotation axis and an up-wash outboard, due to its anti-clockwise rotation. As a result 
high momentum fluid is moved down-wards in the region z <_ OST, suppressing the boundary 
layer, and low momentum fluid is moving upwards, in the region z> OST, increasing the 
boundary layer thickness. 
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(b) 
In the case of the k, gs-equation model, Figure 5.29 shows that the state of the boundary 
layer formed over the lower wall is different, having larger areas of low momentum fluid carried 
in the flow closer to the wall. This is because, instead of having a single vortex further away 
from the bottom wall as in the Smagorinsky model case, a number of vortices are present, 
much closer to the lower wall. This can be seen in Figure 5.33 (a), where stream traces 
are presented for the x=0.76T plane. It appears that the vortical structure present in the 
upstream plane rolls up downstream to form a bound vortex structure that passes closer to 
the wing surface than in the Smagorinsky case, at z=1.5T, interacting heavily with the 
boundary layer. Figure 5.33 (a) shows that a number of secondary vortices are also present, 
all within the boundary layer region, resulting in an increase of the boundary layer thickness. 
These might be the remainings of shedding of the transient vortices observed in the upstream 
symmetry plane. 
Figure 5.29 (b) shows that the boundary layer interacts with the junction flow in the region 
of z=0.5 - 0.6T, leading to a local increase of boundary layer thickness. This is due to the 
presence of a secondary strearnwise vortex that is generated in the junction region along the 
wing surface, resulting in a redistribution of fluid momentum by transfering low momentum 
fluid upwards and vice versa. This vortex is located at z=0.6T and can be seen in Figure 
5.33 (a). The presence of such vortical structures has been noted in literature. Pierce and 
Shin [137] pointed out their existence in the junction region along a streamlined cylinder, in 
their experiments at Reo=12,500. Further away from the wing surface, the boundary layer 
has a constant thickness up to z= LIT, and then it increases in the same manner to that 
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Figure 5.32: Stream traces by the Smagorinsky model 
on x=0.76T (a), x=2.72T (b) and x= 4-46T (c) 
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A side effect of this vortical structure close to the junction region is the change in the 
flow direction close to the wing surface, whicb can be seen in Figure 5.33 (a). The effect of 
this flow direction is that the boundary layer is under higher strain resulting in an increase 
of its thickness, as can be seen in Figure 5.29 (b). Note that this feature is not present in the 
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Smagorinsky model results nor has it been reported in the experiments. 
Further downstream, at x=2.72T, the flow structure obtained by the Smagorinsky model 
calculation is similar to that observed in the experiments, up to z=0.8T, as can be seen in 
Figure 5.27. However, moving further away from the wing surface, it can be seen that the 
bound vortex, whose presence is indicated by the transfer of low speed fluid away from the 
bottom wall, has moved out-wards. This can be confirmed by Figure 5.32 (b), where it can 
be seen that the vortex core has moved from z=2.15T, in the previous station (Figure 5.32 
(a)), to z=2.3T. The interaction of the vortex with the surrounding flow at its new position 
results in a boundary layer thickness increase in the region of z=1.8 - 2. OT, comparing with 
z=1.2T observed in the experiments. 
The flow field prediction by the k, gs-equation model is rather different, as can be seen in 
Figure 5.30. As in the previous strearnwise station, the boundary layer appears to be dictated 
by low momentum fluid, which, due to its interaction with the vortices passing through, moves 
upwards, causing a thickening of the boundary layer. This effect can be seen in the region 
z=0.4 - 0.65T and z=1.2 - 2. OT, indicating a translation of the bound vortex further away 
from the wing surface. Comparing to the experimental data and the Smagorinsky model 
results, it can be seen that the bound vortex strength has been tinder-predicted since the 
amount of low speed fluid moved further away from the wall is less than in the experimental 
observations. The position of the bound vortex can be seen in Figure 5.33 (b). Comparing 
with the Smagorinsky results, the vortex is located further inboard, in closer agreement to 
the experimental data. 
At x=4.46T, the area where an increase of the boundary layer can be observed, is 
located at z=1.75T for the Smagorinsky model and z=1.5T for the k, g, -equation model, 
comparing with z= 1-05T given by the experiments, as can be seen in Figures 5.28 and 5.31 
respectively. This was an indication that both models predicted a vortex position which was 
further outboard comparing to the experimental observations. In the case of Smagorinsky 
model, Figure 5.32 (c) shows that the vortex has moved closer to the lower wall and slightly 
closer to the wing. It is this vortex re-position that results in the increase of the boundary 
layer thickness at z=1.75T. Another point of interest is that a secondary vortex has been 
developed close to the junction region, similar to the one observed in the k, g, -equation model 
results at x=0.76T (Figure 5.33 (a)). This vortex, whose onset can be traced back to 
x=2.72T as Figure 5.32 (b) shows, interacts with the wing wake, increasing the area of 
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momentum deficit downstream of the wing trailing edge, as can be seen in Figure 5.28. A 
similar mechanism might be also present in the experimental results although it is not clear. 
Figure 5.33 (c) shows that in the case of the k, g, -equation model, the vortex present ill 
x=2.72T section broke down into a number of weaker vortices and a primary vortex, located 
at z=1.5T. The interaction of the weak vortices with the flow is such that the boundary 
layer is suppressed up to z=0.9T, while the primary vortex results in the increase of tile 
boundary layer thickness further away from the wing surface, at z=1.5T. 
The flow features described above have an important effect on the turbulence activity in 
the region. Figure 5.34 shows contours of streamwise normal stresses at x=4.46T for the 
Smagorinsky model and Figure 5.36 for the k, g, -equation model. Comparing the experimental 
data with the LES data of Figure 5.34, it becomes clear that the wake structure is completely 
different both in distribution and in magnitude. Smagorinsky model results indicated two 
areas of high turbulence activity, very close to the centre line. The upper one belongs to the 
wake formed over the rear end of the wing, which can be seen in Figure 5.35, where mean 
flow field D iso-surfaces are presented. The lower high normal stress region on Figure 5.34 
belongs to the vortex developed in the junction region, on the side of the wing as discussed 
earlier. Figure 5.35 shows that this flow structure increases in size and area as it travels 
further downstream and upwards. The maximum values observed were five times larger than 
the experimental peak values. Hence, in contrast to the observations made in the upstream 
symmetry plane, where normal and shear stresses were significantly under-estimated, the 
turbulence activity in the wake region was over-predicted. It should be noted that no area of 
high stresses can be seen in the region of the bound vortex due to the scale used. 
The k, g, -equation model predicted increased streamwise normal stresses but still at the 
same levels as those observed in the experiments. As can be seen in Figure 5.36, the stresses 
distribution indicates high turbulence activity in both the wing wake and the boundary layer 
of the bottom wall. In contrast to the Smagorinsky model, the area that the bound vortex 
crosses this strearnwise station is shown clearly by the high normal stresses at z=1.0 - 2. OT. 
This location can also be confirmed by Figure 5.37 which shows mean flow field D iso-surfaces. 
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Figure 5.35: Time-averaged flow field D iso-surfaces 
(Smagorinsky model) 
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Figure 5.37: Time-averaged flow field D iso-surfaces 
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The flow features presented in Figures 5.35 and 5.37 show the general predicted flow 
behaviour by each SGS model. Figure 5.35 shows that the Smagorinsky model gives rise to a 
large steady vortex upstream of the wing, which rolls-up around the wing to form a distinct 
bound vortex structure similar to that observed in experiments. Comparing to the data of 
01cmen and Simpson 11311, the location of the vortex in the upstream symmetry plane is 
further away from the wing and this has an effect on the bound vortex which is also further 
away from the wing surface. 
The k, g. -equation model is less dissipative, leaving more turbulent fluctuations unsup- 
pressed. This results in a significantly more unsteady flow field, which results in a time-average 
solution with considerable variations from that predicted by the Smagorinsky model. The 
vortex generated upstream is closer to the wing leading edge, and hence in better agreement 
with the experimental data by Olcmen and Simpson 11311. As in the case of the Smagorin- 
sky model, this vortex rolls up downstream and forms a horseshoe vortex, which however, is 
closer to the wing surface, in a more accurate position. The strength of the horseshoe vortex 
is smaller, leading to a possible break-down into a number of weaker vortices. This process 
is possibly affected by the development of a secondary vortex, along the side of the wing in 
the junction region, which can be seen in Figure 5.37. As a result, when the flow reaches the 
wing trailing edge, the main horseshoe vortex has been further dissipated and coexist with a 
number of vortices on each inboard side. 
Figure 5.38 shows Cp distributions predicted by the two LES calculations, at different wall- 
normal stations, along the wing surface. Figure 5.38 (a) shows that both simulations predicted 
that at the leading edge of the wing the flow is slower than that observed in the experiments. 
The suction region up to the peak value of about Cp = -1.15, was predicted in the same 
manner by both models, indicating that the flow in this region was governed primarily by the 
pressure gradients imposed by the wing geometry. However, further downstream, the flow 
development predicted by the two simulations was quite different. 
In the case of the Smagorinsky model, moving along the surface downstream, up to x ý-- 
2. OT, the pressure distribution is in good agreement with the experimental data. Although the 
suction level predicted was low, the pressure recovery further downstream was more accurate. 
An interesting characteristic of the Cp distribution is the existence of a pressure plateau, 
extending from x=2.2T to 10T. This pressure distribution indicates the presence of a 
separation bubble. In this region, the flow separates due to the adverse pressure gradient -and 
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as it moves to an area of reduced adverse pressure, its velocity remains relatively constant, 
producing a plateau in the Cp distribution. The shear layer formed due to the separation 
becomes more turbulent and unsteady as it travels downstream and eventually it reattaches 
to the surface forming a bubble. This can be seen in Figure 5.39, where the velocity vectors 
are presented for this region. It is believed that the cause of the flow separation might be 
9sociated with the existence of the vortex developed in this region, close to the junction. As 
shown in Figure 5.32 (b) and (c), this vortex affects significantly the direction of the local 
flow setting the boundary layer under larger strain. Downstream of the reattachment point, 
the flow separates again, leading to the formation of a wake near the trailing edge region. 
This wake can be seen in Figure 5.35. It is the presence of this wake that affects the levels of 
pressure recovery, which appears to be reduced comparing with the experimental data. 
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Figure 5.38: Cp distributions along wing surface: solid line, Smagorinsky model, 
solid line with crosses, k, 9, -equation model, squares, experimental data 
[131,49] 
(a: at y=0.13279T, b: at y=0.39837T, c: at y=1.4607T and d: at y=1.7263T) 
In the case of the k,,, -equation model, downstream of the peak suction point, the flow 
tends to separate but it remains attached. This results in a pressure plateau similar to 
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Figure 5.39: Vector field in the separation bubble region at y=0.13279T 
(Smagorinsky model) 
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that observed when a separation bubble was present. This can be seen in Figure 5.38 (a). 
Downstream of x= LOT, the flow decelerates in a steady manner, resulting in a constant 
pressure recovery. As in the case of the Smagorinsky model, the levels of pressure in the 
region x=1.5 - 3. OT are reduced compared with the experimental results indicating higher 
velocities. In contrast to the Smagorinsky model prediction, the flow remains attached longer 
further downstream, resulting in a continuous pressure recovery. As a result the wake formed 
downstream of the wing is significantly reduced, as it can be confirmed by Figure 5.37. 
At y=0.39837T, the Smagorinsky model under-predicts the peal, suction but still, the 
given distribution is slightly more accurate than the value obtained by the RANS simulation, 
as can be seen by comparing Figures 5.38 (b) and 5.13 (b). The pressure plateau can still be 
seen, although reduced, followed by a mild pressure recovery due to the presence of the wake. 
In the case of the k, g, - equation model, the peak suction under-prediction is slightly larger 
than the Smagorinsky model. At y=0.39837T station, the flow does separate at x=0.7T 
and reattaches at x=1.6T forming a separation bubble. Hence, the same phenomenon as 
that observed in the Smagorinsky LES calculation is present but in different location. This 
can be seen in Figure 5.40, which presents the vector field of this region. This separation is 
attributed to the interaction of the boundary layer with the vortex developed in the junction 
region, which was pointed out previously and can be seen in Figure 5.33 (a). Finally, the 
pressure recovery observed downstream of the point of reattachment has remained unaltered. 
Moving further away from the bottom wall, Figures 5.38 (c) and (d) show that the change 
of the predicted peak suction is larger, with the Smagorinsky model providing values closer 
to the experiments. The presence of the separation bubble region in the k, gs-equation model 
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prediction may be part of the cause of the reduced peak suction since it alters the effective wing 
shape, modifying the flow field upstream as well as downstream. In terms of pressure recovery 
downstream of x=1.7T, both models show similar behaviour. In the case of Smagorinsky 
model, the separated flow region has moved further back, improving the pressure recovery 
and reducing the wake region. This can be confirmed by Figure 5.35, where it can be seen 
that the wake region over the trailing edge is reduced with the distance from the bottom wall. 
The k, g, -equation model results show no change from the distribution predicted in the other 
two stations over this region. 
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Figure 5.40: Vector field in the separation bubble region at y=0.39837T 
(k, g, -equation model) 
The distributions discussed above are of particular interest as they indicate that the pre- 
diction of the pressure is related to the SGS model used. This is in accordance to observations 
made by Apsley and Leschziner [6] who pointed out that the turbulence model used in the 
RANS calculation performed on the same test case affected the near-wall flow structure which 
had an impact of the rest of the flow field. As a result, the surface pressure distributions pre- 
dicted by the various models were different 161. 
5.7 Wing-body junction flow simulation conclusions 
For the purposes of the current study, three simulations of the ERCOFTAC wing-body junc- 
tion flow case [52] were performed; a RANS simulation with the k-E turbulence model, an 
LES using the Smagorinsky model and an LES using the k,,, -equation model. The results 
of the three calculations were compared to experimental data by Olcmen and Simpson [1311 
in terms of mean flow field characteristics, stresses and pressure distributions on the wing 
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In terms of mean flow features, IRANS simulation gave the closest results to experiments 
with the LES k, g, -equation model calculation following. The Smagorinsky model gave rise to 
an enlarged recirculated flow region in the plane upstream of the wing-body junction. It is 
interesting to note that the two SGS models predicted a significantly different instantaneous 
flow behaviour. The flow structure presented by the Smagorinsky model was quite stable 
in contrast to the structures developed in the same region during the k, g, -equation model 
simulation that where unsteady, characterised by a periodic motion. 
In terms of turbulent quantities, as expected by previous studies [6,971, RANS perfor- 
mance with the k-e turbulence model was poor with respect to the caption of normal 
and shear stresses. LES results were better but still characterised by an under-prediction of 
stresses at the upstream symmetry plane and an over-prediction at the x-plane close to the 
wing trailing edge. Inflow boundary conditions, grid resolution and the behaviour of the SGS 
models were considered possible causes of this behaviour. 
The differences in the variation of the recirculation region with time had an effect on the 
bound vortex structure. The Smagorinsky model presented a single core bound vortex further 
away from the wing, compared to the experiments. k, g, -equation model resulted in a vortex 
closer to the position described by the experimental data but much weaker than that of the 
Smagorinsky model, cascading downstream into a number of smaller vortices. 
Finally, in terms of pressure distributions, RANS prediction was overall the most accurate. 
Both LES calculations predicted a separation bubble, at different locations. This affected 
adversely the accuracy of the results. In all cases, the use of a shear-free upper boundary 
condition seemed to have an adverse effect on the pressure distribution and in particular over 
the upper half of the wing. 
Chapter 6 
Digital Filter Generator of Inflow 
Conditions 
As discussed in section 1.5, one of the main objectives of this study was "the identification 
and improvement of a cost effective algorithm for the generation of realistic inflow boundary 
conditions". For these purposes, a Digital Filter based algorithm proposed by Klein et al. 
[821 was identified. The algorithm makes use of the signal superposition method, which, as 
discussed in section 1.4.5, appears to have certain advantages over other methods, in terms of 
convenience of generation of the boundary conditions and computational cost. FtIrthermore, 
the algorithm proposed by Klein et al. has already been applied successively on a number of 
flows [80,81,82,182], where it has been reported to perform well. 
The DFG algorithm proposed by Klein et al. [821 generates synthetic LES inflow condi- 
tions that are characterised by flow statistics that are given as inputs. These are the profiles 
of first and second moments (mean values and Reynolds stresses) of the three velocity com- 
ponents over the inlet plane, and length (or time) scales of the turbulence in the 3 co-ordinate 
directions. These statistical properties can be obtained by either experiment or numerical 
simulation. 
Compared to recycling methods, such as that proposed by Spalart 11671 and Lund 11081, 
the Klein et al. DFG approach has the benefit of not requiring flow similarity and/or equi- 
librium, as required by other methods 1771. Furthermore, no extension of the flow domain is 
required, as needed by some recycling methods [1691, while possible spurious periodicity in the 
data can be eliminated. Compared to precursor methods it may be more cost effective since 
no extra simulation would be required. Finally, compared to other synthetic data techniques, 
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the algorithm can be extended to allow for spatially varying turbulence scales instead of a 
single, modelled spectrum, allowing for generation of anisotropies within the flow field, and 
hence, for the reconstruction of more realistic synthetic data. 
6.1 Theoretical background of the DFG algorithm 
The DFG method produces time series of inflow data in two steps. In the first step, a 
provisional time series for a velocity fluctuating about a zero mean is generated (11, ", where 
subscript m indicates the digitised time coordinate with time interval At). A random data 
series r,,, defined with T; ý = 0, = is used to construct u,, from a convolution of 
the random data series and a digital linear non-recursive filter: 
N 
Um= 
Z bnrm+n 
n=-N 
where b,, are filter coefficients and N is the extent of the filter support. Due to the 
statistical properties of a random data series, it follows that: 
(6.1) 
N 
E bjbj-k 
UmUm+k 
_ 
j=-N+k (6.2) 
UMUM N2 1: bj' 
j=-N 
Eq. 6.2 provides a relation between the autocorrelation function of u,, (R,,,, (kAt) - the left 
hand side) and the filter coefficients. If a functional form of the auto correlation is assumed, 
the values of b,, that will give rise to a time series u, possessing this autocorrelation may be 
obtained by inversion of Eq. 6.2. For simplicity purposes and in the context of a first approach 
to the problem, Klein et al. 1821 suggested that a non-dimensional form of Ru, ' (kAt) could 
be deduced by analogy with the 1D spatial autocorrelation Ru,, (r) observed in homogeneous 
turbulence, with a turbulence length scale L (r is the spatial separation). Batchelor 1131 has 
shown that in the case of homogeneous turbulence, R,, u (r) takes the form: 
exp - 
7rr 
2) 
(6.3) 
( 
4L 2 
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This approximation of a temporal correlation by a spatial correlation form is based on 
Taylor's hypothesis of "frozen convection" 1173], which suggests that temporal variations of u' 
at a fixed measuring point could be assumed to be due to the passage of a frozen pattern of 
turbulent motion past the point, provided that u'/U < 111141. It can been shown 11461 that 
the adoption of this hypothesis can lead to a direct equality between the measured temporal 
and spatial corelation under homogeneous turbulence conditions. 
The accuracy of Taylor's hypothesis depends on the type of the flow and it has been 
shown that when u'/U << 1, it is quite accurate 11461, However, in free shear flows Taylor's 
hypothesis has been shown to fail 11761. In that respect, a DFG algorithm based on Such 
approximation would be expected to perform well in homogeneous turbulence and be less 
accurate as more shear is introduced to the flow. Still the extent of this approximation's 
applicability in the context of the DFG has not been demonstrated before. 
If we specify L at the point in question, in terms of the local grid spacing, say Ax, and 
write L=n,, Ax, the left hand side of Eq. 6.2, when converted to a spatial rather than a time 
dimension, becomes: 
UmUrn+k 7r (kAX)2 7rk2 
um- -um = 
Ru (kAx) = exp -4 (nx AX)2 
exp 4n2 
Klein et al. 1821 show that this results in explicit relations for the filter coefficients: 
bk 
bk 
2 
(6.5) 
N 
bj2) 
I/ 
E 
(=-N 
where bk = exp 7rk 
2 
') -T 
nx7 
Klein et al. [82] have suggested that N should take a value of N> 2n in order to minimise 
the error introduced through the approximation of Eq. 6.5, thus the grid spacing and non- 
uniformity, and the local values of length scale have a large influence on the extent of the 
filter support needed (N) and hence on the computational cost of the method. 
The above description has been cast in terms of turbulence length scales. It is, however, 
convenient to modify the implementation such that for the strearnwise flow direction (per- 
pendicular to the LES inlet boundary), a turbulence integral time scale T, is used instead of 
a length scale Lx, since this allows direct connection between the strearnwise direction and 
the time marching nature of the LES solution. This implies that the temporal correlation 
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function is modelled via the same exponential form as given in Eq. 6.3 transformed into the 
time domain. The method is otherwise identical, with the integral time scale linked to the 
LES timestep At via T ntAt. Note that the extent of rm in the strearnwise direction is 
2Nt + 1. 
The methodology described above, given that a turbulence scale has been specified at each 
grid point (this and the local grid spacing and timestep define the appropriate value for n) and 
that R... has the functional form of Eq. 6.3, produces a filter kernel such that, when convoluted 
with r,,,, a time series for u,, is produced which possesses the desired scale. In order to extend 
the procedure to three dimensions, three 1D filter coefficients are multiplied to produce the 
final 3D filter coefficient. This requires the provision of three scales L L, ), or what is Y) 
equivalent, three values for n (nt, Eq. 6.1 is then used to produce a fluctuating velocity 
field. 
The procedure described above will therefore generate filter coefficients which are stored 
in a three-dimensional array of the form: 
bty, = (-Nt : Nt, -Nu : Ny, -Ný, : N, ) (6.6) 
where N is the extent of the filter and the subscripts denote the co-ordinate of interest. 
Eq. 6.6 shows the direct link between the filter coefficient array size, the turbillence scales to 
be reproduced, and the grid/timestep used. For a given numerical discretisation, the larger 
the turbulence scales, the larger the array. It is important to consider carefully the size of 
the N variables since these have an impact on both memory requirements and computational 
cost when it comes to the convolution stage of the algorithm. 
Although the random data series r,, is defined with 77; ý = 0, = J,,,, the signal 
produced by the convolution described by Eq. 6.1 is not guaranteed that it will share these 
properties. This will solely depend on the form of the filter used. Therefore, in general it is 
necessary to normalise u.. by: 
n um - 
(Umý 
um = 
-ýAV--ar(un) 
(6.7) 
where () denotes a time-averaged value, Var () is the variance and the superscript n denotes 
a normalised value. 
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The second step of the DFG procedure is to modify the time series generated in the first 
step (u'm) so that it possesses desired mean values and correlations between different velocity 
components rather than the zero mean, unity variance and zero cross-correlation implied by 
the first step. This is achieved by employing Lund's method 11081. The time series from the 
first step, 0, is guaranteed to satisfy _0 = 0, ýPfl_ujl_" = Jij, due to the signal normalisation. ZI 
The following transformation, used previously by Lund 11081 and Zhou and Lescliziner 12001 
generates the final time series Uj (t): 
Ui = Ui + aij UY (6.8) 
where aij is the Cholesky decomposition of the Reynolds stress tensor given by: 
01/2 7ý 
1 in 
(U2-Ul)in 
2 
1)1/2 aij all ýUý) in 
a2 0 
1/2 
(6.9) 
(V3-ul)in ý3U2)in a2la3l) 2). 22 
all a22 
(75 
in 
a3l - a32) 
where (U, 7u--j)i,, are the input (prespecified) values of the Reynolds stresses tensor, obtained 
either from experimental or simulation data, and Uj (t) is the velocity time series that now 
has the desired first and second moments and turbulence scales (and, it should be noted, also 
the input autocorrelation function). 
6.2 Development of the DFG algorithm 
The preliminary use of the DFG algorithm brought to the surface two weak points of the 
approach. The first was related to the lack of the ability of the algorithm to allow for 
turbulence scale variation. This approach was originally adopted in order to contribute to the 
simplicity of the method and to restrict the required input data. However, it did impose a 
limitation to the accuracy of the produced data, especially when the single set of turbulence 
scales selected was not representative of the scales present in the flow. 
Note that if only one set of turbulence scales is used over the entire LES flow inlet bound- 
ary, and the grid on the inlet plane is uniform, the use of a single 3D filter coefficient would 
then suffice for the generation of inlet data, since the parameters Nt, Ny, IV, would be the 
same at every grid node in the inlet plane. If the turbulence scales vary spatially over the 
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inlet plane or the grid is non-uniform (or both), then the value of n will also vary spatially 
over the inlet plane (ni = LilAxi) and a number of filter coefficients will be required. This 
obviously has a potentially significant impact on the accuracy and time cost associated with 
the DFG procedure. A number of filters can easily be used, corresponding to the range of 
different n values. In the limit, every grid point could be associated with a separate filter 
coefficient, corresponding to the particular turbulence scales/grid sizes appropriate to each 
local point. However, this will increase dramatically the bty., array, leading to a significant 
increase of the computational cost. 
The second disadvantage of the method was related to the computational cost which could 
rise significantly with the size of turbulence scales involved, through nt, n. and n,, due to the 
convolution operation described by Eq. 6.1. This adversely affects the use of the algorithm 
as a practical tool. 
Hence, the development that was carried out aimed to address these two issues. Analytical 
discussion on these is given in section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. 
6.2.1 Multi-scale approach and implementation 
The original algorithm presented by Klein et al. 1821 made use of a single turbulence scale for 
each of the three directions. Hence, the first stage of the algorithm development involved the 
introduction of many turbulence scales, varied in space. The importance of this new feature 
to the quality of the generated data is discussed in detail in section 6.4. As a first approach 
to this idea, it was decided that only the scale variation in the wall-normal direction y would 
be considered. The introduction of multiple turbulence scales could potentially improve the 
quality of data produced by incorporating more characteristics present in the real flow. 
In order to apply the multi-scale approach, the wall-normal variation of turbulence scales, 
obtained either from experimental or numerical data, had to be divided into a number of 
zones. In each zone, turbulence scales would be represented by their mean values, resulting 
in the "digitisation" of the distribution. Using these mean values and the process described in 
section 6.1, a number of filter kernels could then be generated, equal to the number of zones 
the wall-normal distribution had been divided into. Then, during the convolution operation, 
described by Eq. 6.1, the filter kernel used for each point, would be the one corresponding to 
the zone that the point of interest belonged to. 
As a first step, the variation of n can be approximated through a digitised form of its point- 
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by-point distribution, using a number of representative n values over a corresponding number 
of regions of the inlet plane. In this case, the number of filter coefficients needed will corre- 
spond to the number of different regions chosen to represent sufficiently accurately the point- 
by-point distribution of scales. In this way the filter coefficient array becomes four-dimensional 
(bf tyz(f, 2Nf t+1,2Nf y+1,2Nf ý+ 1), where f is the number of different regions). 
This indicates that the employment of a multi-scale DFG approach results in an enlarged 
filter coefficients array and therefore, an increase of the computational cost. The employment 
of a multiple turbulence scales approach makes the need for efficient computation even more 
important. Once the filter coefficients have been computed, Eq. 6.1 is used to produce a 
fluctuating velocity field. In a multi-scale DFG approach, each point in the inlet plane is 
convoluted with the filter that corresponds to the region to which the point belongs. This is 
performed through the numerical form of Eq. 6.10, given by: 
Nf Nf Nfz 
Ujk ýEE1: bfty,, (f, t', j', k')r(f, t, j+j;, k+k') 
t'=-Nft j'=-Nfv k'=-Nfz 
Note that Eq. 6.10 is performed for j=I... Mv ,k=I... All., and 
for all regions into which 
the inlet plane has been divided, i. e. for f=1... My and M., denote the number of grid 
points in the y and z directions and the number of different inlet plane regions. 
It is also worth mentioning at this point that different sets of filters applied within different 
zones of the inlet plane were not observed to produce any unphysical discontinuities close 
to the zone boundaries as long as the variation of turbulence scales from zone to zone was 
relatively smooth. If this is the case, there is no mechanism in the algorithm that will produce 
data with rapid variations across zone boundaries. 
An illustration of the implementation of the multi-scale approach can be seen in Figure 
The value of r.. at each location, is convoluted, denoted by '*', by the corresponding 
filter kernel, which by its turn, corresponds to a pre-specified set of turbulence scales in time, 
y and z direction, through the procedure described in section 6.1. 
6.2.2 Multi-scale frequency domain convolution approach and implemen- 
tation 
The second stage of development of the DFG algorithm was related to the reduction of the 
computational cost. Veloudis et al. [1821 have described a DFG implementation including 
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--------------I 
--------------I 
Flow Domain Inlet Plane 
Zone I- Filter I-r* Filter I 
Zone 2- Filter 2-r, * Filter 2 
Zone 3- Filter 3- rm * Filter 3 
Zone n-1 - Filter n-I -r* Filter n-1 
Zone n- Filter n-r. * Filter n 
Figure 6.1: Graphic representation of the multi-scale DFG implementation 
spatially varying scales and the associated multiple sets of filter coefficients, leading to the 
employment of six different filters to describe the wall normal variation of the turbulence 
scales. In that work it was concluded that the use of even only six filters can increase 
the computational cost of the DFG approach substantially, perhaps even to a prohibitively 
expensive level. The major part of the computational time is spent in the convolution of the 
random signal r,,, with the digital filter kernel, given by Eq. 6.1. 
Hence, for the purposes of the present work, the DFG algorithm was modified in order 
to decrease the computational time required, increasing at the same time the ability to use 
a larger number of filters with non-proportional increase in computational time. This was 
achieved in two ways. The first was to perform the signal convolution in the frequency domain 
and the second was to use data interpolation in time. 
In order to perform the signal convolution in the frequency domain, both signals have to 
be of the same element size. In order to achieve this, the filter kernel was padded with zeros 
until it reached the same number of elements as r, and the length of each was increased to 
the next largest 2' size, as required by the 'Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm which 
was then used to transform both signals, r,, and b,,,, into the frequency domain as: 
R,,, (w) = FFT (rm (t)) 
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and 
FFT (b (t)) 
where w is the frequency. 
In the frequency domain, the convolution of the two signals is given by: 
(w) =R (w) -B (w) 
where 
(w) = FFT (u, (t» 
The convoluted signal is then returned to the time domain by an inverse FFT and the 
resulting signal is normalised using Eq. 6.7. After normalisation, it is ready to be used in the 
second stage of the algorithm, as described above. 
Despite the fact that three separate calculations are performed, i. e. a forward FFT, a 
multiplication and an inverse FFT, the overall computational time can be significantly de- 
creased. This is essentially due to the transformation of integration in the time domain into 
a simple multiplication in the frequency domain, with the corresponding saving in cornputa- 
tional cost (an order N2 operation problem is reduced to N 1092 N). Further details on the 
computational time reduction will be given below. 
A further computational speedup may be achieved by the adoption of a larger timestep 
in the DFG algorithm (IýItDFG), compared to the LES timestep At, and the use of data 
interpolation between the DFG timesteps, to produce the unsteady data that correspond 
to the finer timestep of the LES. The LES timestep, At, is limited by a CFL constraint 
but a larger value for AtDFG may be employed, equal to, for example, 1/10 of tile smallest 
integral time scale required to be reproduced by the algorithm. This simplification results 
in a significantly smaller working array for r, and bf,, y,, compared to the work reported 
in [1821, since it can considerably reduce Nt. This has a beneficial effect on computational 
time, whilst providing enough data to describe adequately even the smallest timescales of 
interest. For the smaller LES At, intermediate data sets required were produced 'on tile fly' 
by linear interpolation of the data sets available from the DFG. Note that due to tile very 
small At needed for stability reasons by the LES method, the use of temporal interpolation 
as suggested above does not degrade the temporal accuracy of the results as will be shown in 
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section 5. 
In summary, the new implementation of the DFG algorithm can be described by the 
following steps: 
Divide the inlet plane into f zones in the wall-normal direction and choose appro- 
priate length scales Lfv = nfvAy, Lf, = nf, Az and a time scale Tf., = nf tAtDFG 
for each of them. AIDFO can be either equal or multiple of the At value used for 
the LES calculation. Choose a corresponding filter width based on the condition 
Nj i ý! 2nfi, i=t, y, z. 
Initialise and store three random fields of the form 
rfty. - 
(f, -Nft : Nft, -Nfy : Nfy+Mfy, -Nfz : Nfz+ Alf-. ), where Mfyand Alf. 
denote the dimensions of the computational grid corresponding to each zone of 
the inflow plane. 
3) Calculate the filter coefficients for each zone, using Eq. 6.5 and by multiplying the 
three one-dimensional filters to obtain a three-dimensional filter. The results can 
be stored in an array of the form bftu, (f, -Nft : Nft, -Nfy : Nfy, -Np : Nf-. ). 
4) Store the elements corresponding to the first zone to an array of the form 
rtyz (2NIt + 1,2Nly +1+ Ally, 2N1, +1+ All, ) and generate its Fourier trans- 
form. 
5) Store the elements corresponding to the filter to be applied on the first zone, to 
an array of the form bty, (2Nt + 1,2Ny +1+ Ally, 2N, ý. +1+ 
k1j, ) by padding 
the extra elements with zeros. Then generate its Fourier transform. 
6) Perform the convolution of the two signals in the frequency domain using Eq. 6.13. 
7) The resulted signal is returned to the time domain using inverse Fourier transform 
and it is normalised using Eq. 6.7. It is then stored in an array ufty, , which has 
the same form as rftt,,. 
8) Repeat steps 4) to 7) for all zones of the inlet plane. At the end of the procedure 
uf tyz is complete and the transformation given by Eq. 6.8 and 6.9 is used to produce 
the final signal Uj. 
9) Store the final signal. 
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10) Discard the first y, z-plane in rf tyx and shift the whole data as rf tyx (f, i, j, k) 
rftyx(f, i+ 1j, k). Fill the plane -Njj with new random numbers. 
11) Repeat steps 4) to 10) for each timestep. 
6.3 Test case 
The testing of the multi-scale DFG involved a series of simulations of a flow passing through 
a periodic geometry domain. The idea was to perform a fully periodic boundary condition 
simulation that would not have any requirement for explicit imposing of artificial turbulent 
data at the inlet. This simulation would provide all the required input data to the DFG 
algorithm, in terms of first and second moment statistics as well as turbulence scales variation. 
Furthermore, it would form the "target" flow field for the second series of simulations. 
The second series of simulations would make use of inlet data produced by the DFG 
algorithm, using different levels of description of the wall-normal variation of turbulence scales. 
These would be called Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3. Hence, the produced flow fields would 
show the level of the flow sensitivity to the different levels of turbulence scales description. 
6.3.1 Description of test case selected 
The strearnwise repeating constricted channel flow problem studied by Ternmerman et al. 
[1741 was selected -as the test case for the assessment of the DFG algorithm. This flow case 
was considered appropriate since it was streamwise and spanwise periodic and it had an 
attached boundary layer region extending over 0.23h downstream of the inlet plane, where 
h is the constriction height, as can be seen in Figure 6.2. The test case also involved this 
attached boundary layer separating and forming a turbulent shear layer further downstream, 
followed by a considerable separated flow region. Such a flow problem has not been previously 
treated using synthetic inlet data, so was considered a suitable test for the present method. 
The flow geometry can be identified in Figure 6.2 with the same dimensionless quantities 
as those used by Ternmerman et al. [1741. The channel height is ly = 3.03h, where It is the 
constriction height; the length in the streamwise direction is I., = 9h, and in the spanwise 
direction 1, = 4.5h. The Reynolds number of the flow is 10,595, based on It and the bulk 
velocity UB at the constriction crest. For the calculations performed, It was set to 0.028m 
and UB to 5.53m/s. 
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1-. - 1, 
Figure 6.2: Geometry and contours of UIUB for channel flow with repeated constrictions 
A periodic boundary condition (PBC) simulation was first performed to confirm the ac- 
ceptability of the current LES solution and to obtain the information required for the DFG 
method. A simulation record length (-1.28 sec) corresponding to around 80,000 timesteps or 
I- 28 flow through times (flow through time TFT ý ? ýý- - 45msec) was generated 
by the PBC 
B 
simulation and was processed to deduce statistically stationary first and second moments of 
the velocity field. The LES timestep used was 3.51 X 10-4 TTF (At = 16lisec) corresponding 
to a maximum CFL number of around 0.2. The grid used for the simulation had 160 x 64 x 62 
(x, y, z) cells, with constant grid spacing in the strearnwise, x, and spanwise, zz, directions, 
while in the wall normal direction, y, it was refined close to the lower wall. Note that this 
grid (-650,000 cells) is substantially coarser than the 196 x 128 x 186 -5 million cell grid used 
in the well-resolved simulation of Ternmerman et al. [174]. 
The subgrid scales were modelled with the aid of the Smagorinsky model and the van Dri- 
est near-wall damping function [181]. Furthermore, the Werner-Wengle near-wall model 11861 
was employed since the near-wall grid resolution was not fine enough for no-slip conditions 
to be applied. Ternmerman et al. [174] have also reported results for the same flow problem 
using exactly the same combination of SCS and near-wall modelling; their results compared 
well with predictions obtained using alternative SGS models, on a grid similar to the one used 
in the present study, and the employment of the Smagorinsky model was therefore considered 
appropriate for the present purposes. 
Similarly, in the same study by Ternmerman et al. [1741, it was noted that although 
solutions were insensitive to the SGS model employed, more sensitivity was observed for the 
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near-wall treatment. In this respect, the Werner-Wengle model was found to give tile best 
results overall. The sensitivity of the predicted flow to the SGS/near-wall model was mainly 
concentrated on the reattachment point location; SGS models giving lower vt values, returned 
more accurate resolved stresses (in comparison to the highly resolved simulation performed 
11741) and led to a longer reattachment distance. 
During the PBC simulation performed for the present study, the average value of vt1v 
throughout the whole flow domain was of order of 1.0. The maximum value in the region of tile 
lower wall and in the first half of the domain of primary interest here, was 2.3. Furthermore, 
/I 
the ratio of the SGS to resolved shear stresses 
U/ 
53 was less than 4% in the majority of the 
, es 
flow domain, with the only exception being the near-wall region of the upper surface, where, 
due to the coarse grid employed, the maximum value observed was around 25% in a very 
restricted region. For this reason, only the resolved part of the stresses was considered in tile 
presentation of the results, which focus on flow events near the lower boundary. 
As far as boundary conditions were concerned, the inlet and outlet were treated as periodic 
boundaries, as were the side of boundaries. The same computational setup was used in all 
simulations performed for the testing of the multi-scale DFG algorithm. 
6.3.2 Results of periodic boundary condition simulation 
Figure 6.2 presents contours of the mean strearnwise velocity component U non-dimensionalised 
by UB. The flow separates from the curved surface of the constriction and re-attaches on the 
lower plane channel wall to form a separation bubble of length 4.08 x1h. Predicted values 
for separation and re-attachment locations were compared with reference data tali-en from 
Ternmerman et al. 11741 in Table 6.1. UIUB, U'u' and u'7V time-averaged profiles in the y rT2 UT BB 
direction at x1h = 0.05,2.0 and 5.0 can be seen in Figures 6.3,6.4 and 6.5, again compared 
with the Ternmerman et al. [1741 LES data. The time-averaged results presented here and in 
subsequent sections were produced by gathering information of ten flow through times. 
Figures 6.3 (a) (b) and (c) show that the current PBC simulation compared reasonably 
well with the results of the reference LES (Ternmerman et al. 11741) in terms of the mean 
axial velocity development. At the inlet plane (x1h = 0.05) the profiles were similar, although 
the present LES showed higher velocities close to the lower wall, and a mass balancing under 
prediction in the region near the upper wall. The high velocity near the lower wall was a 
possible cause for the earlier separation shown in Table 6.1. At x1h = 2.0, the separation 
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Tahle 6.1: Senaration hiibblp data from rp. fp. rp. nrt,. 9nd PRC RimliInfinn 
Separation Point Re-attachment Separation 
Simulation (x1h) Point Bubble Length 
(x1h) (X/11) 
Reference data 0.22 4.72 4.50 
[174] 
PBC simulation 0.09 4.17 4.08 
bubble features were in close agreement with the reference data. The over-prediction of 
the axial velocity in the central region and under-prediction close to the upper wall were 
presumably related to the inlet profile differences. Finally, after re-attachment, the flow 
developed in a similar manner in the two calculations, except near the lower wall, as can be 
seen in Figure 6.3 (c). The differences noted are fairly small, and were related to the lack 
of resolution, compared to the Ternmerman et al. grid 11741, in the current LES calculation 
near the lower wall, and the use of a wall function as opposed to a well-resolved LES grid. As 
noted above, the overall grid size of the current LES was almost a factor of 8 times smaller 
(half as fine in each grid direction) as the reference LES. 
Reasonably close agreement between the predictions of axial normal stress and shear stress 
from the two calculations can be seen in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The shape of these profiles was 
reproduced well at all these conditions, but the insufficient near-wall resolution in the present 
LES produced errors in near-wall absolute values. However, although there were differences, 
it was felt that for the present purpose, the benchmarking of the current PBC LES solution 
against the reference LES data of Temmerman et al. 11741 was sufficient to justify the use of 
the PBC simulation as valid test data for the DFG study which was the main focus of the 
work reported here. 
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Figure 6.3: VU- vs. y/h at x1h = 0.05 (a), x1h = 2.0 (b), x1h = 5.0 (c) BR (squares: Reference Simulation, solid line: Periodic Flow Simulation) 
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Figure 6.4: u'u' vs. y/h at x1h = 0.05 (a), x1h = 2.0 (b), x1h = 5.0 (c) UBT 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 6.5: UV vs. y/h at x1h = 0.05 (a), x1h = 2.0 (b), x1h = 5.0 (c) 
(squares: Reference Simulation, solid line: Periodic Flow Simulation) 
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6.3.3 Extraction of length and time scales from PBC LES Solution 
Using the PBC simulation, time series were extracted at selected points in the (y, z) space 
covering the inlet plane (x = xi,, ). From these time series, a longitudinal integral time scale 
was calculated from the autocorrelation of the axial velocity according to 11,161: 
(xi., Y, Z) 
U (Xini Yj Zg t) U (Xine Yl Ze t+ 7) d7- 
U (Xin) Y) Zi 
where 7- is the time separation between the samples of interest. 
Similarly, lateral integral length scales Ly and L_. were calculated from spatial correlations 
in the relevant directions, as described by Eq. 6.16 and 6.17 respectively: 
Ly (Xin Y) Z) ýy 
"z V (Xin>Y)Zi t)V (Xin)Y + Y) Z) t) dY 
IY 
m 
min 
V (X,., Y) Z, t)2 
(xi, y, z) = 
Zrnax 
IV (xin) Yi Z) 0W (xin) Y) Z+Z, 0 dZ (6.17) 
W (Xin, Y, Z' t)2 
The subscripts min and max denote minimum and maximum values. The resulting time 
and length scale wall-normal distributions can be seen in Figure 6.6 plotted as absolute 
dimensional quantities. 
Interestingly, the variation of Tx is fairly constant in most of the central region of the inlet 
1 
plane at around 40% of the mean flow time scale (defined as 2UB-"), with two distinctive 
peaks close to the walls with values closer to 90% (lower wall) and 70% (upper wall) of the 
mean flow time scale. This shape is related to the flat, low turbulence level in the inlet 
plane over most of the channel height (see Figure 6.4), and the rapid change in eddy shape, 
turbulence level and velocity as the walls are approached, particularly on the lower wall. The 
turbulent eddies become smaller in the wall-normal direction, but elongated (streak-like) in 
the longitudinal direction, leading to longer turbulent time scales. The transverse length 
scale peaks at around 20% of the channel height but decreases as expected as the walls are 
approached, more rapidly again for the lower wall. The spanwise peak length scale is also 
near the lower wall and is around 15% of the solution domain span; a more typical value is 
around 5%, confirming the acceptability of the use of periodic boundary conditions in the 
spanwise direction for the present domain size. The corresponding distributions for nt, ny, n.. 
can be seen in Figure 6.7. Note that the difference between the Ly and ny profiles is due to 
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the variable cell size in the y direction. 
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For input to the DFG calculation at Level I (spatially uniform scales over the inlet plane) I 
the turbulence scales used were calculated as a cell size weighted average over the y-direction, 
of the turbulence scale distributions computed from the PBC simulation. Tito values obtained 
can be seen in Table 6.2 in terms of the DFG timestep (nt = TlAtDFG) an(] mesh spacing 
(n., = Ly/Ay, n, = L,. /Az). Note that AtDFG = 0.00032sec (i. e. 20 times the LES thnestep), 
0-00026m < Ay: 5 0.002m and Az = 0.002m. 
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Table 6.2: n values for Level 1 simulation 
Simulation I nt I ny 
Periodic Boundary Conditions 1 14.66 1 7.46 15ý. 06 
For input to DFG calculations at Level 2 and 3, the PBC extracted scale profiles were 
digitised into 6 and 12 zones respectively. The digitisation can be seen by the thick solid 
and dotted line in Figure 6.7. In terms of an ideal turbulence scales wall-normal profile 
representation, the best achievable resolution would correspond to using the curves shown in 
Figure 6.7 directly, and lead to the use of a different filter at each cell in the wall-normal 
direction. However, it was believed this would be prohibitively expensive and unnecessary 
for a first implementation with spatially varying scales; hence the variation of turbulence 
scales was digitised using a number of filters that represented the profile satisfactorily, at 
an acceptable computational cost, and to investigate the effects of this choice, two levels of 
digitisation were explored. 
4,560 timesteps of inlet boundary condition data were generated for Level 1,2 and 3 sini- 
ulations, using the DFG algorithm described. When interpolated for the finer LES timestep, 
these would correspond to 91,200 timesteps, able to provide inlet data for approximately 32 
TFT- 
6.4 Multi-filter frequency convolution method results and dis- 
cussion 
Before proceeding to the presentation of the Level 1,2 and 3 results, some comments may be 
made about the improved realism achievable via the spatially N-arying scales input into tile 
DFG algorithm. One benefit of this is illustrated in Figure 6.8, which shows autocorrelations 
of the axial velocity deduced from the PBC simulation at two points witlisignificantly different 
turbulent scales. The first point is at y=0.0012m, and the second point is at y=0.0136111; 
as can be seen in Figure 6.6, T. and Lz are quite different at these two points. Two .,, 
Ly 
observations may be made on the profiles shown in Figure 6.8. The first is to note the 
shape of the autocorrelation function predicted by the PBC simulation. At neither point 
does the predicted shape follow precisely the Gaussian shape assumed by the DFG method. 
The record length used to obtain these autocorrelations is at least 1,10 integral tinlescales 
long (corresponding to 1.28sec), so the PBC predicted shapes are statistically accurate and 
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departures from a Gaussian shape are determined by the local flow physics. Hence, the Klein 
et al. DFC approach 1821 will never be able to reproduce the inlet turbulence structure 
precisely, since it generates time series that are forced to fit Gaussian correlation functions. 
Results could potentially be improved by the adoption of other correlation function forms 
that corresponded closer to observations in inhomogeneous flows, but this aspect has not 
been addressed here. Note that di Mare et al. 1401 have employed a DFG approach using 
alternative and spatially variable autocorrelation functions to produce data for an attached 
boundary layer simulation, indicating promising results. 
The second point is that the integral time scale at the point nearest to the wall is around 
twice that of the other point. Hence the Level 1 approximation, which assumes the same 
turbulence scales at both points, will necessarily introduce errors. Multi-scale approximation, 
although it will not remove the Gaussian function restriction, will at least allow the auto- 
correlation to be scaled appropriately at different points. This is illustrated in Figure 6.8 by 
the DFG produced R,,,, curves. The red solid line shows the Level 1 generated values. Since 
the scales at the point further from the wall are close to the cell-averaged uniform value chosen 
in the Level I simulation, the agreement with the PBC R,,,, curve is reasonable; however, the 
same curve is used in the DFG Level 1 computation also for the second point and here the 
agreement with the PBC data is very poor. The DFG Level 3 data is shown in Figure 6.8 
as blue solid lines; with even the crude digitisation adopted, the multi-scale implementation 
shows (within the constraint of the Gaussian function) a good representation of the different 
turbulence scales between the two points. 
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Figure 6.8: &,, at y=0.0012m (upper lines) and at y=0.0136m (lower lines) 
(black solid lines: PBC R,,,,, red solid line: DFG Level 1 R.,,,,, blue solid lines: DFG Level 3 
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predicted by the PBC, Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 DFG simulations are shown in Figures 
6.9,6.10,6.11 and 6.12. At inlet, the agreement of Vt and 2nd order moments of all DFG- 
driven simulations with the PBC data was very good, as expected since the algorithm was 
formulated to reproduce this input data. Some discrepancies can be seen for "' I' and this U B- 
is possibly due to the lack of phase information in the present approach which prevents the 
generated turbulent structures at the inflow from being perfectly physical. 
Although the mean velocity profiles within the recirculation region of the flow, at x1h = 
2.0, were close to the PBC data in all three DFG calculations, further downstream, Level 2 
and 3 simulations reproduced the PBC predicted recovery region after the flow re-attachnient, 
much better than Level 1. 
Predictions for the normal stresses indicate, interestingly and perhaps surprisingly, that 
even the use of a single, spatially uniform specification of inlet turbulence scales (Level 1) 
can produce acceptable results. The profiles of 71 
1 71' and 
"" 
at x1h = 2.0 show that the 2UT 
BB 
accuracy of all three DFG simulations is essentially the same at this station, with only some 
slight improvement very close to the lower wall for the Level 3 data. The conclusion to 
be drawn here is that although the simulations have started with quite different turbulence 
scales at the inlet, the calculations have generated a similar (and self consistent) turbulence 
ILA /17 
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 
Time (s) 
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structure by x1h = 2.0. The presence of the recirculation zone and its bounding shear 
layer has presumably contributed significantly to the generation of the turbulence structures, 
offsetting to some extent the inlet plane differences. Further downstream, at x1h = 5.0, Level 
2 and 3 give better results with Level 3 giving the most accurate prediction overall. The 
profiles for shear stress, as seen in Figure 6.12, indicate that the multi-scale DFG Level 2 
and 3 simulations give more accurate results throughout the flow field, with Level 1 data 
displaying under-predicted peak values. 
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Figure 6.9: VU- vs. y/h at x/h = 0.0 (a), x1h = 2.0 (1)), x1h = 5.0 (c) Bn 
(solid line: Periodic Flow Simulation, dashed line: Level 1, dash-dotted line: L(wel 2, dotwd 
line: Level 3) 
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Figure 6.11: vIv/ vs. y/h at x1h = 0.0 (a), x1h = 2.0 (b), x1h = 5.0 (c) UBT 
(solid line: Periodic Flow Simulation, dashed line: Level 1, dash-dotted line: L(wel 2, dotted 
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Figure 6.12- V vs. y/h at x1h = 0.0 (a), x1h = 2.0 (b), x1h = 5.0 (c) U13 
(solid line: Periodic Flow Simulation, dashed line: Level 1, dash-dotted line: L(wel 2, dotted 
line: Level 3) 
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Figures 6.13 (a), (b), (c) and (d) present contours of the resolved turbulence kinetic 
energy, k, for the PBC, a simulation driven by random disturbance inlet conditions and the 
DFG Level 1 and 3 simulations. The random disturbance inlet simulation was carried out 
by imposing the time-averaged velocity profiles obtained by the PBC, with a 3% of mean 
velocity magnitude white noise disturbance superimposed. This simulation was performed 
for illustration purposes and the results presented in Figure 6.13 (b) indicate the importance 
of realistic inlet conditions for the predicted distribution of k. The lack of any correlation 
in the random disturbance signal causes it to decay rapidly, without promoting any flow 
turbulence. Hence the flow field becomes essentially laminar in the region near the inlet 
plane, until natural shear-layer instabilities develop some turbulence further downstream. 
0.0100 0.0243 0.0386 0.0529 0.0671 (D. 0814 C. 09F, 7 -' 100 
C.. 
C. 
0 
(a) 
Figure 6.13: k contours of (a) Periodic Flow Simulation, 
(b) Random Disturbance Inlet Data simulation 
(c) Level 1 and (d) Level 3 simulation, over the first half of flow domain 
(b) 
(d) 
)n the contrary, the use of DFG inlet data results in a prediction of the k field that 
elates significantly better with that obtained in the PBC simulation. The Level 1 simu- 
in displays a smaller region over which k achieves its maximum value than in the PBC 
ilation, and this is improved when multiple turbulence scales are used, as can be seen in 
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Figure 6.13 (d) for the Level 3 data. 
In both Level 1 and Level 3 simulations, the LES results obtained using DFG inlet data 
have produced a flow field with more rapid growth of turbulence energy and reduce(] turbu- 
lence dissipation in the region close to the inlet than the PBC simulation, resulting in higher 
levels of turbulence in the flow right from the inlet plane. It is believed that the associ- 
ated higher rates of momentum mixing between the near-wall flow and the outer flow have 
made the boundary layer on the lower wall more resistant to the adverse pressure gradient 
present, causing a delay in the separation of the flow (x,, plh = 0.09 for PBC and x,,,! p1h 
0.27 for DFG Level 3). 
Finally, some comments may be made about the computational cost reduction of the new 
approach presented here for the DFG implementation. As was mentioned by Veloudis et 
al. [182], the cost of using a multi-scale DFG approach for LES inlet condition generation 
increases significantly with the number of turbulence scales used. Using the implementation 
approach adopted in [821, it was concluded that multi-scale DFG may not be cost effective in 
many cases, with a computational time required too large to be able to use it for 'on-the-fly' 
generation of inlet data. 
The modification proposed here, of a frequency domain convolution reduces the coinpu- 
tational time required per LES timestep significantly. This can be seen in Table 6.3, where 
the computational time for the previous 1821 method and the percentage change in the coln- 
putational time achieved by the current convolution method are presented. As expected, 
when the working array size required to generate the filter is relatively small, as in Level 1, 
the convolution procedure in the time domain can be quicker [16,11 since the array padding 
required by the FFT approach leads to inefficiencies. However, when the number of the array 
filter elements increases, due to the larger number of turbulence scales being used, the time 
domain method becomes disproportion ally slow. At Level 3 the frequency domain method 
leads to a 70% reduction in time compared to the time-doniain method. This reduction in 
computational time has no adverse effect on accuracy, as can be seen by the the third colunin 
of Table 6.3 which shows that the maximum difference recorded between the values calculated 
for the provisional signal by the two methods was below 1.0% for all cases. 
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Tahle 6.3: Signal convoliitinn rommitrifinnal timi, 
Previous method New method 
Simulation [82] (change max Diff. 
I 
(sec) 
I 
in comp. time %) 
Level 1 1.84 -1-100 0.2 
Level 2 8.07 -43 0.9 
Level 3 
11 
44.32 -72 0.9 
In addition, as described above, by employing the technique where a longer timestep 
is used, in the DFG method (AtDFG)i than the LES (At), nt and hence the size of the 7-,,, 
working array corresponding to the strearnwise direction, was reduced considerably. The effect 
of the associated interpolation to produce data at At fine intervals, on the autocorrelation 
R,, of the produced signal can be seen in Figure 6.14. The data presented in Figure 6.14 were 
extracted from the point corresponding to y=0.0012m, where Level 2 and Level 3 data sets 
made use of the same turbulence scales. 'Original' data corresponds to the signal generated 
by the DFG algorithm and 'Interpolated' data corresponds to the data that was to be used in 
the Level 1,2 and 3 simulations. In all cases, it can be seen that the autocorrelation produced 
by the interpolated signal compares well witli that produced by the original signal. The effect 
of the time interpolation on the generated time scales is a slight increase in all cases. The 
difference in the produced T, is 5.42% for the Level 1,4.03% for the Level 2 and 2.22% for 
the Level 3 data. Hence, it can be concluded that the differences are relatively small and the 
time savings achieved using this method outweigh these minor adverse effects. 
The frequency domain deconvolution in combination with the data interpolation resulted 
in significant cost reduction, which was reflected on the total CPU time required. It is worth 
noting that the total CPU time per flow-through time of the PBC simulation was . 13,000 sec 
and for the simulation with the DFG (Level 3 which was the most expensive) it was . 15,600 
sec, i. e. only 6.0% more and lience significantly cheaper tban the precursor method. 
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Figure 6.14: R.,,,, of Level 1 (a), Level 2 (b) and Level 3 simulation (c) 
(solid line: original data, daslied line: interpolated data) 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Review of aim and objectives 
The aim of the present study was to explore the possibilities of improvement of SGS inod- 
elling and inlet boundary conditions for LES of wall-bounded flows. Based on considerations 
presented and discussed in section 1.5, the two major tasks were the following: 
1. The investigation of the potential of SGS models based on the information directly from 
the subgrid scales. 
2. The identification and development of a cost effective algoritlim for the generation of 
realistic inflow boundary conditions. 
The performance of the first task involved the achievement of the following objectives: 
1. Implementation of a transport equation model that allows for near-wall effects. 
2. Exploration of alternative SGS model formulations and investigation of their potential 
to improve the accuracy of LES of wall-bounded flows. 
3. Testing and comparison of the implemented models with others on a number of flow 
cases that will indicate the advantages and disadvantages of their use. 
Similarly, the objectives set for the second task were: 
1. Identification of an appropriate method 
2. Identification and development of areas where further improvement is possible. 
3. Testing and comparison of the original and final method. 
196 
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7.2 On SGS modelling 
The first objective set for the investigation of SGS modelling based on subgrid scale quantities 
was met by the implementation of the k, g,, -equation model developed by Yoshizawa and 
Horiuti [195], in combination with a number of near-wall damping functions to allow for the 
near-wall effects, as described in Chapter 3. The near-wall damping functions implemented 
in the code were those proposed by van Driest [1811, Piomelli [144], Yoshizawa [1961 and 
Inagi 1681, covering different approaches including both functions that made use of geometric 
parameters as well as functions that were based purely on information extracted from the 
flow field. The study described in section 4.1.3 indicated that k, g, -equation model performed 
better with the Yoshizawa near-wall damping function 1196] and therefore it was employed 
in combination with this function in the rest of the simulations performed. The same study 
showed that the Smagorinsky model performed better with the Piomelli near-wall damping 
function [1441, 
The second objective was met by the development of a new SGS model, based on the 
calculation of the rate of energy dissipation directly from an assumed energy spectrum. The 
development and implementation of this model was presented in section 3.2.3, where it was 
shown that a k, g, -equation based SGS model can be improved 
further by the new treatment 
of the dissipation term. In terms of near-wall treatment, a series of tests indicated that the 
model performed better with the Inagi near-wall damping function 1681 and therefore it was 
used in combination with this for the rest of the simulations performed. 
The third objective was met by the performance of a series of tests in two stages. The 
first stage involved the use of Smagorinsky, MS, k,,, -equation and ESD model on a series 
of channel flow cases, covering a Re, range from 180 to 1,800. The main conclusions drawn 
from this study were the following: 
1) ESD model presented the best results overall, followed by the k,,, -eqiiation model. 
This confirmed the superiority of the subgrid-scale based models over models based 
on the resolved scales. 
2) MS model proved superior to Smagorinsky in case 2, in agreement with published 
results on the same case 11961. ITurthermore, this agreement was an indication of 
the correct implementation of the YoshizaNva NW model. 
3) In terms of velocity distribution, ESD model proved consistent over the range of 
Ld 
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Re, considered, giving the most accurate results in the majority of cases. The 
accurate Cj prediction played an important role as its under-prediction by the 
rest of the models resulted in an offset of the U+ distribution. 
4) In terms of Reynolds stresses, ESD model's prediction of u'ul was more accurate in 
all cases considered while vv' and w'w' were at the same levels as these obtained 
by the k,, gs-equation model. The latter proved more accurate than Smagorinsky 
model mainly in the prediction of v'v' and w'w'. 
5) In terms of coherent structures, the increased dissipation introduced by the Smagorin- 
sky resulted in a decrease of turbulence activity that reflected on the coherent 
structures present in the flow. Hence, compared with the rest of the models, fewer 
structures were observed, with geometrical features that were not always consis- 
tent with observations made in experiments. In contrast, the coherent structures 
obtained by ESD and the rest of the models tested were in a good agreement with 
experimental data. 
6) Lumley's triangles confirmed the physical realisability of all models considered. 
The second stage of the SGS models testing was based on the results of the first stage, in 
terms of combinations of SGS models and near-wall damping functions employed. Hence, 
the Smagorinsky model with Piomelli near-wall damping function [1441 and the k,,, -cquation 
model with the Inagi near-wall damping function [681 were selected to be further investigated 
on a wing body junction case. This case imposed a number of challenges oil the SGS models, 
discussed in section 5.6.3. The main conclusions drawn were the following: 
1) Both models predicted the same flow behaviour, dictated by the presence of a 
bound vortex around the wing geometry. However, each model predicted different 
flow characteristics due to the different levels of dissipation introduced to the 
flow by each SGS model. In both cases, the extent of the backflow region was 
over-predicted. 
2) The variation of vortex position in the upstream symmetry plane, with DIJ* was 
in accordance to the behaviour observed in the experiments. 
3) Smagorinsky model predicted a system of vortices upstream of the wing leading 
edge, which was statistically stationary in time and in space and similar in pattern 
I. A 
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to observation made by Baker 19). Its position was further upstrearn compared to 
experimental data of Olcmen and Simpson [131] and it is believed that this caused 
the whole formation of the horseshoe vortex to be translated further away from 
the wing surface. Furthermore, the predicted vortex strength was significantly 
larger. 
4) The k, g, -equation model predicted the periodic generation of vortices upstream 
of the wing that move downstream to reach their peak at a location that was close 
to the vortex position observed in the experiments. The time-averaged flow field 
of this process indicated a vortical structure in the upstream symmetry plane 
similar to that observed by Olcmen and Simpson [1311, -at a position close to 
the experimental value. This vortex resulted in the formation of a bound vortex 
system that was closer to the wing surface comparing to the Smagorinsky results. 
5) The discrepancies between the experimental and LES results were attributed to 
the state of the oncoming boundary layer and the turbulence activity predicted 
in the region. The role of the local grid resolution was also pointed out as a 
parameter that could be improved. 
6) Both SGS models under-predicted the normal and shear stresses in the plane 
upstream of the wing leading edge and over-predicted them at the constant x-plane 
close to the wing trailing edge. The over dissipative character of Smagorinsky 
model resulted in an excessive damping of any turbulent fluctuation upstream 
of the wing resulting in the stable vortical structure described above. On the 
contrary, the reduced dissipative action of the k,, g,, -equation model resulted in the 
maintenance of more unsteadiness in the flow that eventually resulted in a more 
accurate flow field. 
7) In terms of the bound vortex characteristics, in the case of Smagorinsky model, the 
vortex was further away from both the wing surface and the bottom wall, resulting 
in a small interaction with the boundary layer. In the case of the k,,, -eqiiatioil 
model, the bound vortex was closer to the wing surface and to the lower wall, 
interacting heavily with the boundary layers. In both cases, secondary vortices 
were observed in the junction region on the side of the wing surface, resulting ill 
flow separation. 
Ld 
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8) Pressure distribution was affected by the flow separation on the side of the wing 
surface and by the formation of a wake at the rear end of the wing section. In 
the case of Smagorinsky model, the flow separation over the rear part of the wing 
and the wake formed further downstream affected adversely the accuracy of the 
Cp distribution. The early flow separation observed in the k,.., -equation model 
LES compromised the accuracy of the Cp distribution up to x=1.5T. FAirther 
downstream, the results were close to the experimental data. 
9) Despite the coarse grid employed, the k,. q, -eqiiation model gave a more realistic 
solution overall. This wLq an indication of the ability of this type of SGS modelling 
to reproduce more accurately the turbulent flow field with a coarse grid. 
Unfortunately, due to time limitations, the ESD model presented and tested in section 3.2.3 
and 4.2 respectively, was not further tested on the wing-body junction. 
7.3 On the multi-scale DFG algorithm 
The first objective set for the investigation of an inflow conditions generation algorithm was 
met by the the identification of the DFG algorithm proposed by Klein et al. 1821, as the 
method had the potential to be further developed to allow for generation of inlet conditions 
for wall-bounded flows. The advantages of this method comparing to other approaches were 
discussed in the introduction of Chapter 6. 
The second objective was met by the identification of areas of further development, dis- 
cussed and described in section 6.2. These were focused on the ability of the code to produce 
data that could be used for wall-bounded flows and on the computational cost. Regarding 
the first area of interest, improvements were made by the adoption of a multi-filtering ap- 
proach which allowed for the generation of inlet data with spatially varying turbulence scales. 
However, as discussed in section 6.2.2, this approach increased the computational cost. There- 
fore, in order to reduce the computational time required, frequency domain convolution was 
adopted, in combination with the introduction of a simple data interpolation technique. Both 
of these modifications were described in section 6.2 and discussed in section 6A. 
The new implementation of the DFG-based LES inlet condition approach highlighted the 
following main points: 
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1) Considerable savings in computational time can be achieved by the implementa- 
tion of frequency domain convolution and data interpolation between successive 
timesteps. This allows for the adoption of a more detailed description of turbu- 
lence scales at minor cost increase. 
2) Although the strength of spatial variation in the turbulence scales was relatively 
strong (a factor of 4), this did not prove problematic for the DFG method using 
a fixed Gaussian correlation function shape. 
The third objective was met by the comparison of the original and the modifled algorithm 
on the same test case. The case that was selected was a channel geometry with periodic 
constrictions, as described in section 6.3.1. A periodic boundary conditions, PBC, LES of 
the same test case was used to produce the required first and second order statistics and to 
be used as a reference data. Three sets of inlet data were generated, using the original DFG 
algorithm, a 6-filter and a 12-filter DFG methodology. 
Comparisons between the target PBC LES calculation and three DFG-driven LES calcu- 
lations of the same flow highlighted the following main points: 
The DFG-driven LES calculations using spatially varying scales at inlet predicted 
the test problem better than a constant scale simulation on the evidence of both 
mean, but particularly turbulence profiles. The selection of a representative con- 
stant scale could still produce inlet data of adequate quality, although this outcome 
will probably be flow dependent. 
2) Gaussian autocorrelation shape assumed by the DFG will necessarily differ in 
general from that determined by the flow physics, and this limits the ability of the 
DFC method to reproduce turbulence structures at an inlet plane with complete 
fidelity compared to, say, a precursor calculation. 
3) The use of spatially varying turbulence scales in the DFG input cannot remove this 
restriction, but does allow the integral scale of the Gaussian correlation influenced 
time-series to match the local turbulence structure. 
4) Even the increase of spatial resolution of turbulence scales investigated here did 
not allow the initial development of the boundary layer evolving from the inlet 
plane to match with the target PBC simulation. This may well be due to the 
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use of a Gaussian correlation function shape in the DFG method and it would be 
worthwhile to explore a modified DFG, which allowed an alternative correlation 
function shape more suited to strongly inhomogeneous flow. 
7.4 Recommendations for future work 
The work performed on the present study was focused on two very important subjects for the 
further development of LES; the use of transport equation models to improve the accuracy 
of SGS modelling and the employment of algorithms to produce artificial unsteady inlet data 
appropriate for LES use. 
Regarding the first subject, the following recommendations for future work are given: 
Further testing of the proposed ESD model. Time limitations restricted the test- 
ing of the proposed ESD model only to channel flows. A series of further tests 
involving more complex and transient flow features should be performed to access 
the performance of the model and identify any areas where further improvements 
may be required. 
2) Further investigation of the ESD model. The model improves the treatment of 
the dissipation term in the k,,, -equation, which proves to be very important, 
especially when the model is used on wall-bounded flows. In terms of further in- 
vestigation, the effects of more realistic energy spectrums should be accounted for 
by the introduction of Pope's spectrum 11461 or by the estimation of the spectrum 
shape based on flow quantities. However, any development in these two directions 
should also consider the cost factor since, even in its initial formed presented 
here, the model is about 50% more expensive than the Yoshizawa and Horinti 
k., g, -equation model. In that respect, the use of an alternative root 
identification 
algorithm could be beneficial. 
3) The current study only considered the use of near-wall model as a viscous wall 
treatment. Other approaches such as the introduction of extra terms in the k, gs- 
equation could improve the performance of the model in flow regions where low 
Reynolds number effects are more pronounced. 
4) Due to time limitations and computational resources available, the application of 
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the Smagorinky model and the k,.,, -equation model on the wing-body junction 
case was limited to the use of a single grid. Further assessment of the two mod- 
els on refined grids would be beneficial for the evaluation of the grid resolution 
dependence of the results. 
Regarding the second subject, the following recommendations for future work are given: 
1) The conclusion of the work performed on the DFG algorithm indicated that the 
adoption of the Gaussian distribution can limit its accuracy. Therefore it is pro- 
posed that at a first stage, future work should involve use of alternative, more 
realistic autocorrelation distributions. Di Mare and Jones [401 havealready shown 
promising results using alternative forms of the autocorrelation function. At a sec- 
ond stage, variable forms of autocorrelation function should be considered, based 
on flow properties and location. 
2) Extension of the turbulence scale spatial variation in two dimensions. These could 
make the algorithm more attractive to cues without any periodicity direction. 
Appendix 
VI, J, K 
('Ti-1, 
JK + 'Ti, JK) + VI-1, JK 
(. Zi, 
JK + 'Ti+I, JK) 
'k, J, K: -- 4VI, JKVI-1, J, K 
(7.1) 
VI, JK 
(Ai, 
J-1, K + 'Ti+I, J-1, K 
)+ VI, J-1, K 
(4, 
JK + 
4+1, 
J, K) 
(7.2) 
4VI, J, KVI, J-1, K 
VI, JK 
(-'Ti, 
JK-1 + 'Ti+l, J, K-1 
)+ VI, JK-1 
(Zi, 
JK + Jyi+I, J, K) 
(7.3) 
4VI, J, KVI, J, K-1 
where V denotes the cell volume and jý the area vector. Capital letter indices denote cell 
centre values and small letter indices cell surface values. 
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